Military occupation is a recurrent feature of modern international politics and yet has received little attention from political scientists. This book sets out to remedy this neglect, offering:

- an account of military occupation as a form of government
- an assessment of key trends in the development of military occupations over the last two centuries
- an explanation of the conceptual and practical difficulties encountered by occupiers
- examples drawn from (amongst others) the First and Second World Wars, US occupations in Latin America and Japan, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, and the current occupation of Iraq

After a survey of the evolving practice and meaning of military occupation the book deals with its contested definitions, challenging restrictive approaches that disguise the true extent of the incidence of military occupation. Subsequent chapters explain the diverse forms that military government within occupation regimes take on and the role of civilian governors and agencies within occupation regimes; the significance of military occupation for our understanding of political obligation; the concept of sovereignty; the nature and meaning of justice; and our evaluation of regime transformation under conditions of military occupation.
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Introduction

Military occupation has been a recurrent feature of recent history and is recognised as a distinct phenomenon in international law, most notably in the Hague Regulations of 1907 which remain in force today. It is a phenomenon which excites great passion especially because of the savagery which often accompanies it. In this respect the paintings and drawings of Francisco de Goya symbolise the cruelties of military occupation in a way analogous to Picasso’s synthesis of the horrors of modern warfare in his depiction of the destruction of Guernica. Yet despite the relative legal continuity of definition and the passions excited by the experience of particular occupations reflection upon the phenomenon has been discontinuous and fragmentary. Each occupation has invoked its own outpouring of commentary and memoir, either lamenting the shortcomings of occupation policies and the unanticipated difficulties encountered by military occupiers or the suffering inflicted upon the inhabitants of occupied territory, or celebrating the real or supposed successes and restraint of the occupiers. Occupation, or the prospect of it, has sometimes induced reflection upon earlier occupations, usually in the hope of drawing useful lessons for the impending occupation. 1 More recently, the opening of government archives or the desire to redress the victor’s image of military occupation and to recapture the experience of occupation from the viewpoint of the defeated populations subject to military occupation has induced further reflection. 2 Much of this, however, has concerned itself with particular instances of occupation.

Systematic and comparative studies of military occupation remain however rare. This is true even in the field of international law where one might have expected more continuity. 3 It may be that part at least of the reason for this curious neglect lies in the nature of military occupation. It is usually regarded as a product of warfare but is to varying degrees distinct from the conduct of hostilities. As such it has frequently been resented, disparaged, and even feared, by military officers for whom it has been an unwanted burden for which they
have not been trained. It is supposedly regulated by international law and yet it frequently entails activities, such as the administration of justice within a territory, the imposition and collection of taxes, the regulation of public health, and even the holding of elections, which are usually regarded as falling within the remit of the domestic authority of a state. By the same token, although it might be said to be a form of government, it is the government of the inhabitants of one state by the armed forces, and other agents, of another state or coalition of states. It involves the claim to exercise authority, and not merely power, yet it is an authority of a distinctive and peculiar kind for it is exercised under the circumstance of the ‘authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant’.4

A second reason for the lack of systematic study may be the fact that the concept of military occupation, as distinct from conquest, for example, emerged only slowly during the nineteenth century. Even approximately one century after the Hague Regulations of 1907 sought to stabilise understanding of the phenomenon, conflation of the two categories can easily be found in academic studies of military occupation.5 Nor is it only conquest and occupation that can fuse in the minds of occupiers and observers. The boundary between occupation and empire or occupation and intervention can also appear to be a fluid one. The difficulty in distinguishing between occupation and intervention may have been compounded by the fact that both concepts are products of the upheavals brought about by the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars, though intervention is undoubtedly the more elastic term, never receiving the kind of international legal definition given to occupation.6 Similarly, military occupation has been so closely construed as a product of warfare that it has been held to be incompatible with the notion of military occupation in the absence of violent resistance by the inhabitants of occupied territory. Yet, on the eve of the First World War, a French author devoted a substantial volume to military occupations beyond the realm of war. It was, he noted, the first study of its kind.7 These difficulties of definition and distinction are not primarily the product of carelessness but rather of the fact that military occupation is a disputed normative concept. It is a moral status with an attendant set of obligations imposed upon occupiers, those subject to military occupation and other parties. Occupiers and others frequently violate those obligations, even in their own eyes. That, however, is no more an obstacle to holding that military occupation is a moral status than is deviant behaviour from any other norm.
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The fact that military occupation is a normative concept, and one of relatively recent historical provenance, suggests a third reason for the lack of systematic and comparative study. Precisely because of the savagery depicted by Goya and amplified in the twentieth century beyond what Goya could have imagined, military occupation has come to be seen as an inherently disreputable activity. Occupation, as Paul Bremer, Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq, said is ‘an ugly word’. Military occupiers have preferred, therefore, to describe themselves as something else. They have preferred to see themselves as liberators or allies upholding natural or international law rather than as the oppressors, enemies and tyrants that they associate with military occupation. Such evasion undoubtedly became more common after the Second World War. However, it will be suggested below that it has a pedigree as long as that of the concept of military occupation. It is notable also that there is an increasing tendency to question such evasive strategies, even where they are apparently most plausible, that is in the case of certain activities authorised by the United Nations. Nevertheless, the accumulated antipathy to military occupation as a practice, quite understandable in the light of the conduct of many occupiers, is probably the third reason for the lack of comparative and systematic study of military occupation.

None of these obstacles is trivial. All pose significant problems for those who wish to understand the phenomenon of military occupation and, arguably even more so, for those engaged in or subject to military occupation. Any attempt at understanding military occupation also involves a choice about what approach or perspective to adopt. Here, there is no sole approach or perspective that recommends itself to the exclusion of all others. It is evident from the comments made above that the approach adopted in this text is in part at least normative. It is not necessary to adopt a normative approach. It is possible to explicitly disavow such an approach and to enquire, for example, into the conditions which account for the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of military occupations in terms of ‘whether the occupying power accomplished its goals and at what cost’. A related approach is summarised in the title Does Conquest Pay?

Assuming that a normative approach is adopted there are still choices to be made. It is clearly possible to approach military occupation in terms of existing international law or in terms of what one believes should become international law. Indeed, if one sets aside historical studies of specific occupations or occupiers, this is the most
common approach to the phenomenon. It can lead to defence of the practice of military occupation, either in general or in particular cases, or to a condemnation of the practices of at least some, and often most, military occupiers. The dilemma of whether the law of occupation should serve to buttress the activities of military occupiers or to constrain them was indeed present in the minds of those who first sought to codify the law of military occupation, as will be shown below. It has been much more common recently, however, for exposition of the law of occupation to issue in condemnation of occupiers. It is also possible to reach a similar conclusion by deploying normative arguments that explicitly seek to legitimate resistance to military occupiers.13

The approach adopted in this text draws heavily upon normative legal arguments, but does so from a specific perspective. In the first place it seeks to use such arguments in order to elucidate how military occupiers have understood their status and role. This is important because uncertainty and confusion about the nature of military occupation are recurrent features of the practice of military occupation. That uncertainty is compounded by the fact that occupiers frequently believe that they are faced with unprecedented problems for which they have been ill-prepared and for whose management they have inadequate resources. In the second place it seeks to use such arguments in a way that does not deviate so far from the practice of at least some military occupiers as to be incomprehensible to them or set standards that they must inevitably fail to meet.14 In the third place it seeks to set such arguments in the context of military occupation as a political phenomenon, that is, above all else, as a form of government. That military occupation entailed military government was once a widely accepted assumption.15 The term fell into neglect as part of the process that culminated in the evasion of the label of military occupation. The disrepute was already evident in a comment recalled by F. S. V. Donnison from discussion about the impending military government of Burma in the Second World War: ‘Surely we don’t speak of military government? We have civil government but only military administration’. As Donnison observed the distinction was a ‘dangerous misconception’.16 It was dangerous precisely because it sought to deny the reality of military government.

The following chapters seek to unfold the implications of this basic claim that military occupation is a political phenomenon and above all a form of government. This text makes no pretensions to be a history of military occupation. Too many instances of the genre
find no mention or highly selective discussion in order to illustrate specific points. Some understanding of the evolving practice of military occupation is necessary and Chapter 1 is devoted to this task. It is important because military occupation is often presented in terms of trajectories, from a concern with relations between states and state elites to a concern with protection of human rights, or from a willingness to tolerate and even preserve the institutions of occupied territories to a commitment to regime transformation, that are partial truths. The practice of military occupation is neither a static recurrence of age-old verities nor a linear progression either in terms of a reduction of the harshness of military occupation or an increasing transgression of once-recognised limits.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the problem of defining military occupation. This might seem a simple task, and some accounts of military occupation presume that it is. It is not. The concept of military occupation only gained clarity slowly, in distinction from the concept of conquest, and was subsequently muddied by the attempts of occupiers to evade that status. The definition of military occupation is important because it potentially gives greater clarity about the moral status of military occupiers as well as the range of instances covered by the term. It tells us little, however, about the contours of military government itself.

Discussion of that issue is divided into two separate chapters, Chapter 3 on forms of military government, that is government instituted by military officers through a military chain of command, and Chapter 4 on the role of civilian governors in military occupations. This separation may seem to revive the ‘dangerous misconception’ against which Donnison warned, but it does not. In both cases the authority of the government rests upon the presence of military forces. It is nevertheless the case that at various times civilian agencies and actors distinct from the military chain of command have been deployed breaking the apparently monolithic unity of the occupier. It is also the case that these agencies and actors create distinctive difficulties for the occupation regime, not necessarily to the benefit of the inhabitants of occupied territory.

Chapter 5 takes up a theme that is essential to any form of government, namely the political obligation of the inhabitants to the government. Yet if the term military government in the context of occupation has fallen into neglect and disrepute, the concept of obligation has been so entirely repressed as to appear to have left little trace. This was not always the case. Obligation was regarded as central, yet
also as problematic. This chapter seeks to explain why discussion of obligation disappeared from the agenda, save in lapidary references in military manuals, and suggests how obligation might be plausibly understood to exist. It does not presume or imply that obligation is owed to the occupation regime regardless of the nature and policies of the occupation regime.

No such neglect has befallen the theme of Chapter 6, namely the concept of sovereignty. Indeed, if anything, the concept of sovereignty is now made to do too much work. From the recognition that the occupier is not the sovereign power which formed the core of the emerging concept of military occupation, statesmen and observers have moved on to presume that sovereignty must persist somewhere un tarnished by the fact of military occupation. This chapter suggests that this is to fundamentally underestimate the fragility of polities subject to military occupation. Ironically, the attempt to mitigate the impact of military occupation by insisting upon the persistence of sovereignty or its rapid return to the occupied masks rather than mitigates the threat to the community from which such insistence seeks to protect it.

The theme of Chapter 7, justice, has also seen no diminution of interest and discussion. Justice, the rule of law, is often seen as the potential constraint upon the tyrannical and arbitrary behaviour of the occupier. Yet, as indicated above, it was clear from the outset that law in the shape of the law of military occupation could buttress as well as constrain the status of the occupier. Justice under conditions of military occupation is inevitably the victor’s justice and will to some degree inevitably carry the pejorative taint suggested by that term. This chapter seeks to elaborate the Janus face of justice under military occupation and warns against expecting too much from appeals to the rule of law or to human rights as a barrier to the potential caprice of occupiers. Here too, expecting too much from the language of human rights may serve to mask the distinctive status of the occupier and that of those subject to occupation, to the benefit of the former rather than the latter.

Chapter 8 deals with one of the most pressing contemporary concerns with military occupation, namely regime transformation or ‘imposed constitutionalism’.

It is contentious because Article 43 of the Hague Regulations has been understood as embodying an injunction to conserve the existing constitutional order, save where it is necessarily suspended by virtue of the fact of occupation and the dictates of military necessity. It is also contentious because the
imposition of a constitutional order is seen as inconsistent with the principle of self-determination. It is suggested, however, that in some circumstances regime transformation may be the only way in which to bring military occupation to an end short of even less-desirable outcomes. This is, of course, no guarantee that occupiers will engage in such a project, still less that they will succeed in any meaningful sense.

The Conclusion offers some final reflections on the difficulties inherent in trying to understand military occupation as a political phenomenon and the nature of the challenges it poses to those engaged in it.
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17. See the problematic definition in Edelstein, *Occupational Hazards*: ‘To be an occupation, the intervening power must take control of the occupied territory and exercise sovereignty over that territory for a significant length of time’, p. 4.

Chapter 1

The Evolving Practice and Meaning of Military Occupation

Tracing the evolving practice and meaning of military occupation immediately encounters problems of definition and chronology. Both are compounded by the fact that military occupation is an unusual and problematic political phenomenon because it breaks through many distinctions by which political life is normally organised and understood, as it also breaks through analogous legal distinctions.¹ Under conditions of military occupation the distinctions between the international and the domestic, between war and peace (or at least active armed conflict and its cessation), between violence and the exercise of political authority, become fluid and uncertain. Given these peculiarities, as well as the diversity of conditions in which military occupation has taken place, it is not surprising that doubt has been expressed about the definition and utility of the concept of military occupation and the numerous other qualifications of the term occupation, though others have suggested, for example, that despite the variety of forms, the ‘core meaning is obvious enough’.² As will be demonstrated below, the core meaning has often been in dispute. More importantly, there has been uncertainty about the core meaning not only in the minds of commentators or even the drafts-men of military manuals and legal conventions, but also in the minds of occupiers and occupied populations. As General von Voigts-Rhetz, one of the German delegates to the Brussels Conference of 1874 which paved the way for the subsequent Hague Peace Conferences, pointed out, that could have disastrous consequences for occupied populations.³

There is somewhat less uncertainty about how to date the phenomenon, though still significant divergence. Some accounts simply take the Hague Regulations of 1907 as the starting point, though usually noting that these were the culmination of earlier commentary and codification.⁴ There is something to be said for this given the striking resilience of those Regulations in the face of the divergent practices
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of occupiers. An alternative is to trace back that earlier tradition of commentary and codification which typically leads to the Lieber Code of 1863, that is, to the General Orders number 100 issued to the Union armies in the American Civil War. While such landmark codes provide neat chronological precision and link periodisation with such analytical clarity as the codes possess, they remain a retrospective attempt to clarify the practice of military occupation, as well as being a normative claim to bind the future practice of military occupation and to avoid what were seen as the errors and vices of earlier practice.

A better guide is provided by the basic conceptual distinction between conquest and occupation that is most widely accepted as fundamental to the emergence of military occupation as a distinctive form of military government and temporary authority. According to a French publicist, ‘before the nineteenth century, publicists and statesmen adopted the opinion that the taking possession of the territory of one belligerent by another, conferred on the latter the power of freely disposing of it’. In his own day, he continued, such confusion was generally avoided. The distinction was insisted upon as early as 1819 in Jean Louis Klüber’s Droit des Gens Moderne de l’Europe and complaint about the confusion of the two was evident as early as 1844. By the end of the century, the importance of the distinction was widely noted by Englishmen such as Robert Phillimore, Latin Americans such as Carlos Calvo and Italians such as Pasquale Fiore. The consensus was of progress from an earlier age, before the nineteenth century, when the brute fact of the assertion of authority by military force amounted to the assertion of sovereignty, to one in which temporary assertion of authority (military occupation) was distinguished from the permanent assertion of authority (conquest) which typically took place only by virtue of confirmation in a treaty of peace.

This is indeed consistent with the emergence of increasingly detailed commentaries, military manuals and conventions dealing with military occupation as a distinct phenomenon. The picture which this sequential transition suggests is however misleading. It is misleading because it exaggerates the dominance of the norms and practice of conquest. Conquest was indeed recognised in a way that it is not now since the Kellogg-Briand Pact, the proclamation of the Stimson Doctrine and other international agreements and declarations, whether unilateral or multilateral. It is, however, important to be precise about what was involved in the acceptance of conquest in
earlier periods. For much of the medieval and early modern period of European history, conquest was so bound up with just war theory that brute conquest alone was rarely seen as sufficient, especially if this amounted to less than conquest of the whole country. At the time of the Thirty Years War, mere conquest was regarded by the French as a very inferior type of claim, while the Spanish held brute conquest, even when supplemented by the passage of time, to be a threat to stability.\textsuperscript{10} Examples drawn from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that appear to confirm the contrary often turn out to be more equivocal than they seem to be at first glance.\textsuperscript{11}

Nor was the concept of unrestrained sovereignty sufficiently well formulated to facilitate the idea that one sovereignty could be displaced by another in its entirety by nothing more than brute conquest. Yet it is precisely this that is often suggested, or implied, by referring to a period in which conquest was an accepted part of international relations. Hence, when Iréné Lameire searched the archives of France and surrounding territories, which he believed to offer the most promising source of evidence of an immediate displacement of sovereignty brought about solely by conquest, he found little before the sixteenth century, and the late sixteenth century at that. Even later, he found much evidence of what he termed the ‘precariousness’, as well as simple uncertainty, about changes in sovereign title. It is true, however, that he found more evidence as the eighteenth century unfolded.\textsuperscript{12}

The irony of this is that, as Lameire himself noted, at the end of the eighteenth century, in revolutionary France, we have the first principled declaration of the renunciation of conquest as a means of foreign policy. This renunciation played a role in discrediting the sheer possession of power as sufficient title to hold territory, though that presumption in favour of sheer possession was, as already indicated, something of recent provenance and far from unaffected by other considerations in most cases. So too did the conquests made by revolutionary and Napoleonic armies; the conquests were justified in the name of liberation. As one revolutionary put it as early as 1791: ‘This is a crusade for the freedom of all . . . Each soldier will speak thus to his enemy: Brother, I do not come to slay you. I come to free you from the yoke under which you are groaning’.\textsuperscript{13} The reality was that French armies treated the territory they occupied as enemy territory from which they expected to live.

Foreshadowing the later involvement of civilian agencies in military occupations ‘representatives on mission’ dispatched by the
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revolutionary Convention organised the exploitation of occupied territory, in some cases under the appropriately named ‘agencies of commerce and extraction’. Sometimes these representatives, like the later army commissaries and intendant-generals, clashed with the generals of the armies but rarely succeeded in controlling their excesses. Operating on the basis of a right of conquest that more clearly resembled the right misleadingly ascribed by publicists to an earlier age, Napoleon redrew the political map of much of Europe – though as one historian has observed in respect of Italy these structures never ‘lost this aspect of impermanence, of improvisation’. That was, of course, emphasised by the publicists who celebrated the triumph over the French revolutionaries and their heir, Napoleon Bonaparte. Thus, Arnold von Heeren, under the subtitle ‘Restoration of the political system of Europe’, wrote that ‘our European princes are legitimate rulers, not because they happen to be in possession of power, for this would apply with equal force to a usurper, but because they are so in point of law, owing to their right of succession’. Mere possession of power, a longstanding problem in the shape of the usurper, had taken on new form in the shape of a military occuiper, albeit one who asserted a right to transform political institutions and society on a hitherto unknown scale.

This was not the only problem to be bequeathed by the revolutionary and Napoleonic era. The most striking was that of the partisans or guerrillas who operated in Spain after Napoleon’s defeat of traditional Spanish armies. Openly described as ‘land pirates’ by the junta that called for their formation, their resistance was condemned as banditry by Marshall Soult, with execution the penalty for their resistance. The result was a vicious conflict which also turned Spaniard against Spaniard but whose chief legacy was its, albeit disputed, part in Napoleon’s downfall and the clash between the authority proclaimed by the occupier and the right of resistance proclaimed by the Spanish partisans.

These were, to be sure, not the only models and experiences of military occupation in this era. France’s enemies had been occupiers as well. The Duke of Wellington’s much-quoted retrospective gloss offered a different model of military occupation:

I have governed a large portion of the population of a country by my own will. But then, what did I do? I declared that the country should be governed according to its own national law . . . I governed the country strictly by the laws of the country; and I governed it with such moderation, I must say, that political servants and judges, who at first fled, or
had been expelled, afterwards consented to act under my direction. The judges sat in the courts of law, conducting their judicial business, and administered the law under my direction.¹⁹

This ignored the chaos and disorder following on from the flight of these officials, as well as Wellington’s sometimes very close involvement in the details of government. However, it was to be an aspiration of some military occupiers, if only because it promised to relieve them of the burdens of government, especially, as was almost invariably the case, when the resources and personnel at their disposal were insufficient to take over the full range of government activities.²⁰

The Allied military occupation of France imposed by the Treaty of Paris, confined as it was to certain frontier districts, entailed even less activity but it stood as guarantor of ‘the re-establishment of order and tranquillity’.²¹

Although such ‘pacific’ occupations, as some later designated them, were quite common, it was military operations that were to bring more clarity to the nature of military occupation. As American armies prepared to invade Mexican territory in 1846, Secretary of War Marcy advised Brigadier-General Stephen Kearny that he should ‘establish temporary civil government’, although the clear intent of the enterprise was annexation. He added that ‘it is foreseen that what relates to civil government will be a difficult and unpleasant part of your duty, and much must necessarily be left to your discretion’.²²

The difficulties of implementing military government was to be a recurrent theme, as was the discretion left to military commanders who were not necessarily well prepared for the task. General Scott, who occupied Mexico as part of the same war the following year, had however studied the record of Napoleon’s disastrous occupation of Spain. Conscious that attacks on the Catholic religion and its institutions had embittered that conflict, Scott was determined to avoid a repetition of such events and took elaborate precautions to reassure Mexico’s Catholics of his respect for their religion.²³ That also involved strict measures to maintain discipline among his own soldiers, a lack of which exposed the absence of any specific provision for punishing crimes committed by Americans outside the territorial borders of the United States. He rectified this through his General Orders number 287, which provided for military commissions to try certain types of case.²⁴ He preferred, however, to leave the administration of justice between Mexicans to Mexican courts. As American military commanders struggled with varying success to implement
military government, Colonel Mason discovered a problem which was only later resolved, at least to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court, namely that whilst the war with Mexico lasted he understood that his authority derived from the laws of war. After the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo ending the war with Mexico but before the admission of the new state to the Union, it was not clear what the source of authority of the Union’s military governors was.  

Further complications arose in the American Civil War. Indeed, a later commentator lamented the fact that much of American law on military occupation stemmed from this rebellion. From the viewpoint of the Union forces, the Confederate states were in revolt and Union leaders were inevitably influence by the sentiment that, as one military governor put it, ‘treason must be made odious’. Yet it seemed impossible to treat the Confederates as traitors or outlaws as Soult had declared the Spanish partisans to be. The alternative seemed to be to treat them as belligerents and the governments established in reclaimed Confederate territory as military governments, as if they were in foreign territory. The difficulty in reconciling the two views was reflected in the Lieber Code which allowed for treating them as belligerents on the grounds of humanity while claiming this ‘does in no way whatever imply a partial or complete acknowledgement of their government . . . or of them, as an independent or sovereign power’. By the time Lieber’s code was promulgated, military occupation and military governments were facts created by the success of Union armies. It was also already clear that there were tensions between advocates of government by military commanders and government by civilians, even if the latter had been given commissions to enhance their status. Speaking for the former, General Grant declared: ‘Please advise the President not to attempt to doctor up a State Government for Georgia by the appointment of citizens in any capacity whatever’.  

As with the revolutionary and Napoleonic armies of France, military occupation became linked to imposed constitutions. ‘Imposed constitutionalism’, though often regarded as a recent phenomenon, was not only a feature of those wars but also of the Civil War, extending by virtue of Presidential authority and, when this was deemed insufficient, by virtue of the Reconstruction Acts of 1867, well into the post-war period. Uncertainty about the requisite authority to justify such government, as well as the passage of a third act to deflect attempts to challenge the remit of military government, indicate the difficulties experienced in dealing not just with the fact that military
occupation per se breaks through normal distinctions and practices but also with adapting rudimentary customs designed for inter-state war to conditions of civil war.

Despite these complications, the Lieber Code promulgated during that war undoubtedly exercised considerable influence on subsequent publicists and codifiers. By the time the latter gathered in Brussels in 1874 they had a more recent experience to reflect upon, namely the Franco-Prussian war of 1870–1. Although, as always, the protagonists disagreed sharply about the events of the occupation and even more so about their legality, there was no doubt that Prussian rule was severe. Such severity, noted Spaight, was ‘undoubtedly successful’, though he questioned its prudence because, but for the short duration of the war, ‘France might have proved to the Germans what Spain proved to the French sixty years before – a country one could defeat but never subdue’. The severity included the use of forced guides and forced labour, the taking of hostages and the burning and pillage of the village of L’Isle Adam on the grounds that the resistance shown by its inhabitants took place in already occupied territory; a status denied by French publicists. In general, however, there was no dispute, with the exception of clear German intent to annex Alsace-Lorraine, that this was a matter of military occupation. What was prominent and contentious was the position of French citizens in occupied territory caught between the injunctions of German occupation authorities and countervailing instructions still being issued by a French government, especially when a Republic was proclaimed in place of the French Empire, whose emperor was in German captivity.

It was inevitable that these issues concerned the delegates who met at Brussels in 1874 and that the definition of occupation, the right to resort to a levée en masse, and the extent of the authority of the occupier should occasion dispute. There was no dispute that military occupation and conquest were two different things and agreement was reached without much difficulty on the principle that the occupier ‘will maintain the laws which were in force in the country in time of peace, and will only modify, suspend, or replace them by others if necessity obliges him to do so’. It has been held that given the envisaged brevity of occupation and low level of state involvement in the economy this was, at the time, a plausible assumption, but that the subsequent expansion of the state rendered it problematic. While there is some truth in this, occupiers and publicists did not necessarily share this view. Germans in France had struggled in vain with the
complexities of the French taxation system in the absence of many French tax officials. The general point was well put before the First World War by Spaight: ‘In all civilized countries there exists a vast and complex organism whose function is the performance of all those duties for the sake of which all State Government is established. That organism is, anglice, the “Civil Service”’. It was less the absence of a complex organism and rather the existence of it that tempted the delegates at Brussels to presume that the proposed restraint was relatively unproblematic. Where it did not exist, as in Bulgaria when the Russians occupied that territory in 1877–8, the occupier established a ‘new social and political régime’.

There was more respect for existing laws in the Japanese occupations in connection with the Russo-Japanese war of 1904–5, though this was eased by the fact that much of the occupied territory was in fact neutral Chinese territory. There was even respect for Transvaal law in the Boer war despite the fact that the British had proclaimed the annexation of the Orange Free State and the Transvaal. The fact that they announced the annexations before even achieving effective military occupation of the territories was widely criticised, even in the House of Commons where James Bryce denounced this ‘monstrous proclamation . . . based on a paper annexation . . . which purported to treat the inhabitants of the two Republics as rebels – rebels, forsooth, on the basis of a paper annexation’. The clarity of formal codification still clearly left scope for considerable variation in practice. Nor did such clarity extend to providing detailed guidance for military governors. As Lord Milner, Governor of the Cape Colony lamented: ‘Unfortunately there are no British regulations defining the powers and duties of a Military Governor’.

A different kind of occupation took place at roughly the same time as a result of the Spanish-American war that broke out in 1898. Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines were amongst the territories occupied by American forces. Cuba presented a peculiar problem because it was not envisaged for annexation, the fate of Puerto Rico, or transformation into a colony, the fate of the Philippines, but nor did the Americans abandon their occupation upon termination of the war with Spain. In justification of the position of American occupying forces, Charles Magoon suggested

if the doctrine is correct that a military government is a substitute, ad interim, for sovereignty, and further, that the purposes for which the military forces of the United States were sent to Cuba are uncompleted, it would seem to follow that said military government may properly
exercise the rights of a belligerent without regard to the fact that the war has ended.40

This was not the first time that American forces had remained in occupation, engaged in the transformation of a political regime. That had already happened in the reconstruction of the southern states at the end of the Civil War, and indeed earlier in the occupation of California and New Mexico at the end of the American-Mexican war of 1846–8.41 In these cases the territory was, or was intended to become, part of the United States. That was not the case in Cuba.

Despite these and numerous other military occupations, the First World War found military occupiers unprepared for the task of government. It was not, as is sometimes mistakenly asserted, the first time that military occupiers failed to respect existing laws and institutions. Yet that requirement was now firmly enshrined in Article 43 of the Hague Conventions:

The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the later shall take all the measures in his power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and civil life, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country.42

The occupied had, of course, an interest in restrictive interpretations of this provision, or at least exiled governments and those loyal to them did. When occupiers themselves became subject to military occupation they too discovered the virtues of such restrictive interpretations, regardless of their earlier arguments and practice. During the war, and in much subsequent argument, Belgium’s fate formed the focus of attention. The centrality of Belgium in the propaganda battle between the two alliances, violation of Belgian neutrality having been cited by Britain as the reason for its entry into the war, the prolonged nature of the occupation, and the vigour of Belgian arguments, all contributed to this focus. Yet military occupation was a fact elsewhere, across swathes of Eastern Europe and into the Middle East and Africa. Reporting on the occupation of Lemberg in the eastern parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Sigmund Cybichowski noted that occupiers, in this case the Russians, were all too tempted to abandon the constraints of military occupation in favour of the old doctrines of conquest as soon as their confidence in ultimate victory grew.43 Visions of a post-war order played a role in the West as well. For Belgium, this would probably have meant control of its ports and infrastructure and the subordination of its military forces to Germany, leaving behind the shell of a nominally independent state,
or possibly separate states for the Walloon and Flemish populations. Yet the practice of military occupation was driven as much, or more, by the exigencies of war as by these visions. Here, recalled a member of the German occupation authorities, Ludwig von Köhler, the Germans found ‘a situation which was tantamount to the dissolution of the constitutional order’. The fleeing government had even taken the plates used for printing banknotes. In general, ‘the whole Belgian state machinery was not only at a standstill but was completely incapable of functioning’. The German response turned into what von Köhler described as ‘over organisation’, though it might be better described as a proliferation of ill-coordinated authorities, with repeated clashes between German military authorities and German civilian authorities.

German practice was also driven by the nature of the war. As one German openly pointed out to the Belgians, faced with an economic blockade intended to reduce Germany by starvation, it was inevitable that the Germans would exploit the resources of Belgium in order to strengthen their own war machine and to alleviate hardship in their own country. This was undoubtedly influenced by the specific circumstance of the English blockade of German shipping and the emergence of total war. It is also true that German policy, especially in respect of the deportation of Belgian workers to Germany, from the perspective of the immediate post-war years appeared ‘to be without precedent in modern wars’. The deportation of labour on this scale was unprecedented but the notion that war and occupation were economic conflicts was not. As an American commentator reflected, economic considerations had a significant place in the Lieber Code ‘for – as has been well said – “cotton was the principal support of the rebellion”’. The tension between political strategies and military strategies, between governing and the strictly defined conduct of combat, between those who specialised in the former, whatever their title, and those who specialised in the latter, confronted the British in Mesopotamia where the Chief Political Officer, Percy Cox, clashed with Lieutenant-General Stanley Maude. Indeed the latter protested that ‘there should be no Political Officer’. In Mesopotamia the situation was complicated by the fact that Ottoman officials, including judges, fled before British armies, leaving the latter in a position where they had no experience to rely on in interpreting Turkish law, which they found inadequate in so far as they understood it. The result was the administration of justice on the basis of the Indian
civil and criminal codes in Basra but recourse to modified Egyptian and Sudanese codes in Baghdad.\textsuperscript{51} There was no possibility here for Wellington’s confident reliance on established systems or even the acrimonious clashes between Germans and French judges, and subsequently Germans and Belgian and French judges in the Franco-Prussian war and the First World War. Indeed, in Palestine, the Chief Judicial Officer of the military occupation noted that the courts took over tasks that would ‘normally’, that is within the domestic jurisdiction of a country at peace, have been exercised by the executive branch of government.\textsuperscript{52}

As on several previous occasions, the termination of war did not entail the termination of occupation. Amidst the chaos of the disintegration of empires and civil war that accompanied the end of the war, numerous military occupations took place, often of a fleeting nature. It was, however, the Allied occupation of the Rhineland that attracted most attention because of its protracted nature, scheduled to last for fifteen years though it lasted only ten, and its prominence in the propaganda battle between the victors and the vanquished. The view that it represented the ‘first important exception’ to the annexation of conquered territory at the end of a war is misguided.\textsuperscript{53} The phenomenon of military occupation beyond the framework of belligerency was common in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{54} The occupation of the Rhineland itself was novel in one sense. According to Ernst Fraenkel ‘it represented the exercise of power politics against a conquered enemy, and at the same time, in applying Wilsonian principles to the field of military occupation, it reflected an almost unlimited belief in the force of law’.\textsuperscript{55} It was consistent with this ambiguity that the military character of the occupation was diluted, not least in the designation of the staff responsible for administration as the Civil Affairs Branch.\textsuperscript{56} This opened room for dispute about whether it really amounted to military occupation at all and, if it did, how this kind of military occupation differed from other kinds. Nor was this solely a matter of the desire for analytic clarity. As one commentator has observed, the appointment of Lieutenant-General Charles as Military Governor of the British zone ‘in the circumstances, proved misleading both to the Germans and to the British Corps Commanders since the Military Governor commanded no troops and could issue no orders to the Corps Commanders’.\textsuperscript{57}

The occupations during the Second World War were remarkable for their extent and in many instances for their brutality. As Lauterpacht put it, Germany ‘became guilty, particularly with regard
to the territories occupied in Eastern Europe, of unprecedented violations of all the laws of belligerent occupation. The fact that these crimes were committed in occupied territories judged to have been the result of illegal wars of aggression added to the problem of making sense of what happened in terms of laws of occupation formulated at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. Yet the temptation to dismiss them for fear of lending any credence to the authority of such an occupier had to be balanced against the fear that the established standards for the behaviour of the occupier vis-à-vis the occupied populations would fall by the wayside at the same time. The alternative of taking a war of aggression as a taint on every act committed by the aggressor was little more attractive. As the United States Military Tribunal argued,

If we should adopt the view that by reason of the fact that the war was a criminal act of aggression every act which would have been legal in a defensive war was illegal in this one, we would be forced to the conclusion that every soldier who marched into occupied territory or who fought in the homeland was a criminal and a murderer.

Although violations of the laws of military occupation inevitably became the focus of much attention, the extent of the violation varied across occupied Europe in part at least in connection with the form of occupation. The different forms occupation took attracted attention even during the war and has remained resistant to classification. One striking feature which cut across the division suggested by the level of barbarity was the deployment of Nazi Gauleiter as Reich Commissars in Norway, the Netherlands and in two areas of the Soviet Union (Ostland and Ukraine). Those appointments signified the priority to be given to political strategies: to a process of self-Nazification and incorporation into a Greater German Reich in the two former cases and to a massive programme of population transfers in the latter two cases. These were some striking examples of a more general phenomenon, namely the penetration of Nazi party agencies and Himmler’s security apparatus into the occupation regimes. These jostled for position, even competing with each other through proxy collaborationist factions, adding to the more usual tensions between military authorities and command structures and civilian or quasi-civilian agencies.

The phenomenon of collaboration was, of course, not new, especially from the viewpoint of those hostile to the occupier. The phenomenon and the animosities associated with it were evident
during Napoleon’s occupation of Spain. During the Second World War, however, the phenomenon gained an enhanced profile by virtue of the complicity of the collaborationist parties and militias in the crimes of the occupier. Many officials in various capacities, especially police officials, were tainted in the same way. Yet such complicity, as well as acts of officials that were not so tainted, were essential to the maintenance of the occupation regimes. As in previous occupations, the shortage of manpower was a major consideration in the organisation and politics of military occupation.

Many of these considerations applied in the Far East. In Japanese military occupations a strategy of promoting collaboration was even more widespread, especially as the war turned against Japan. The endemic brutality of Japanese occupation was aggravated by lack of preparation for occupation, though this was more severe in some case than others. Conflict within the Japanese administrations between military and civilian elements, with the former showing undisguised contempt for the latter, contributed to the uncertainty that beset Japanese occupation strategy, leaving only the ruthless exploitation of resources for the Japanese war economy as a guideline.

As the war turned against the Axis powers the British, Americans and Russians became military occupiers in their turn, occupying the retaken territory of their allies as well as enemy territory. Yet when General Wavell, contemplating military occupation of Italian East Africa, sought guidance from the War Office in London in December 1940, the response revealed considerable confusion and even basic misunderstanding of British military occupations twenty years earlier. As larger-scale occupations became more imminent, Britain and America sought to train civilians and military officers for the task of military government. In both countries, previous experience played some role. In America, for example, a report by Colonel Hunt on military occupation of the Rhineland spurred preparation for a School for Military Government, though the reality of the training was less impressive than the scale of the activity. Nor did the assumptions behind strategies for military occupation always prove well founded. Reliance upon Vichy officials in North Africa led to embarrassment when those officials, who did not share the American view that they were being liberated rather than occupied, continued to implement the Vichy regime’s anti-Semitic legislation.

Consideration of the sentiments of those about to be subjected to military occupation, as well as more general antipathy to military rule in democracies, led to a preference for the designation ‘civil
affairs’ when referring to the organisations intended to undertake the task of governing. Terms like civil government or civil administration were hardly new but the predominant view had been, as the American *Rules of Land Warfare* of 1914 put it, that ‘it is immaterial whether the government established . . . be called a military or a civil government. Its character is the same and the source of its authority is the same’. Although that view was still present, and agreements with some exiled governments acknowledged that the commanders of allied forces would exercise ‘supreme responsibility and authority’, the general climate was clearly changing, at least in respect of retaken allied territory.

The position in respect of enemy territory was different. Especially in the case of Germany, the effective subjugation of the country and the proclamation of supreme authority by General Dwight Eisenhower led to the assertion of something much more than military occupation as it had been understood, including the express assertion that the Hague Regulations were not applicable. In the words of a later court ruling,

> the Control Council and the Zone and Sector Commanders in their respective spheres are neither mere *de facto* authorities set up by a belligerent occupant with limited powers nor are they ruling the occupied territory adversely to any existing German Government, for there is no other German Government; but they are, for the time being, the supreme organs of Government in Germany.

This sounded like the old doctrine of conquest, though the Allies had formally renounced any intent to annex Germany. That in turn raised the question of whether this supreme authority amounted to sovereignty and, if it did, whether the German state had ceased to exist as a legal entity.

In the Soviet sector, the authorities did in fact behave as if older doctrines of conquest, indeed the more severe versions of them, were applicable. The Soviet Union had already invoked the doctrine of subjugation, along with a host of other arguments, in justification of its invasion of Poland in 1939. The reality of occupation in the Soviet zone bore more resemblance to the pillage practised in early modern European and the worst excesses of Napoleonic warfare than it did to anything in the Hague Regulations, save that Russia too held to the agreement not to annex Germany. In Germany, as in other parts of Europe occupied by Soviet forces, with the exception of Austria, strategy was ultimately guided by Stalin’s view that ‘this war is not as
in the past; whoever occupies a territory also imposes on it his own social system’.74

The same logic was followed by the occupiers of the western zones of Germany and by the Americans in Japan and, with much more equivocal results, South Korea. In the latter case, the strategy, devised for Japan, of using existing authorities and structures had the unfortunate consequence of entailing reliance on Japanese occupiers and their allies, at least in the first instance.75 That was not the only instance in which the personnel of the defeated occupier would be initially employed by the victors. Even without this complication there seemed something paradoxical even in Germany and Japan in using hierarchical and authoritarian structures, that is, military forces, in order to promote the development of democratic polities.76

The practice of regime transformation was not sanctioned by the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, which, in response to the practices of the Axis powers, concentrated on seeking to strengthen the rights of individuals in war and occupation. Indeed, the leading commentary by Jean Pictet on the Convention noted that such transformations are prohibited. The equivocation that followed was, however, indicative of the unresolved problem, for Pictet added that the Convention ‘does not expressly prohibit the Occupying Power from modifying the institutions or government of the occupied territory. Certain changes might conceivably be necessary and even an improvement’.77

Despite the equivocation and the unusually extensive powers that the victors arrogated, the increasing disrepute into which the practice of military occupation fell meant that in the post-war period the tendency was to avoid openly acknowledging that military occupation had taken place at all. Nor was this restricted to those engaged in occupation. Thus, in the United Nations General Assembly debate in response to the occupation of Budapest by Soviet forces and British, French and Israeli action in Egypt in 1956, the Indian representative expressed support for United Nations’ intervention in Egypt on the assumption that this ‘would be a temporary force, for the emergency, and not a lasting occupation force’.78 Similarly, he insisted that ‘Hungary was a sovereign state and a Member of the UN, not an occupied territory’.79

Such evasion was evident also in the response of the Arab League to the occupation of Palestinian territory by Jordan in 1948: ‘such measures should be looked upon as temporary and devoid of any character of the occupation or partition of Palestine’.80 Yet the appointment of a Military Governor and his proclamations bore
close resemblance to the reality of occupation as did similar actions by Egypt in the Gaza Strip.\textsuperscript{81} It was, however, to be the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza that was the focus of attention. Those occupations were unusual in the post-war world because of Israel’s relatively open admission of the applicability of occupation law, or at least part of it. They were perceived to be unusual because of the length of the occupation, though prolonged occupations had taken place in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{82} They were also perceived to be unusual because of the uncertainty about the precise status of the territories that Israel had occupied, though such uncertainty was far from entirely novel. Finally, they were unusual because of the express extension of the jurisdiction of the Israeli Supreme Court to cover acts taken by the occupation authorities. One thing was clear. It was an instance of military government, organised initially on the basis of an extension of Israel’s Internal Territorial Defence Regions before separating out as a distinct structure.\textsuperscript{83}

For the most part, however, the pattern was one foreseen by an acute observer in the 1920s: ‘It can easily be seen how facile and easy is the next step – to secure a \textit{pronunciamento} from some kind of local tools, and on the strength of that to pose as allies and no longer as invaders’.\textsuperscript{84} That was an accurate description of the Soviet invasion and subsequent occupation of Afghanistan in 1979.\textsuperscript{85} The American citation of an invitation from the Governor General in Grenada in 1983 was little more plausible. On other occasions, where such evasions were even less plausible, other excuses were found. In Panama in 1989, the United States denied the reality of occupation by claiming that ‘the increase in U.S. military forces in Panama did not displace the authority of the legitimate government in Panama’.\textsuperscript{86} That existing government structures persisted sufficient to exempt the occupier from the charge of having displaced the authority of the legitimate government had been argued as early as the Russo-Japanese war of 1904–5 in respect of neutral Chinese territory occupied in that conflict.\textsuperscript{87} Yet that had not led to the outright denial of the fact of occupation by the Japanese.

Towards the end of the twentieth century, a ‘new interventionism’ emerged as the United Nations authorised or respectively sanctioned the deployment of military force in Bosnia-Herzegovina, East Timor and Kosovo. For the most part the language used by those involved, as well as observers, to describe such situations was that of intervention and international territorial administration. Where explicit reference was made to military occupation it was often done either with the
intent of discrediting the forces involved or to discard the applicability of the term. United Nations’ authorisation, it was claimed, sufficed to distinguish these cases from those of military occupation. Even where it was conceded that something of relevance might be learned from military occupation stress often fell on the limitations of what might be learned. Were it not for the general discredit into which the idea of military occupation had fallen, this would have been surprising. The extent of governmental authority, backed by military force, was so extensive that it more readily conjured up analogies with imperial rule of colonial territory. In Kosovo, Regulation No. 1 of 25 July 1999 proclaimed that ‘all legislative and executive authority with respect to Kosovo, including the administration of the judiciary, is vested in UNMIK and is exercised by the SRSG’. It was indeed a striking assertion of untrammelled authority.

That such developments might be at least similar to military occupation did not escape comment. More importantly, the Australian army conceded that ‘a UN-mandated force can be in at least de facto occupation of the area of operations’, even if it did want to concede the obligation to abide by the law of occupation in such cases. On the other hand, a former Commander of the Kosovo Force lamented the ‘misperception induced by the “politically incorrect” word “occupation”’ and the associated preference for the ““Liberation Syndrome””, that is, for the need for those engaged in military occupation to perceive themselves as liberators and not occupiers.

Nowhere was this syndrome more evident than in the 2003 invasion of Iraq. According to General Tommy Franks, ‘this has been about liberation not occupation’. As the reality of occupation set in the Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), Paul Bremer, summed up the ambivalence that characterised attitudes in the crucial early phases of the occupation: ‘Occupation is an ugly word, not one Americans feel comfortable with, but it is a fact’. The lack of preparation for occupation that recurs throughout the record of the practice of occupation was so striking in the case of Iraq that soon it was being lamented from all sides. Lack of preparation followed inevitably from the initial reluctance to admit the reality of the practice, though that reality was soon recognised in the Security Council Resolution that sanctioned a transformation of Iraqi society and politics that seemed to make a mockery of the occupation law that it simultaneously called upon the CPA to uphold. That reality included confusion and a lack of coordination between the civilian-led CPA and the military forces.
Conflict between civilian and military leaders, the confusion of liberation and occupation, the transformation of society under conditions of occupation and lack of clarity about what occupation entails, or should entail, recall the practices of revolutionary and Napoleonic France. Yet a static picture of repetition and recurrence is no more satisfactory than linear progression from restraint in transforming society under conditions of occupation to regime transformation as a goal of occupation. Even the idea of a transition from an understanding of occupation law as a pact between elites to one focused on the (human) rights of those subject to occupation conceals as well as reveals. It conceals the extent to which the rights of those subject to the authority of military occupiers were a matter of concern as soon as any coherent understanding of military occupation emerged. It reveals an undeniable shift in emphasis embodied in the Fourth Geneva Convention. It simultaneously reveals and distracts attention from the understanding of military occupation as a form of government, albeit of a peculiar kind. The following chapters are devoted to an attempt to clarify the nature of that form of government.
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Chapter 2

Defining Occupation

The definition of military occupation has been disputed in terms of the core meaning ascribed to it and even in terms of the appropriateness of the term itself, with some commentators preferring the term ‘belligerent occupation’, in continuation of the Roman idea of *occum-patio bellica*. Where such preference has been expressed, it has been acknowledged that there are other types of military occupation.1 That same preference and concession is repeated in the British *Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict*, according to which ‘classically, this [belligerent occupation] refers to the occupation of enemy territory, that is, when a belligerent in an armed conflict is in control of some of the adversary’s territory and is directly responsible for administering that territory’.2 This manual includes occupation of neutral territory during wartime in belligerent occupation, but excludes liberation of allied territory, international administration of territory under such organisations as the United Nations and the presence of armed forces in another state in accordance with some treaty or agreement.3 Obviously, the core meaning ascribed to occupation will affect the extent of the range of types of occupation, with belligerent occupation suggesting a narrower range than the more expansive term military occupation. Yet the two issues, of the core meaning and the range of types of occupation, have not received the same consistency of attention. The first systematic study of military occupation beyond war, by Raymond Robin, was not published until 1913.4 In part at least, this neglect may have been encouraged by the tendency to treat certain occupations under the heading of intervention. Thus, in the 1880s, Calvo treated intervention separately from occupation.5 Even after Robin’s work, a leading French author, Paul Fauchille, continued this practice, despite favourable reference to Robin and explicit acknowledgement of ‘occupations of intervention’.6 Robin himself suggested that in these occupations, and even more so those intended to establish a protectorate or to lead to annexation, ‘the true character of the occupation is perverted’.7

This is not the only possible source of confusion, as can be seen
from the Duke of Wellington’s reference to martial law: ‘I contend that martial law is neither more nor less than the will of the general who commands the army . . . Now I have, in another country, carried out martial law’.8 The confusion, as later writers were to observe, was that the term martial law was used to cover no less than three distinct forms of law. As John Westlake explained, the law governing the relations between occupiers and occupied populations, which he still referred to as martial law, had to be distinguished from the martial law proclaimed by governments in states of emergency or cases of rebellion and from ‘the military laws issued by governments for the discipline and conduct of their own armies’.9 Although the latter have some bearing upon the relations between occupying forces and the occupied, it was the fact that those military laws governing general discipline were insufficient to regulate the relations between occupier and occupied that had induced General Scott to take some of the earliest steps in codifying the law of military occupation. Ironically, it was in a situation of further confusion, namely the American Civil War in which perceived rebels were treated as belligerents, that some clarity was brought to the distinctions. Chief Justice Chase of the Supreme Court distinguished between the ‘military law’ providing for discipline in the army, ‘martial law proper’ covering cases such as rebellion and states of emergency, and ‘military government’ covering military occupation.10 In view of the fact that this was a minority opinion it is perhaps not surprising that Birkhimer still complained at the end of the century that these distinctions ‘were, by most authorities, hopelessly confounded’.11 For Birkhimer, the distinctions – especially that between military government and martial law, or as Chase put it, martial law proper – were important because the wide discretion of the military commander was likely to be resented even more by citizens subject to the military authority of their own armed forces.

It is not necessary to concur with Birkhimer that in cases of military occupation the commander should have ‘no responsibility other than [to] his military superiors’ in order to recognise the analytical clarity as well as the potential practical implications of the distinctions. Separating out military government from martial law has the additional advantage of avoiding the interpretation of military occupation through the lens of the regulations of the armed forces engaged in the occupation.12 Likewise, it helps to resist the temptation to which Carl Schmitt succumbed to be fascinated by the ‘striking parallels’ between the role of the commander in military occupation and
the executive in states of emergencies; the temptation is easy to see. Both involve the wide exercise of discretion and often invoke considerations of necessity. Both are regarded as temporary states of affairs. Yet such analogies gloss over the inescapable fact that the military commander of an occupation force represents an alien power. That is clear in the repeated insistence that the military commander must give priority to interests, typically the safety of his own forces and usually other considerations such as the prosecution of a war, that are far from being the same as those of occupied populations. The point was well put by Birkhimer when he noted that military government is a form of government in which ‘that primary element of stability – a confidence grounded in the mutual interests of the people and their rulers self imposed for the benefit of all – is here wanting’.

Yet maintaining this distinction is not always easy, as American experience demonstrates. The problem during the Civil War was that the Union held that the Confederate states were in rebellion and yet decided to treat Confederate forces as if they were legitimate belligerents without conceding any legitimacy to the governments of the Confederate states. That, in turn, meant accounting for the obedience shown by citizens of those states to the governments of them. The solution to which Union courts resorted was to treat that obedience as if it was obedience to de facto governments of the kind established by occupying powers. They did so because, as one court judgement put it,

the preservation of order, the maintenance of police regulations, the prosecution of crimes, the protection of property, the enforcement of contracts, the celebration of marriages, the settlement of estates, the transfer and descent of property, were, during the war, under the control of the local governments constituting the so-called Confederate States.

In effect, these ‘de facto governments’ were treated as if they were the military governments of an occupying power to which the inhabitants owed no allegiance; hence the need to explain the obedience shown to them. Yet, the inhabitants of the Confederate states clearly believed that they owed allegiance to those states and Union practice, in continuing what amounted to military government under the Recons tructions Acts, contained implicit recognition of that fact. Such inconsistencies are, perhaps, inevitable in circumstances like those of the American Civil War. Nevertheless, the response of American courts and commentators to that war and the nature of military government did help to separate out military government as
a distinct form of government. The open acknowledgement that this was military government also had the advantage of avoiding the evasions to which later occupiers were tempted to resort, increasingly so as the practice of military occupation fell into disrepute.

The dilemma that citizens subject to such government were potentially placed in was also revealed. Living under a de facto government, they faced the prospect of returning to the authority of the ousted regime. Even before the American experience of the difficulties of dealing with the edicts and laws of de facto government, it had been recognised that citizens subject to such authority could not reasonably be exposed to a kind of double jeopardy, subject to having transactions and commitments entered into under the authority of a de facto government arbitrarily invalidated by the subsequent decisions of restored authorities. From the perspective of the nineteenth century, it seemed that the obstacle to such risks lay in obsolete conceptions of sovereignty. Thus, noting the albeit exceptional attempts to override transactions undertaken under the authority of a de facto government in the wake of the defeat of Napoleonic France, Robert Phillimore commented:

The discreditable exception of these German States arose, no doubt, in some measure from the habit which their rulers still retained of considering the power which they as sovereigns possessed, as equivalent to that of a father over his children and of treating the whole country as their patrimony.

Yet, more modern conceptions of sovereignty created their own obstacles to defining the position of the occupying power. This was already evident in the discussions at the Brussels Conference of 1874 and the Hague Peace Conference of 1899 which informed the adoption of the Hague Regulations of 1907. In 1899, Auguste Beernaert, a Belgian representative, worried about the general implications of a treaty defining the status of an occupying power and ‘put the question whether it is wise “in advance of war and for the case of war, expressly to legalise rights of a victor over the vanquished, and thus organise a régime of defeat”.’ In Brussels, another Belgian, the Baron Lambermont, had raised a similar concern from the perspective of his country’s constitution: ‘One of the Articles of the Constitution lays down that: “All power emanates from the nation”. Has the executive power, i.e. the ordinary legislative power, the right to declare that another power may exercise authority in the country?’ Lambermont did not press his point yet it lies at the heart
of a major obstacle to defining the position of an occupying power. From the modern perspective of sovereignty as something inherent in the nation or people the very recognition of the position of an occupying power must appear paradoxical. It was consistent with this basic insight that Belgian courts in the wake of the First World War ruled that none of the measures taken by German occupation authorities had any validity, despite the fact that during the war they had acted upon the diametrically opposed principle. Both the lack of consistency of the Belgian courts and the strained argument of jurists expose the difficulty. Thus Charles de Visscher quoted a court judgement that since ‘Belgian sovereignty emanates from the nation’ and mere occupation does not amount to annexation there could be no question of the occupying power being sovereign. Similar sentiments were expressed in Oppenheim’s declaration that ‘there is not an atom of sovereignty in the occupant’, though he based his statement on the assumption that sovereignty persisted in the hands of the legitimate government rather than the more-modern Belgian claim on behalf of the nation. De Visscher’s conclusion was that ‘there is not, therefore, a transmission of power in a juridical sense . . . but solely a transfer of the factual authority which serves as the material base of the exercise of the legitimate sovereignty’.

Both Oppenheim and de Visscher sought to bolster their position by invoking the then dominant conception that international law applied only between states and was ‘in no way a law between States and individuals’. That is no longer a plausible position, especially after the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention and the provisions of numerous human rights agreements. Yet it was already implausible in the emergence of military occupation as a distinct phenomenon, for military occupation brings about a direct relationship between the forces of one state and the inhabitants of another without the mediation provided by the sovereign or state of those inhabitants.

The vigour with which Oppenheim and de Visscher denied this was due not only to the influence of prevalent conceptions of international law but also to their opposition to a doctrine advanced by German publicists, which strains credibility in another direction. Thus, according to Christian Meurer, occupation creates a ‘juridical community’ [Rechtsgemeinschaft] between the occupying power and the inhabitants of occupied territory. It is, however, less Meurer’s insistence that the relationship can be construed in terms of law that is problematic but rather his suggestion that some kind of community
is created by this relationship. It is problematic because it conjures up the presumption of mutual interest that Birkhimer described as the foundation of ‘that primary element of stability’ found in normal government and that is conspicuously lacking in military occupation. It was awareness of this precariousness of the relationship established by military occupation that lay behind the problematic nature of other attempts to understand the position of the occupying power. Here, the language of Article 43 of the Hague Resolutions, largely reflecting the formula agreed at Brussels, played an unintended role. In Brussels, the agreed formula was ‘the authority of the legitimate power being suspended and having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant . . .’. In the 1899 Hague Conference, however, the words ‘and being suspended’ were deleted at the suggestion of Beernaert, with little discussion. Whilst the reasons for doing this are not clear, it is not difficult to discern suspicion of anything that might detract from the persistence of the claim to sovereignty by the ousted authorities.

This led to the curious doctrine that if, as the formula of 1899 and 1907 had it, the ‘authority of the legitimate power’ had passed into the hands of the occupier, then it was literally the authority of the invaded state that the occupying forces exercised. It was precisely this that the German Governor General of Belgium claimed to exercise during the First World War when he established a Flemish University in Ghent ‘in the name of the King of the Belgians’. As one German critic pointed out, the King of the Belgians wanted nothing to do with such a creation and was adamantly opposed to it. Nor is this the only objection to the formula. Occupying powers have not invariably recognised the displaced power as the legitimate one. The Union forces in the American Civil War clearly did not regard the de facto governments of the Confederate states as legitimate. The Allied forces during the Second World War clearly did not regard the government of Nazi Germany as legitimate but saw it as a criminal enterprise they intended to punish. After the Spanish-American war the United States regarded Spanish authority over Cuba as so firmly and finally displaced as to no longer be a plausible legitimate power in this sense, whilst simultaneously declining to assume that title itself.

Ultimately, all these formulations along with the debates they spawned arise from the ambivalence of the position of the occupier. Failure to accord the occupier any authority, including the authority to approve or prohibit engagements and transactions by members of the occupied population, threatens to paralyse life in a society under
occupation or to render such engagements and transactions highly precarious even where they are otherwise unobjectionable. On the other hand, there has been a clear reluctance to endow the occupier with anything that might be interpreted as an authority equivalent to that of a legitimate power. That either by intent or by circumstance occupying forces might be tempted to assume such authority is too frequently the case for such concerns to be set aside lightly. Thus, as Ernst Fraenkel suggested in the wake of the Second World War, ‘in the absence of a sovereign government of Korea the Commander of the United States armed forces in Korea exercised . . . vicariously the authority of a sovereign government of South Korea’. He added that international law ‘does not contain any specific provisions on the exercise of a de facto sovereign right of a military occupant in a country without a government of its own’. He might more usefully have concluded that the occupier does not exercise sovereignty no matter how extensive the powers that the occupier assumes.

As indicated above, the invocation of the sovereignty inherent in the nation, rather than the sovereignty embodied in the ousted authorities, has not mitigated this problem either. In some respects, it has aggravated it. That can be seen from consideration of the question of whether or not the inhabitants of occupied territory are under any obligation to obey occupying authorities. The question has been complicated by the habit, analogous to the conflation of martial law and military government, of linking certain forms of disobedience to actions described within domestic law as rebellion and treason. War rebellion and war treason were listed in the Lieber Code as activities for which the penalty should be death. Such provisions appeared in British and American military manuals until after the Second World War, although there is a lapidary remnant of them in the British Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict: ‘a levée en masse is not possible after effective occupation’. In general, however, as Richard Baxter put it, revision of military codes and the 1949 Geneva Conventions seemed to ‘constitute a suitable occasion for the abandonment of the principles of a duty of obedience imposed by international law, of war treason, and of war rebellion’. Others treated the language of war treason and war rebellion as a matter of ‘legal aesthetics’, arguing that

to speak of a ‘legal duty of obedience’ appears but a shorthand way of saying that reviewing decision-makers [that is, courts] have refrained from imposing criminal responsibility upon members of occupation
forces for responding to certain acts of inhabitants by inflicting certain
deprivations upon such inhabitants.35

Both positions are problematic. Baxter was right to condemn the
language of war treason and war rebellion because of the conflation
of the condition of military occupation with the condition created
by acts undertaken by members of a political community against
their own community. Yet it does not follow from this that all and
any notion of obligation towards an occupying power should be cast
aside. More importantly, the attempt to conjure away the language of
obligation, leaving only an impunity to act on the part of the occu-
pier, reduces the authority ascribed to the occupier to a fiction, while
simultaneously impairing the duty of the occupant towards protected
persons.36 As one author put it, ‘the correlation of protection and
obedience is more than a legal formula’.37 It is so because government
without authority is impossible, especially amidst the uncertainties
accompanying military occupation. There is a final reason for not
casting aside any and all notions of obligation along with the unten-
able language of war treason and war rebellion. This is that the
inhabitants of occupied territory are potentially under threat not just
from predatory occupiers but also from vengeful ousted authorities
upon their return or from fellow citizens during the occupation. That
applies especially to officials who may even be obliged by their own
state to remain at their posts in the event of military occupation, as
in the case of Belgian officials in 1940.38

There is then a prima facie case for retaining the idea of such an
obligation, though the reasons for being suspicious of it are strong
ones. The general case was expressed with vigour by de Lansberge
for the Netherlands in 1874:

Every clause . . . which has a tendency in any manner whatsoever to
detach citizens from the sacred duty of defending their country by every
means in their power, or which, instead of limiting the power of the
enemy would establish as a right facts brought about solely by the employ-
ment of force, facts to which necessity may compel a nation to submit, but
which cannot be consented to beforehand, – every clause of this nature
would be condemned by public opinion.39

The fact that subsequent experience suggested that occupiers would
assume more or less unlimited powers over those subject to them only
enhanced these sentiments.40 Some recognition of this is evident in
the provisions of the Geneva Convention, giving increased status and
protection to partisans, though reaching agreement on these provi-
sions even in the light of the recent experience of the Second World War was difficult.\footnote{41}

No such revision was made in the most problematic clause of the Hague Regulations, namely that the occupier ‘shall take all the measures in his power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and civil life, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country’.\footnote{42} The reference to ‘public order and civil life’ is clearly more expansive than the usual translation of the French text as ‘public order and safety’ and was intended to have an expansive meaning by those who formulated it at the Brussels Conference. They intended the term ‘vie publique’ to include ‘social functions, ordinary transactions, which make up an every-day life’.\footnote{43} It is this that stops Article 43 being little more than a clause intended to protect the interests of ousted governments rather than one designed to promote the interests of occupied populations.\footnote{44} It is, however, the restrictive element of the clause, ‘while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country’, that has attracted the most attention because of the repeated and manifest violation of this restriction in occupations driven by ideological considerations or occupations which have been prolonged.

More recent occupations, however, have led to the suggestion of the emergence of a ‘de facto modern law of occupation’ in place of the rigid constraints of the nineteenth century, though others have denied the emergence of any such new law.\footnote{45} In fact, the earlier constraint was not necessarily as rigid as is supposed. Thus, Johann C. Bluntschli, one of the German negotiators at Brussels, noted that in the case of ‘wars of liberation’ it was in the interest of the occupying power ‘also to introduce provisional new orders through which the hitherto repressed inhabitants of occupied territory can be endowed with improved rights and their sympathies won over’.\footnote{46} Citing the wars of the French Revolution, the American Civil War and the Russo-Turkish war of 1877–8, he showed no objection to such cases. Lieber, writing for Union armies in the Civil War, understandably made clear that certain laws of the Confederate states were not to be respected, appealing not to military necessity but to natural law: ‘Slavery, complicating and confounding the ideas of property (that is, of a thing), and of personality (that is, of humanity), exists according to municipal or local law only. The law of nature has never acknowledged it’.\footnote{47} Nor did other commentators always apply a rigid constraint. An Italian asserted only that it is ‘forbidden for the occupant to completely change the civil legislation of an occupied country without reason’.\footnote{48}
The presumption behind the restrictive reading of the clause was that, with a limited number of exceptions, the laws in force in the country were consistent with and constitutive of ‘social functions, ordinary transactions, which make up an every-day life’. What was potentially lacking in cases of invasion was the authority to uphold those laws and permit them to operate. It is, of course, easy to see both why the constraint hardened and why, in some cases, it had to be overridden. In the case of German occupation of Belgium in the First World War, which had a significant impact in such matters, not only did the Germans resort to ‘savage exploitation’ of the economy, but the German occupation authorities sought to promote a separate Flemish identity, calling into question Flemish loyalty to the Belgian state. The endemic resort to such strategies, and worse, during the Second World War reinforced the desire to assert constraints on occupiers at the same time as the barbarous nature of the regimes that resorted to them were taken as justification for radical change in much the same way that Bluntschli and Lieber justified them. The constraints embodied in Article 43 only make sense on the basis of the assumption made by those who formulated the article and they were clearly aware that there were exceptions to this assumption. It is the restoration of conditions akin to the ‘social functions, ordinary transactions, which make up an every-day life’ that is decisive and not an absolute constraint upon the power of an occupier to legislate, or even a constraint to be breeched only by the dictates of military necessity.

The alternatives to recognition of some such criterion are not evidently more attractive, once it is accepted that simple reiteration of the constraints embodied in Article 43 can only generate an understanding of military occupation that will persistently fail to correspond to the practice and will do so to the detriment of the obligation ‘to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and civil life’. It is possible to attempt to revive the ancient doctrine of *debellatio*, that is, the complete subjugation of a country followed by its annexation. This seems to do justice to instances such as Germany after 1945 or Iraq after 2003 in the sense that both countries had been completely defeated, the sovereign authorities destroyed and dispersed and any notion of a legitimate sovereign government waiting in the wings was obviously irrelevant. It was for this reason that Hans Kelsen revived the doctrine in 1945. Kelsen drew the logical conclusion from this doctrine: ‘Germany has ceased to exist as a state in the sense of international law’. The difficulty was that the Allies had explicitly
renounced any intention of annexing Germany, just as they exhibited no intention of annexing Iraq, or, as Kelsen noted, as the United States had renounced any intention of annexing Cuba. The declared status of the latter was, he claimed, a political definition not a legal one. Yet Kelsen’s recommendations for a legal solution made no more sense of the reality of Allied occupation and subsequent developments than did later attempts to apply a modified version of the doctrine of *debellatio* to the case of Iraq. In the case of Iraq, this led to an explanation of the various restrictions supposedly binding the occupiers of Iraq by invoking the restrictions over title to property in Anglo-American property law. Resort had been made to similar analogies in the case of Germany. The problem with such strategies is that neither Germany in 1945 nor Iraq in 2003 was a piece of property, and that to treat them on such an analogy is to implicitly subscribe to the patrimonial theory of sovereignty that Phillimore had condemned in the nineteenth century.

In part, at least, what such analogies were meant to resolve is the apparent paradox of an assumption of power, with clear intent to transform a regime, without the intent to annex the territory. Yet it is not the extent to which the occupier transforms the regime that distinguishes the phenomenon of military occupation. It is rather the explicit acknowledgement of the temporary nature of military government that identifies it as a form of military occupation. It is this temporary status that also distinguishes the phenomenon of military occupation from rule over colonies, for in the latter sovereignty was typically asserted and intended to be permanent. There are, of course, instances where the history of empire and military occupation overlap; though even there, in, for example, the case of the prolonged British occupation of Egypt, the difference between the two was seen to have considerable significance so far as the allegiance of Egyptian citizens was concerned.

It is not, however, true that the temporary nature of this occupation is defined by the brevity of the occupation or invalidated by prolonged occupation. As the concept of occupation crystallised, prolonged occupation was a recognised, if infrequent, occurrence. It was also acknowledged that prolonged occupation would require the occupying power to pay more attention to the needs of the inhabitants. It has, however, been argued that prolonged occupation should be understood differently from short occupations or even that prolongation turns military occupation into a distinctive type of, illegal, occupation. The focus for the latter claim was provided
by the assertion of a Justice of the Supreme Court of Israel, Meir Shamgar, with respect to the occupations that arose from the 1967 war: that ‘the right of military administration over the territory and its inhabitants had no time-limit, because it reflected a factual situation and pending an alternative political or military solution this system of government could, from the legal point of view, continue indefinitely’. Against this, it has been claimed that the temporary nature of military occupation must imply that it has a ‘definite end’ and hence cannot continue ‘indefinitely’. In the absence of any agreement on what temporal duration that might set, save for the specification that certain provisions of the Geneva Convention were to cease to apply ‘one year after the general close of military operations’, it is then suggested that recourse be had to the notion of ‘reasonable time’ as embodied for example in commercial codes. As with the resort to analogies from private law in order to try to find a solution to the problems created by the peculiar nature of the supreme authority asserted by the Allies after 1945, resort to such analogies here obscures the nature of the phenomenon. The significance of the temporary nature of military occupation is that it brings about no change of allegiance. Military government remains an alien government whether of short or long duration, though prolonged occupation may encourage the occupying power to change military occupation into something else, namely annexation.

It is, however, true that prolonged occupation perpetuates the burden of being subject to an alien jurisdiction and that annexation has, in the past, sometimes entailed a reduction of the authority of the military. Indeed, the prospect of having to extend rights of citizenship has sometimes acted as a brake on annexationist inclinations and preference for an extension of occupation, as in the case of Cuba in the wake of the Spanish-American war. The perpetuation of occupation carries with it the persistence of a threat to the integrity of the occupied state. That inevitably follows if one takes the integrity of territorially based jurisdiction as definitive of the modern state. The threat posed by military occupation has nothing to do with the acceptance by many modern states of a hierarchy of jurisdiction allowing appeal to bodies such as the European Court of Justice and associated Community law. That is compatible with and can be reinforcing of the integrity of the jurisdiction of the individual state. The threat under military occupation comes from a quite different concept of jurisdiction. As Elbridge Colby put it, ‘military law is non-territorial and is personal in effect. It is applicable to persons subject
thereto, wherever they may be, provided only they be officers or soldiers in the army, or civilians connected therewith’. To this is added such jurisdiction over the inhabitants of occupied territories as the occupying power asserts. Although this may entail the introduction of new codes and procedures, as happened in Mesopotamia after the First World War or Kosovo, occupiers have often preferred to leave as much as possible to indigenous jurisdictions, even allowing them to continue to pronounce justice in the name of the ousted sovereign. Whatever the precise extent of the penetration of the judicial system, military occupation threatens the legal integrity that binds together the community subject to it.

Military occupation, then, may be provisionally defined as a form of government imposed by force or threat thereof that establishes a type of mutual obligation between the occupier and the occupied, but without bringing about any change in allegiance. It is a form of authority that can, in principle, exclude other forms of authority, including authorities to whom those subject to military government believe themselves to owe allegiance. It remains distinct from the condition of debellatio. It has no set duration and prolonged occupation cannot by itself turn it into annexation. It poses a threat to the integrity of the community subject to occupation and does so by its very nature, independently of any perverse aims that the occupier may, or may not, pursue. Yet, without ceasing to be itself a threat, the occupier can be the only effective guardian of that community.

The question remains of how widely has this form of government been employed? The question can appear to be one of mere semantics. Thus, in 1941, Arnold McNair preferred the term ‘belligerent occupation’, claiming that it ‘is clearly better than “military occupation”, which can occur in time of peace . . . or in pursuance of an agreement for an armistice”. Beyond the fact that most of the occupations in 1941 had clearly not taken place at a time of peace, it is not clear why preference should be given to the more restrictive term. That the more restrictive term was problematic, even by 1941, was evident in the fact that the Czech lands had been occupied by German forces in 1939 without any armed resistance – a fact that was recognised in common Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 applying its provisions to ‘all cases of partial or total occupation of the territory of a High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance’. It is tempting also to cite the case of Austria in 1938, especially as the Allies subsequently decided to treat Austria as a ‘liberated’ country. Yet the status of Austria as an occupied country
was always dubious, for the Anschluss which it brought about had, at times, enjoyed such support amongst Austrians\textsuperscript{70} that the peacemakers at the end of the First World War thought it prudent to expressly bind Austria to preserve its own independence.\textsuperscript{71} The crucial argument for not assimilating the position of Austria after 1938 to that of the Czech lands after 1939 was well put by Adam Roberts: ‘to the extent that there was not the sharp conflict of allegiance characteristic of most occupations there would have been little point in such a categorization’\textsuperscript{72}

The supposition that belligerent occupation is fundamentally different arises in part from the view that occupation is, as Halleck suggested, ‘one of the incidents of war . . . [which] . . . flows directly from the right to conquer’.\textsuperscript{73} Yet, leaving aside the fact that no such right is now recognised, and that such a right had been questioned in principle at the time that a distinct concept of occupation began to emerge, occupation without the intent to conquer was well known before Halleck asserted the linkage between occupation and conquest. That was evident in the Treaty of Paris of November 1815 where the Allied powers justified their ‘military occupation’ of parts of France in terms of ‘maintaining inviolate the Royal authority’, asserting that this occupation ‘shall in no way prejudice the Sovereignty of His Most Christian Majesty’.\textsuperscript{74}

Despite such professions, the reality was that the Allied powers were uncertain of the stability of the regime and were determined to maintain the ability and authority to ensure it, in their interest as well as in the interest of France, as they perceived it. Their position resembled that of the Allies who proclaimed an Occupation Statute in May 1949 in respect of western Germany, which stated that they ‘reserve the right . . . to resume, in whole or in part, the exercise of full authority’ in the event of serious disturbances.\textsuperscript{75}

That the threat of the deployment of force, the assertion of authority to use it and the lack of allegiance by those potentially subject to it, can be found in both sets of circumstances, does not mean that there are no differences between the two cases. Indeed Robin insisted upon the importance of the distinction between belligerent occupations and ‘military occupation apart from war’. In part the distinction matters, he argued, because belligerent occupations exhibit a certain unity of purpose, namely ‘to establish the superiority of the stronger power’, whereas military occupation apart from war ‘is decidedly variable as to its purpose and its methods of operation are necessarily diverse’.\textsuperscript{76} The crucial difference, he continued, is that the former is ‘a
defining occupation

merely fact to which necessity attaches certain juridical consequences’, it ‘rests only on a *de facto* situation’, whereas the latter ‘results from an agreement with the occupied state’, it ‘rests on a right, a right granted by the sovereign of the occupied state’.77

Although Robin tended to emphasise the greater restrictions on occupation by agreement or convention, the possibility that the enhanced, juridical rather than merely *de facto*, status of the occupant might entail more extensive powers was emphasised by L. Cavaré. Enjoying a juridical status implies, he claimed, greater legislative authority.78 Moreover, he continued, the presumption that such agreements should be interpreted in favour of restricting the powers of the occupant rests on an unwarranted assimilation of such cases to conditions of belligerent occupation, where a restrictive interpretation is consistent with the interest of the occupier in avoiding over-burdening the occupation forces. He added that ‘non conventional occupations’, that is occupations usually designated as interventions, appear to resemble belligerent occupation, but he warned that this is not necessarily the case: here the occupier plays ‘the role of an international police [force], which intervenes with a view to the realisation of a certain end.’79 In fact, Robin noted that while occupations apart from war typically assigned responsibility for policing to the authorities of the occupied state, the occupier might expressly be given the power to assume policing functions, as in the case of American forces in Manila in 1898. More generally, drawing on examples from the time of the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, he argued that conventions governing occupation forces could assign extensive powers to the latter. In the instance of American occupation of Cuba, he conceded that ‘the occupant encountered no legal limitation’.80

Not only did such variation exist in the extent of power ascribed to the occupying forces but a country subject to occupation could undergo different phases of occupation, multilateral and unilateral, belligerent and conventional, as, Robin recalled, had Mexico in the years 1862–7. That situation was further complicated by the fact that Emperor Maximilian, dependent as he was upon the occupying forces to maintain himself against domestic opposition, sought, ultimately unsuccessfully, to prolong the occupation.81 By the time that Cavaré wrote about pacific occupation, he had before him a contemporary example that caused much dispute, namely the Allied occupation of the Rhineland. Initially undertaken in the name of the armistice agreement, this too changed its character as it came to be regulated through the Rhineland Agreement of June 1919. Even the earlier
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Phase had been designated by German authors as a form of 'mixed occupation' (Mischbesetzung), that is, one which 'grew from martial ground' but which by virtue of the armistice had changed, 'approximating considerably pacific occupation'. The point behind this designation became clear with the assertion that the occupier could not claim any more rights than he could assert in the more familiar condition of belligerent occupation. Not surprisingly, French authorities and commentators tended to argue for a more expansive interpretation of the occupiers' rights. Sometimes, German authors too sought to emphasise at least the extent of the rights claimed by the occupier, if only to discredit them by highlighting the extent of the humiliation to which Germany was subject. Significant though these disagreements were, they took place largely within the common assumption that some form of military occupation was at stake. They are disagreements about the proper range of an occupier's powers which, although related to disagreements about the status of the occupier, do not impinge on the definition given above.

As already indicated, uncertainty about the fact of military occupation during the Second World War concerned primarily the nature of the 'supreme authority' asserted by the Allied military commanders over the defeated Axis states. Significant though this is for understanding the nature of sovereignty under conditions of military occupation, in one key respect it does not affect the core definition of military occupation suggested above. Whatever the extent of Allied authority, there was no claim that this amounted to a claim to allegiance or to the extinction of the nationality of those subject to occupation. The distinction between belligerent occupation and 'post-surrender occupation', introduced in order to account for discrepancy between the extent of the transformation of society that the occupier engages in, makes no difference in this respect. Belligerent occupation, post-surrender occupation and occupations beyond war remain military occupations and pose no serious challenge to the core definition of military occupation.

The major challenge for any definition of occupation comes rather from those instances of 'international territorial administration' associated with the United Nations. According to one approach, despite a 'strong family resemblance', the simple fact of United Nations' authorisation suffices to distinguish such cases from military occupation, though supplementary factors are added, such as greater 'constraints' imposed in United Nations' operations and the consent of the parties, 'even if only grudging consent'. Yet the source of authorisation
has no inherent effect on the relationship between the occupied and the occupiers. The latter remain alien to the former, claiming no allegiance but expecting and enforcing obedience. Whether consent has been extracted grudgingly or even willingly, as in the Norwegian consent to the exercise of ‘supreme authority’ in Norwegian territory at the end of the Second World War, makes no difference. The greater constraints that United Nations’ operations are subject to are difficult to discern in the wide-ranging grant of powers in the case of Kosovo. Indeed, acknowledgement of the position of American and British forces as occupying powers was grudgingly given in order to attempt to restrict the remit of their occupation of Iraq for fear that United Nations’ authorisation without the ascription of such a status would legitimise a wider remit, albeit in vain.

Alternatively, it has been suggested that military occupation and United Nations’ ‘governance’ follow distinct logics, in that the former ‘presumes a pre-existing fully functioning state’ and seeks the restoration of the status quo whereas the latter presumes some form of state failure and is oriented toward reconstruction. Yet, state failure was explicitly invoked in the American invasion and occupation of Cuba in 1898 and there were expectations of finding a functioning state, albeit no intent of a return to the status quo, in the American assumptions about the occupation of Iraq. There is no inherent logic derivable from the status of a military occupier that can ensure that the administrative structure of a state subject to occupation will retain sufficient resilience to continue to function. Moreover, it could equally well be suggested, as Roberts has, that ‘international peace-keeping forces . . . could theoretically find themselves in the role of occupant if, for example, the government which had invited them in collapsed totally, without any successor, and the force stayed on to maintain order’.

Acknowledged military occupiers as well as United Nations’ operations have shown a preference for working with existing structures and have found themselves drawn into more direct government when those structures failed. Both have also failed to respond to the challenges posed when such failure took place. Yet so persistent is the presumption that military occupation is, or should be, something other than a form of government that The Kosovo Report noted that ‘KFOR discovered early on that its mission involved more than just the military occupation of a liberated province’. The presumption behind these two supposedly distinct logics is that military occupation is less than military government, especially government intent
upon regime transformation. The practice of military occupiers as well as the acknowledgement of occupiers of their role too frequently belies the distinction for it to be tenable.

This does not mean that international territorial administration is an empty category all of whose cases can be subsumed under military occupation. There is a recognisable distinction between the authority exercised by virtue of the existence of KFOR in Kosovo and the authority exercised by virtue of the Treaty of Versailles through the High Commissioner, appointed by the League of Nations, over the Free City of Danzig from 1919 to 1939.96 On the other hand, the provision that Upper Silesia ‘shall be occupied by troops belonging to the Allied and Associated Powers’ is unequivocal despite the limited purpose of the occupation, namely the supervision of a plebiscite.97 The case of the Columbian town and district of Leticia after the withdrawal of Peruvian irregular forces, which had briefly occupied the area, was somewhat equivocal. There, a League of Nations Commission administered the territory from 1933 to 1934, but was supported by Columbian soldiers.98 Yet such cases as Danzig and Leticia are not the real problem, which is rather the systematic rejection of the concept of occupation in cases of United Nations’ operations, or the neglect of the concept of military occupation in assessment of such operations.

Both rejection and neglect are, however, increasingly being challenged, especially in the context of the application of international humanitarian law, of which the law of occupation forms a part, to these operations. Even where this application is accepted, however, the limitations are as notable as the acknowledgement:

It is significant in this respect that the ‘UN Secretary-General’s Bulletin on the Observance by United Nations Forces of IHL [international humanitarian law]’, which refers to many rules of IHL to be respected by UN forces when engaged in armed conflicts, does not mention one single rule of IHL of belligerent occupation.99

Similarly, in the American army, the partial recognition that the laws of war apply to ‘Military Operations Other Than War’ is limited by a persistent failure to specify which laws of war apply.100 Alternatively, one finds recognition of military occupation and denial of it in the same operation. Thus, while Australian forces recognised the application of international humanitarian law, including the law of occupation, in their involvement in Somalia, this recognition was rejected by the commanders of the Unified Task Force, in part at least in order
to restrict their responsibility but also on the grounds that this was a humanitarian mission.101

Commentators who are in general critical of the reluctance to acknowledge the fact of occupation also often exhibit an inclination to restrict the use of the concept. So, for example, Sylvain Vité argues for Security Council recognition of occupation law at the beginning of operations but its subsequent replacement by a different set of regulations.102 Similarly, Marco Sassòli opposes the argument that United Nations’ authorisation suffices to set aside occupation law on the grounds that this is to confound *jus ad bellum* arguments with the application of *jus in bello* and to allow a condition – military occupation – that should be recognised as a fact to be glossed over by a Security Council resolution. Yet, at the same time Sassòli repeats the old objection that only belligerent occupation strictly construed is at issue, and hence the consent of a state rules out the occurrence of military occupation.103 Nor does the objection that those subject to such operations are not regarded as enemies exclude the possibility of military occupation. Military occupation of allied territory, as in the occupation of France by the Allied powers, or neutral territory, as in Japanese occupation of Chinese territory in the Russo-Japanese war, or even military occupation of a state’s own colony upon recapture from an enemy, as in the case of Burma during the Second World War, are familiar enough.104

Ironically, one of the greatest obstacles to recognising the continuity between earlier, openly acknowledged occupations, and those undertaken under the aegis of the United Nations is precisely what makes some of the latter such striking examples of military occupation, namely the extent of the government functions undertaken by them. Since this range of functions is inconsistent with the requirement to respect existing laws, it is held that occupation law, understood in the sense of Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, clearly cannot justify such activity. From this it is concluded that they are not instances of military occupation. Yet, as indicated above, the restrictive sense of Article 43 has never been consistently respected and there are arguments that it should not always be respected. Even were this not the case, the conclusion which is drawn amounts to allowing the phenomenon – a political relationship between alien armed forces and the population of an occupied territory – to be defined by how that relationship should be conducted rather than the fact that it exists at all, whereas it is the latter that is at the heart of the definition of military occupation even in Article 43 of the Hague Regulations.
That the conclusion is misguided is suggested also by the similarity between the powers arrogated in some openly avowed military occupations and operations that are held to be different. Thus, in 1945 General Eisenhower proclaimed: ‘supreme legislative, judicial and executive authority and powers within the occupied territory are vested in me as Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces and as Military Governor, and the Military Government is established to exercise these powers under my direction’. Almost sixty years later, in language similar to that used in Kosovo in 1999, Ambassador Bremer, the Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), proclaimed:

The CPA is vested with all executive, legislative and judicial authority necessary to achieve its objectives, to be exercised under relevant U.N. Security Council resolutions, including Resolution 1483(2003), and the laws and usages of war. This authority shall be exercised by the CPA Administrator.

In all three cases, the fusion of executive, judicial and legislative power is similar. The most striking difference is that Eisenhower spoke as supreme commander and that neither Paul Bremer in Iraq nor Bernard Kouchner in Kosovo could do so.

The assumption of unified governmental power vis-à-vis the population of the occupied territory does not mean that all governmental functions will be carried out by the personnel of the occupying powers, whether military or civilian. Indeed Eisenhower’s proclamation also specified that ‘all officials are charged with the duty of remaining at their posts until further orders’. No indication is given in the suggested core definition of military occupation offered above as to how that unified power is used. Nor need an indication be given, though the issue is more important than the authorisation or not of military occupation by the United Nations, for that would detract attention from the unity underlying the diverse practice of military occupation. Yet it is important. Much depends on whether occupation is guided by a celebration of that unified power, indulged in by Werner Best when he proclaimed in 1941 that ‘all the hitherto attempted limitation of the concept of “administration” [Verwaltung] must be superseded and that the “administration” must be understood again as the comprehensive “rule” [Walten] over all public affairs of the individual realms’. An alternative aspiration was set out a few years later in a question raised by Ernst Fraenkel, reflecting on the experience of the occupation of the Rhineland while looking forward to the occupation of Germany:
In a modern constitutional state, the powers of the government are subject to certain definite limitations—whether by a system of checks and balances, by the requirements of natural law as incorporated in specific bills of rights, or by constitutional prohibitions. Can comparable restrictions be imposed on a military occupation?\(^{109}\)

In practice, the reality of military government presents enormous obstacles to both aspirations not only because definitions of military occupation, like all occupation law, have little to say about how military occupation is organised, that is, about what kind of government it is. They also present obstacles because armed forces are neither designed for nor structured with a view to governing and because the incorporation of civilian elements into occupation authorities brings with it problems of its own, not the least of which is the relationship with the military forces they are supposed to aid.

Nor does the core meaning of military occupation give any precise indication of when military occupations end. Even the simplest and apparently most self-evident criterion, the withdrawal of all military forces, is not reliable for occupying forces may leave behind forces stationed in bases which, although posing some threat to the juridical integrity of the territory, may, or may not, constitute a continuation of occupation.\(^{110}\) Treaties may mark the end of occupation but they may also provide for prolonged or new occupations, as did the Treaty of Paris in 1815. The more recent phenomenon of ‘peace agreements’ are even weaker guides.\(^ {111}\) The establishment of new governments in occupied territories to replace discredited regimes destroyed by the occupiers is no more sure an indicator of the end of occupation. The promulgation of an Occupation Statute in 1949 in connection with the creation of the Federal Republic of Germany was an open acknowledgement of that. The proclamation of an end of occupation and the assumption of sovereignty on 28 June 2004 by an Iraqi government was an attempt to slough off the unwanted status of an occupier, though whether this was anything more than a sham is doubtful.\(^ {112}\)

It will be suggested below that military occupation has to be considered not as a fixed condition, requiring the deployment of a quantifiable force, or even involving the assumption of a specified number of functions and offices, but as a continuum. There is no more inherent analytic difficulty in this than there is in making similar assumptions about the concept of sovereignty, discussion of which had been bedevilled by the assumption that it entails *summum imperium, summa potestas*.\(^ {113}\) That assumption, inherent in and glorified by Best’s
approach to military government, will prove, on closer inspection, to be as problematic as Fraenkel’s aspiration.

Behind these difficulties lies an even more basic issue. One of the enduring characteristics during the practice and debate around the phenomenon of military occupation is that it is defined by a factual situation. The authority of the occupier has been defined as a de facto authority. The obligation, if any, owed by inhabitants of occupied territories to occupiers has been defined as a de facto obligation. Yet authority, obligation and sovereignty are not facts but norms. They have a material foundation but are not themselves something material. It is these norms, whether expressed in positive international law or not, which constitute the political relationship between the occupier and the inhabitants of occupied territory and define military occupation as a form of government. Before turning to those concepts it is advisable however to consider the nature of military occupation as a form of government in more detail.
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Chapter 3

Forms of Military Government

Military government readily appears archaic and not merely because of the increasing preference for such terms as civil administration and international territorial administration to refer to what are in fact instances of military occupation. It appears archaic because of the increasing reality of the involvement of civilians and civilian agencies in military occupation. It appears archaic because the isolation of the occupier from the occupied inherent in the definition of military occupation gives it a caste-like character that is at odds with a world in which it is common to speak of global ‘governance’ or ‘multi-level governance’ where the term governance, especially in the English language, has an elasticity not always easily reproduced in other languages. Its ultimate reliance upon coercion further distances it from the emphasis upon persuasion, ‘interstate cooperation and transnational networks’ often associated with the language of governance, even if those who employ such language often readily acknowledge that the institutions of this governance can become dysfunctional or oppressive. Despite its conceptual separation from conquest it seems to resemble the form of government depicted by Franz Oppenheimer when he sought to locate the origins of the state in conquest:

The State, completely in its genesis, essentially and almost completely during the first stages of its existence, is a social institution, forced by a victorious group of men on a defeated group, with the sole purpose of regulating the dominion of the victorious group over the vanquished, and securing itself against revolt from within and attacks from abroad.

This analogy seems even more plausible in those instances where the occupying forces attain a degree of autonomy that seems to make them look like a state within a state vis-à-vis the power that they represent. Yet the caste-like autonomy of military government is, in varying degrees, an illusion precisely because it is the agent of a foreign power and because it is dependent, as are all forms of government, upon the
behaviour of those subject to it. Its purpose is never solely its own though it may have, or acquire, interests that seem to demand autonomy; most evidently in the sense of the dictates of military necessity and the protection of its own members, but not only in this sense. Its relationship to the population of occupied territory is almost always complicated by the fact that the societies over which it rules are either divided before the occupation takes place or are divided by the fact of occupation. Here, the injunction to respect existing laws may well turn out to suggest a degree of neutrality which is unattainable. Respecting existing laws may mean frustrating the desire for change by at least part of the population and has indeed been consciously used for this purpose.\(^5\)

The caste-like character of military government is misleading because, despite the coherence that can be achieved by virtue of a unified chain of command within purely military administrations, conflicts of interest arise within military structures and are often aggravated by the varying skills and functions of elements of the occupying forces. Not even the geographical extent and contours of military government can be taken for granted. That was recognised by the provision in Article 42 of the Hague Regulations that ‘territory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile army. The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established and can be exercised’.\(^6\) This provision was formulated in order to exclude paper occupations but it reflects a more fundamental fact, namely, that by virtue of its nature as the extension of control by a foreign power, by virtue of the violation of the territorial integrity of a state, military occupation embodies an alien principle to that on which the modern state and its government rests. No better illustration of that can be found than in the fact that military government in the American Civil War is typically discussed under the heading of towns such as New Orleans and Nashville. Military government was pre-eminently municipal government because beyond these municipal centres control fluctuated with the movement of the contesting armies.\(^7\)

In the light of such considerations, it may seem obvious to respond to the complexity of military government in the same way as some have responded to the problem of defining military occupation, namely by establishing a typology. For millennia, political science has responded to the diversity of government by seeking to classify it. Why should this not be the appropriate response to the diversity of military government? It is striking however that there has been little
attempt to do this. Even where the diversity stands out in the case of a single occupying power, namely German occupation regimes in Europe during the Second World War, such a strategy has been limited and intermittent. Moreover, such classifications as have been suggested have been held together only by subdivisions based on heterogeneous criteria. Thus Hans Umbreit’s category of ‘civil administrations’ includes

states whose ‘protection’ the German Reich had assumed, under a Reich plenipotentiary: Denmark . . . states with a ‘Germanic’ population . . . under Reich commissioners: Norway; the Netherlands . . . future German settlement areas whose ‘colonization’ was already planned and begun during the war: Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia; Government-General; Reich commissariats for ‘Eastland’ and the ‘Ukraine’.8

Here we have a category subdivided according to firstly a legal concept, the assumption of a protectorate, secondly, a natural fact, or rather a presumed one rejected by most of those to whom it was applied, namely the supposedly ‘Germanic’ nature of Norway and the Netherlands, and thirdly, a purpose or intent whose implementation was limited by the exigencies of the war. The classification is further weakened by the fact that it provides only a snapshot at a given time, namely the end of 1941. The fact that this diversity can be found within the occupation regimes under the control of a single, and distinctive, power, the totalitarian state of Nazi Germany, only raises further concern about the proliferation of types to which any search for a typology is likely to lead.

The alternative adopted here is to consider military government under conditions of military occupation in terms of a normatively laden understanding of its potential to maintain its own coherence, and hence its ability to function as a government, and its potential to maintain in being the society over which it presides. The factors which affect this potential, including the nature of the state of which the occupying force is an agent, the structure of the occupying forces, the purpose of both the state and the occupying forces, and the reaction and resilience of the society subject to occupation, are themselves so diverse and varied in their impact as to make any meaningful correlation with such potential tenuous at best. Nevertheless, military government can function in a symbiotic relationship with indigenous structures or with structures modified or created by military government. That precarious relationship can face numerous threats, most drastically where military government wilfully destroys indigenous
structures without the intent of creating anything to replace them but also from lack of resources available to the occupier or from challenges by other agencies representing the occupying power.

The fragility of military government was evident from the start in the predatory nature of the occupations carried out by the armies of revolutionary France, especially since in these occupations the ‘central role . . . the pivot around which all else revolves, is the army’. These armies were unusually large, relying in part upon sheer weight of numbers to overcome the more professional armies of their opponents. As such they could not be maintained by the bankrupt state of revolutionary France. The outcome in the Rhineland was recalled by Marshall Soult:

> We had no kind of financial resources whatsoever . . . We had no kind of administrative organization to deal with requisitions . . . One can imagine all the disorder which then ensued, for the commanding officers had other things to worry about than taking care of administration – they were incapable of doing it anyway. At the same time, one can imagine the distress of the army; it could exist only by plundering.

To plunder as a necessity was added plunder as a reward for unpaid French soldiers. and as a punishment for those who rebelled.

For all the reforms introduced under revolutionary and Napoleonic rule, the introduction of new codes, the extension of the French system of departments to annexed territory or their imitation by satellite states, and the deployment of specialist administrators to train the Bavarian army or to organise a gendarmerie in Belgium, the army remained the backbone of French system in Europe. Napoleon’s attempt to transform the provisional reality of military occupation into something more permanent was vitiated by the fact that he did so by creating a network of fiefdoms linked to him by familial relationship or friendship. As one later observer noted this attempt to revive the forms of old Europe for the new Europe, came from the man who had reduced the old world to ruins. Vassalage appeared to Bonaparte as the appropriate form to maintain in dependence some small principalities bestowed by him on relatives and favourites.

The fragility of these structures was evident when, after having appointed his brother Joseph as King of Spain, he contemplated annexing Catalonia and much of northern Spain but placed these areas under the control of his generals. Spain demonstrated Napoleon’s ‘ultimate inability to find a definitive solution to the mechanics of
forms of military government and provided the prime example of a ‘simplified, exasperated and appropriately belligerent means of resolving the issue’.13

While Napoleon, preceded in this by the armies of the French Revolution, sought to change forms of government even prior to annexation, the Americans in California and New Mexico, though intent on annexation, established a more limited form of military government. Nevertheless, this included a ‘governor, secretary, marshall, district attorney, treasurer, auditor and three Supreme Court judges’.14 In California, the appointment of a customs collector showed more confidence in military government’s authority in this area, which had not been evident in the brief British occupation of Michigan in 1812.15 Even so, Governor Mason could still write to the War Department:

I am fully aware that, in taking these steps, I have no further authority than that the existing government must necessarily continue until some other is organized to take its place, for I have been left without any definite instructions in reference to the existing state of affairs.16

There was hesitancy too in the attitude of the military government towards existing institutions and laws. Although both had come under pressure from increasing American immigration, which turned into a flood after the discovery of gold in California in 1848, the military government preserved the institution of the alcalde and resisted demands for an easing of restrictions on land transfers. In this the occupation authorities had to struggle with their own inclinations, evident in their concessions over the introduction of jury trials, as well as the demands of the inhabitants.17 The latter increasingly called for the introduction of elected government, with the support of some American senators. Yet it was not only the inadequacy of indigenous institutions in the face of economic and demographic change that challenged military government. The mining camps established to exploit the discovery of gold were effectively beyond the control of the military government, which simply lacked the resources to assert its authority over them. The position of the military government was further weakened by the lure over its own soldiers exercised by the gold fields, leading to extensive desertion. One official confessed that ‘Government, both civil and military is abandoned . . . the volunteers will be mustered out of service, and we shall be utterly without resource for the protection of public property’.18 These peculiar constraints did not exist in Mexican territory along the Gulf of Mexico or in Mexico City, though the American generals were
acutely conscious of the paucity of their forces. Where possible they preferred to rely on Mexican authorities, including Mexican courts. Where existing officials declined to continue in office new ones were appointed or elections permitted. The extent of intervention in local affairs varied, with an American officer taking over the control of the police in Tampico while in Pueblo the Military Governor authorised the creation of an indigenous police force. In both of these towns the Americans established chambers of commerce. Despite such variations in the extent and efficacy of military government there is no doubt that this was what took place. Military officers occupied the senior positions within the administrations and senior generals took a close interest in the conduct of the administration.

The American Civil War inevitably revealed the greater complexities that could accompany military government. Ironically, the initial steps, embodied in General Butler’s occupation of New Orleans, began with a manifest failure to appreciate this, for Butler proclaimed ‘I desire only to govern the military forces of the department’. He soon found, however, that he was to become involved in far more than the security of his troops and the authority of the Union. One unanticipated source of difficulty lay in his recurrent conflicts with foreign consuls whom he suspected of concealing financial assets for the benefit of Confederate forces. His conflicts with them drew lukewarm support from Washington, concerned as the Union government was to avoid antagonising foreign governments and encouraging recognition, or worse, of the Confederacy. It is, indeed, argued that this, rather than Butler’s personal rapacity, explains the brevity of his rule in New Orleans.

That military government involves an international dimension in the shape of relations to neutral powers had long been evident but the divergence in policy between Butler and Washington exposes the possibility of what comes close to an independent foreign policy pursued by a military government. That divergence became more explicit later on when Germany protested against trade restrictions imposed by the occupation authorities in the Philippines. At that time, when the United States had freed itself from the weakness brought about by the Civil War, the legal advice offered by Charles Magoon to the government was that the Germans probably labor under the misapprehension that the restrictions on trade with the Sulu Islands imposed by the military government of the Philippines constitute the permanent regulations and established policy of the United
States... If I understand the matter rightly these restrictions are imposed by the military government because... there is a military necessity therefor.22

Whatever the significance of such issues in Butler’s recall, his initial expectation of a limited role for his military government foundered on numerous other difficulties. The recalcitrance of local authorities, still loyal to the Confederacy, poor sanitation and the fear of yellow fever, the proliferation of refugees and chronic shortage of food forced Butler, as they forced other military governors in the Civil War, into a series of ad hoc measures to fend off the next imminent crisis. Continuing expression of support for the Confederate cause, even in the form of the omission of positive reference to the President of the United States in church prayers, induced Butler to interfere in the conduct of religious services, despite the deep-rooted antipathy to state interference in religion in the United States.23 Although initiated in border states still loyal to the Union, the seizure of those suspected of disloyalty became a systematic practice that swept up so many that a special commission had to be appointed to review cases. It was, a historian later observed, ‘another curious bit of machinery, half military and half civil in character’.24

The same could be said of the military governors who were drawn from civilian life but given military rank and were thus incorporated within the military chain of command. That did not prevent disputes between them and generals in command of armies. That was at its clearest in the case of the strongest of these military governors, Andrew Johnson in Nashville. On the one hand, Johnson clamoured for soldiers to be placed at his disposal, citing the threat that Confederate forces might retake the city.25 On the other hand, the generals resorted to the use of military commissions for trials where Johnson wanted to see an early restoration of civil justice. One such commander, General Rosecrans even instituted a secret military police force which Johnson considered both corrupt and counter-productive.26 In part these conflicts arose because of differences over what were considered to be the appropriate policies but they also arose because of the different functions and interests of the military governors and the generals, compounded as they were by the shortage of personnel sufficient to satisfy both sides. That this was not due to the peculiar conditions of the American Civil War or recourse to governors drawn from non-military backgrounds can be seen from the Boer war and the conflict between General Pretyman...
and Lieutenant-General Kelly-Kenny. Pretyman had been appointed military governor of Bloemfontein with a wider remit for the administration of the Orange Free State as a whole. Kelly-Kenny took over military command as the main British army moved on. Crucially, nothing had been done to clarify their relationship. The disputes over jurisdiction were demonstrated by the fact that both generals maintained their own intelligence officer as well as their own provost-marshal.27

There was, though, one similarity between these two cases insofar as in each of them the victor made claims upon the loyalty of those who were defeated. This was especially acute in the American Civil War where President Lincoln pressed for early elections in Tennessee under the mistaken impression that the majority of the population had been misled but was fundamentally loyal. The mistake became apparent early on when a well-known rebel was elected as a judge, forcing Johnson to confirm his appointment only to have him promptly arrested for disloyalty. Thereafter, Johnson did his best to resist the pressure of the President for early elections and when they were held they were tightly controlled to ensure the desired result.28

The tension between the command of combat forces and the tasks of military government was soon increased by developments within armies, spearheaded by the formation of the Prussian general staff, which became the model for other armies. The broad strategy was to relieve the military commanders of as many tasks and concerns as possible, leaving them to focus on the conduct of the forthcoming battles. With this in mind special rear area commands were established to ensure communications and supplies. By the same token, during the Franco-Prussian war the tasks of military government were to be dealt with through this structure.29 The reports of the General Inspector of Rear Areas (Generaletappeninspekteur) indicate the limited nature of activities in this phase of the occupation, which consisted of measures for the security of occupying troops, instructions to surrender weapons, to continue paying taxes and for supervision of the press by French prefects.30 The latter provision was rendered problematic by the widespread flight of the prefects and many sub-prefects. Officials at communal level proved more willing to remain, possibly on the understanding that whereas the prefects represented the interests of the French state they only represented the interests of their communes.31 In Alsace-Lorraine, many subordinate officials also resigned from their posts, not least because of the threat issued by the new French government that otherwise they
would lose their pensions. German intent had been to establish a limited supervisory administration relying on the administrative structures of occupied France to carry out most of the work. They found, however, that they had to assign German officials, especially to the vacant posts of prefect and sub-prefect. Their difficulties were succinctly summarised by the official German history of the war:

The authority of these gentlemen, however, was not by any means recognised generally by the population, and in most cases, their orders were generally only obeyed when there was a military force to back them. But in consequence of the few troops available for these purposes, this was frequently impossible.

In the absence of French officials, the collection of taxes proved problematic given the sheer scale of officialdom needed to levy them and the complexity of French taxation law.

The Germans in turn aggravated the position of French officials by imposing collective responsibility in cases of attacks upon German occupation troops. In the eyes of some this amounted to turning these officials into not just agents but ‘spies’ for the occupation forces.

In order to coordinate their occupation, the Germans established Government-Generals, eventually four in total, that supervised the activity of the various French departments under their remit. As with the experience of military government in the American Civil War there was no central coordinating agency. The outcome in both cases was that there was considerable divergence in occupation policy depending upon the attitude of the individual military governors. In the case of the occupation of France, it was, according to some, less the rigid application of policy decided at general headquarters and more the lack of coordination and general rules that accounted for the arbitrary character of military government.

In the wake of the armistice convention and the subsequent disbanding of most of the Government-Generals, the Germans were faced with a new problem as a revolutionary commune was established in Paris. This was a challenge to the French national government rather than to the occupier, though the French government could only mobilise sufficient force to suppress the commune with the release of French prisoners of war by the Germans. The official German view was that they were ‘in view of their own security . . . ready to afford every possible aid to the authorities, although they did not feel themselves called upon to intervene actively in foreign disorders’. That was more than a little disingenuous. In fact it
provides dramatic demonstration of the inability of the occupier to remain neutral when faced with internal divisions brought about in part at least by its own occupation.

Even more problematic were cases where internal divisions preceded the occupation, as the Americans discovered in their occupations of the Philippines and Cuba. In both cases, highly developed revolts against Spanish colonial authority had taken place before the Spanish-American war. In the Philippines, rebel forces had driven out most of the Spanish garrisons before the Americans entered Manilla and, on learning of the Americans’ intent to retain the islands, launched an attack upon them. The rapid escalation of violence served as a warning to the Americans in their relationship with the Cuban Liberation Army that had played a significant role in assisting American land forces against Spanish troops. Relations deteriorated as the American commander General Shafter initially relied upon Spanish officials for the continuation of government in Santiago. Indeed the Americans felt obliged to compel the insurgents to respect the armistice between the Spanish and the Americans.

The broader problem, as General Shafter put it, was that ‘dual government can’t exist here; we have got to have full sway of the Cubans’. The difficulty for the Americans was how to achieve this without a direct confrontation with the Liberation Army. The strategy they pursued was to absorb as many as possible of the senior officers of Cuban forces into the higher levels of the administration, with positions lower down the hierarchy for lower ranks. A demobilisation programme providing funding for payment for the surrender of arms contributed further to the dissolution of the Cuban forces, though, in contrast to Iraq over a century later, the Americans recognised the danger of large numbers of unemployed former members of the Cuban army and eventually incorporated many into either public works programmes or a new Rural Guard. That had an additional advantage in the eyes of General Wood: ‘The Cubans are perfectly willing to accept the acts of their own civil officers, which, if performed by soldiers of the United States, would give rise to a great deal of bad feeling and friction’. Although management of the threat of a dual system of authority initially took pride of place, Wood’s military government found itself reforming everything from sanitation to marriage laws in what would subsequently be called ‘state building’.

Although Wood’s efforts at state building were less successful than he himself suggested, and although there were attempts to
improve conditions in the Philippines, the differing outcome in the relationship with the indigenous liberation armies, linked as it was to the intent to hold the Philippines as a colony but to promote a self-governing, if dependent, Cuba, had a major impact on the nature of military government in the two cases. That divergent interests held by the same occupier will produce different forms of military government received even more dramatic illustration during the First World War. Here, in the case of German occupation of Belgium, internal division was neither the product of the fact of military occupation as it had been in France in 1870–1 nor a pre-existing state of affairs as it had been in the Philippines and Cuba, but was rather fomented by the occupation authorities. That, however, was not immediately apparent. The occupation began with the proclamation of a unified Government-General under Baron von der Goltz in August 1914, though the ‘dualism of occupation tasks’ had an impact upon the territorial remit of the Government-General and on its internal organisation. Territorially, occupied Belgium was divided between the Government-General and the zones of operations, and the army rear areas which remained under the control of the military commanders. Internally, the Government-General was divided into a military administration and a civil administration. That apparent simplicity was overridden in some areas, by, for example, assigning the Governor-General responsibility for church affairs beyond his territorial remit. Nor did this division of responsibility avoid tensions between the military government and the military commanders. As one occupation official recalled, ‘the legal and factual relationship between the Governor-General and the commanding officers of the army were controversial and not without friction’.

There was some institutional hint of later problems in the establishment of a Political Bureau dedicated to the ‘Belgian problem’ and the implications of this problem for foreign nations. Initially, however, the German military government worked through existing institutions, replacing Belgian Provincial Governors with Presidents of the Civil Administration, a practice, according to Belgian commentators, that was facilitated by the similarity between Belgian and German administrations. In contrast, some German officials were more struck by the ignorance of their colleagues about Belgium, ‘sometimes even among men in key positions’.

The major challenge to the integrity of the Belgian state was foreshadowed by the division of the Department of Art and Science in October 1916 into Flemish and Walloon sections. Subsequently, in
March 1917, the entire country was divided into separate Flemish and Walloon administrations, with the latter being governed from Namur, prompting numerous resignations by Belgian officials. The Germans had sought to prepare for this politically by acknowledging a self-appointed Council of Flanders, made up of Flemish nationalists, though their small number and marked unpopularity gave them no more than symbolic significance – much as the French found when, after the war, they sought to exploit separatist sentiment in the Rhineland. In Belgium, the conflict between the military government and the Belgians crystallised in the attempt by the Belgian courts to prosecute members of the Council of Flanders in 1918. The Germans then reacted by dismissing members of the Belgian Court of Appeal on the grounds that they had ‘associated themselves in a political manifestation’. The outcome was the effective cessation of the Belgian administration of justice throughout the country.

Despite the deterioration of the situation in the second half of the war, the German military government had initially sought to govern through indigenous structures. Only as it began to modify the basic structure of the country did it encounter a level of resistance that forced it to take over more and more of the functions of the Belgian state, exposing thereby the hollowness of the proxy Flanders Council, through which it hoped to prop up the new order. In the east, German occupation took on an entirely different form in what the Germans referred to as Ober Ost, an abbreviation of the title Supreme Commander in the East (Oberstbefehlshaber Ost). In this area of military occupation adjoining the Baltic, with a population of some three million, indigenous structures were almost entirely suppressed and the indigenous peoples were rigorously excluded from an administration that grew to as many as 18,000.

Here, an administration organised on the basis of rear area (Etappe) commands reported both to rear area inspectorates and to the central administration of Ober Ost until the autumn of 1917, after which they reported to the latter alone. The fact that Section Four (politics) of the central administration, which set the tone for the military government, dealt with the civilian and military authorities in Germany further indicates the goal of making Ober Ost as autonomous as possible. That autonomy was not merely administrative, for General Ludendorff, the guiding hand behind the organisation of the administration, aspired to make Ober Ost self-sufficient economically as well. Also indicative of the ambitions behind this administration was the fusion of the politics section with the section responsible
for Verkehrspolitik (‘movement policy’). This entailed strict control and registration of people, land, animals and trade based upon a systematic subdivision of the territory within Ober Ost.59

Yet despite the complex mechanism of control and the brutality with which it was enforced, and despite the extensive network of economic enterprises which the central administration of Ober Ost ran, the much vaunted autarky proved elusive. The cities, or at least the non-German populations of the cities, faced starvation. In 1917, armed bands, initially composed of Russian soldiers left behind in the retreat but supplemented later from various sources, even including German deserters, attacked German troops and terrorised local villages. Loss of control in some areas was so extensive that the Germans avoided them and abandoned even the pretence of protecting the non-German population.60 In many respects, German military government in the Ober Ost resembled German occupation policy in the east during the Second World War, of which it has been observed that it ‘abolished all pre-existing authority and declared the entire native leadership unfit by racial criteria to exercise authority. The invaders flattened the existing local institutions in the territories they invaded . . .’.61

In Mesopotamia, a radically different policy was pursued, as is evident from the instructions changing the status of the Chief Political Officer in Mesopotamia to that of a Civil Commissioner:

For the present only such minimum of administrative efficiency should be aimed at as is necessary for the maintenance of order and to meet the requirements of the Force; the amendment of laws and the introduction of reforms should be kept within the narrowest possible limits. His Majesty’s Government do not wish large or controversial administrative questions raised or referred to them until the danger of Turkish attack is passed.62

Even initially, however, in addition to the administration of justice, a Revenue Department was established which played a prominent role in its function as a land agent and source of funds for the maintenance of mosques.63 Nor was this merely a matter of re-establishing basic structures of government for, as a review of British administration of the area noted, ‘payment of revenue is considered the measure of allegiance’.64 Even before the armistice, the number of departments increased rapidly, so much so that quite early in the occupation Percy Cox, the Chief Political Officer, noted that ‘the Political Branch [that is, the Political Branch of the Government of India] . . . is performing
functions which it has never had occasion to perform before in the history of the country or of the Department’.  

If anything, the range of activities undertaken by the military administration of Palestine was even more extensive, extending to the provision of seed and livestock to farmers. This range of activities brought with it bureaucratic proliferation that amounted to a ‘swollen military administration that . . . had steadily grown in elaboration, if not in efficiency’ by the time the Mandate of Palestine was established. The fact that there were three Chief Administrators in 1919, as demobilisation took its toll on personnel, as well as ‘discord and divided counsels’ about the contentious fate of Palestine, compounded the difficulties of the military government there. In both Mesopotamia and Palestine, so far as the British deemed it possible, indigenous people were incorporated into the administration. Yet none of this, of course, could prevent the conflict encouraged by the hopes raised by President Wilson’s image of a post-war world or the contradictory promises issued by the British government and its agents. Indeed, some measures, such as the improved efficiency of tax collection in Mesopotamia may have contributed to a major revolt in 1920.

Whereas Ludendorff’s Ober Ost intentionally flattened existing institutions, both the German Government-General in Belgium and British military government in Mesopotamia and Palestine sought to utilise them, because they had no desire to destroy all local institutions and because they recognised that they had no choice. The resources they could devote to the task of governing were limited and overstretched, subject to recall for other duties and not always familiar with the societies which they were to govern. That still left considerable room for misjudgement, for example of the stability of the traditional structures which the British thought they could use in Mesopotamia. Although such misjudgements were bound up with wider stereotypes about alien peoples and societies they were compounded by the lack of preparation for and ad hoc response to the problems of military occupation. Little notice seemed to have been taken of the experience of Japan at the time of the Russo-Japanese war of 1904–5 where a special corps of ‘commissioners of the military administration of Manchuria’ had been formed in advance, consisting of men with recent experience of China and knowledge of the Chinese language. The legal counsellor to the commander of one of the Japanese armies noted that this corps had been formed in the light of the need to liaise with the neutral Chinese authorities, over whose
territory the war would be fought, but, he asked, ‘why should one not proceed on the same basis, when an army of whatever country operates on enemy territory’.\textsuperscript{70}

That some specialisation in the tasks of government might be desirable had occurred to many but the predominant pattern remained one of improvisation. That was true as the Allied armies entered the Rhineland following the Armistice of November 1918, which provided that it should be ‘administered by the local authorities under the control of the . . . armies of occupation’.\textsuperscript{71} As Ernst Fraenkel noted, even that provision contained hidden complications in that it was not clear whether ‘local’ meant subordinate, communal administration or the administrative institutions of the Rhineland as a whole. Given the hierarchical structure of German administration, the precise meaning of ‘local’ made a significant difference.\textsuperscript{72}

Although Marshall Foch, as Supreme Commander of the Allied and Associated Powers, issued general instructions, including a model ordinance for police regulations, the commanding generals of the four occupation armies, French, British, Belgian and American, enjoyed considerable autonomy and often guarded their autonomy and status vis-à-vis each other.\textsuperscript{73} Autonomy meant divergence of practice. Thus, in contrast to the other armies, which organised themselves in accordance with the territorial administrative units they were to oversee, the Americans retained their tactical military structure until the disadvantages of this induced them to follow suit in June 1919. Other differences included the formation of a ‘Corps des Affaires Civiles’ by the French while the British devolved authority to individual army commanders.\textsuperscript{74} The multilateral character of the occupation, with its divergent structures and approaches, was particularly cumbersome in dealing with the substantial problems of economic dislocation, which obliged the occupiers to extend their remit far beyond the police functions they had initially envisaged. Ad-hoc coordinating committees provided only a temporary solution and in April 1919 the occupiers established an Inter-Allied High Commission whose authority over the armies was subsequently enshrined in the Versailles Treaty, marking the transition to a supposedly civilian dominated occupation.

Occupation armies in the Second World War also faced these choices about levels of coordination, that is, about the level at which to govern, reconciling the tension between military structures and appropriate government structures and about whether, or at which point, to subordinate military command structures to civilian sources
of legitimacy. They did so with varying degrees of preparation. Much of German-occupied Europe fell under civilian, that is Nazi party, or paramilitary, that is SS, supervision, but significant areas remained under military authority at least for most of the war. A belated plea for some uniformity in the mosaic of occupation regimes by Alfred Rosenberg met with a brusque dismissal: ‘the Führer does not place the slightest weight on the uniform construction of the authorities and administrative organs of the various areas under German control’.75 Yet the general character of the structure of occupation did make a difference, although all of them were subject to increasing interference from central Reich authorities, both those based on state structures and those based on party or hybrid structures.76 Military structures enjoyed the advantage of a more unified chain of command and greater access to troops, though even the latter was not automatic. The authority of the military governor (Militärbefehlshaber) in that respect was far less than that of an armed force commander (Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber): hence the request of the military governor of France, Otto von Stülpnagel, to be designated as a Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber.77 Unity of command did not guarantee access to important political figures in the Reich, especially access to Hitler who had a low opinion of the political skills of his generals.78

Throughout Nazi-occupied Europe, then, military governors had to deflect competing agencies if they were in reality to govern occupied territory. In the west, only the military governors of Belgium, in whose remit part of northern France was incorporated, and France, where the existence of an unoccupied zone under the control of collaborationist Vichy government of Marshall Pétain complicated matters, retained some autonomy. The established pattern was represented by General Alexander von Falkenhausen in Brussels and General Otto von Stülpnagel in Paris. Both reported to Supreme Army Command, where General Brauchitsch provided some support, especially for Falkenhausen, against other agencies.79 Subordination to the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces after December 1941 left them more exposed.

At least in Belgium, Falkenhausen’s Chief of Military Administration, Eggert Reeder, had given some thought to the occupation before it took place. Reeder’s recommendation was that the Germans should avoid creating the impression of any intent to annex the country, knowing full well the long-standing ambitions towards Flemish Belgium, should promise to respect the Hague Regulations and should promise to maintain a functioning Belgian
The style of administration was intended to be supervisory and Reeder took pride in administering the area with only 472 senior officials. That was only possible because it was a supervisory administration that could rely, especially initially, on an administrative structure headed by Belgian Secretary-Generals. Indeed, the Germans sought to construe the powers of these Belgian officials in terms of Belgian law, rather than powers ascribed to them by the occupying authorities, in order to enhance the status of the Secretary-Generals vis-à-vis their fellow Belgians and in an attempt to make the Secretary-Generals more compliant.

These officials too hoped to exploit German dependence upon them in order to mitigate the harshness of occupation and to enhance their own room for manoeuvre. That proved to be increasingly difficult especially as German persecution of Jews, forced mobilisation of Belgian labour – of which there were bitter memories from the time of the First World War – and retaliation against acts of resistance, grew. In all of these areas, Falkenhausen and Reeder, though fully committed to the German cause, sought to moderate the policies pursued by central Reich agencies and above all by Heinrich Himmler, striving to fend off the appointment of a Higher SS and Police Leader for which Himmler had pressed from the outset. That struggle was part of the wider issue of the long-term fate of Belgium in a Nazi New Order in Europe in which the various collaborationist movements were also pawns.

In Paris, General Otto von Stülpnagel faced a more complex situation. Although he reached agreement that it should not interfere in matters of military administration, the existence of an armistice commission in Wiesbaden, headed by General Karl-Heinrich von Stülpnagel, and the existence of a German ambassador, Otto Abetz, albeit with an imprecise remit, increased the threats to any integrated form of government and the opportunity for Vichy France to attempt to exploit the proliferation of agencies. Otto von Stülpnagel also resisted some of the intrusions of the SS, successfully excluding an SS unit after it organised the bombing of synagogues in Paris in 1941.

Yet as the security situation deteriorated after the summer of 1941 new opportunities were opened up for the SS, culminating in the appointment of Carl-Albrecht Oberg as Higher SS and Police Leader in Paris to coincide with a change of military governor. The new military governor, Karl-Heinrich von Stülpnagel, had already complained that the armistice commission was becoming ‘ever more political’ and requested a ‘clear separation of his military authority from all political questions’. As the historian Eberhard Jäckel put it,
in the light of the structure of military administration, as it was conceived in 1940, that was basically nonsense: even that structure had moreover long since been hollowed out by the offices of German agencies set up in Paris, so innumerable as to escape oversight and which all had overlapping competencies.\textsuperscript{88}

Military government in the west functioned at most as a temporary, and rather permeable, barrier against the competing agencies of the Third Reich. The unity of command which its adherents espoused was also undermined by the weakness of the support which they received from the higher echelons of the army command. Its ultimate failure was exposed as early as December 1941 with the Night and Fog decree, by which those deemed guilty of acts against the occupation were to be secretly transferred to Germany, leaving the population ignorant of their fate.\textsuperscript{89} It culminated in the employment of the collaborationist militia in a campaign of political assassinations which was to be conducted without reference to the military authorities. That amounted, as Reeder put it, to the declaration of a ‘war of all against all’.\textsuperscript{90} That same sentiment was evident in the notes left on the bodies of those assassinated by the collaborationist Parti Populaire Français: ‘Terror against terror’.\textsuperscript{91}

In the east, much of the territory occupied by the German armies was handed over to civilian-dominated agencies, though even here, from July to October 1941 in the Ukraine for example, a period of military administration occurred. Only as German advances slowed did the army resist further transfers to civilian rule.\textsuperscript{92} Its administration was divided into Army Group Rear Areas and Army Rear Areas, though the only substantive difference was that the former were attached to individual armies whereas the latter constituted larger regional zones.\textsuperscript{93} Both were subdivided into field commands and subordinate city or town commands. As in the First World War, the flattening of local political structures was the standard pattern: ‘with virtually no exception, indigenous administrations functioned only on the lowest level, at which no German network was established, although even here the indigenous officials were subject to “hiring and firing” by the Germans’.\textsuperscript{94}

The difference, of course, was that in the Second World War this was linked to the genocide of the Jews. In this, army units and the death squads (\textit{Einsatzgruppen}), which followed closely in the wake of the army’s advance, cooperated closely. Reservations were largely limited to expressions of concern about the impact on discipline. The underlying motives were summed up by Field Marshall von Reichenau:
The main aim of the campaign against the Jewish-bolshevist system is the complete destruction of its forces. As a result, the troops have to take on tasks that go beyond conventional purely military ones. In the eastern sphere the soldier is not simply a fighter according to the rules of war, but the supporter of a ruthless racial (volkisch) ideology.

The fact that this was based on a vicious delusion made no difference to behaviour. Ironically, part of the delusion was noted by Otto Rasch, leader of Einsatzgruppe C. Rasch had no objections to murdering Jews, or indeed other people, but he noted in a report in September 1941: ‘The work of Bolshevism is supported by Jews, Russians, Georgians, Armenians, Poles, Latvians, Ukrainians; the Bolshevik apparatus is no way identical with the Jewish population’. The ideological vision behind the war overrode such fleeting insights as it overrode all other considerations, with even economic resources directly relevant to the prosecution of the war acting as no more than a temporary brake.

Japanese occupation more clearly resembled rule by a military caste than did German occupations, where racial distinctions and resemblances were used to justify civilian rule by the Nazi party and the SS. Despite the high social status enjoyed by Japanese bureaucrats at home, especially those directly appointed by the Emperor, military superiority within the occupation regimes was paramount. In Malaya, that was evident in the pre-eminence given to the head of the General Affairs Department, a military officer, in comparison to the heads of other departments who were drawn from the civil service. As one Japanese official recorded, ‘The chief of the General Affairs Department is tremendously powerful as if he were Prime Minister. The commander of a field army is divine, and the superintendent is unapproachable’. This did not mean that the military was a monolithic bloc. In part, this was because of the tension between commanders of operational forces and military officials within the occupation administrations embodied in the slogans ‘Operations First’ and ‘Politics First’. Those principles even divided central military staff from operations officers on the matter of whether to grant independence to Burma.

The shape taken by specific instances of military government was also deeply affected by more specific features of the Japanese military. These were more important than the general principles drawn up in November 1941 at the Liaison Conference between Imperial Headquarters and the Government although these included the provision that ‘important matters pertaining to local military
administration shall be determined’ by subsequent meetings of the Conference.99 Japanese military commanders and governors enjoyed considerable autonomy in implementing the general principles, though all adhered to the injunction to make their commands self-sufficient as far as possible and to ruthlessly exploit the areas under their control. That still left sufficient scope for divergence to lead to criticism of one occupation authority by another.100

Japanese military structures and decision-making processes, besides being cumbersome, also gave considerable room for initiatives by junior officers while simultaneously shielding everyone in the process from responsibility and promoting plans that bore little relationship to actual conditions.101 The potential consequences of this, especially when allied to deep-seated hostility to the Chinese, became evident in the ‘sook ching’ or ‘purge through purification’, that is, the massacre of large numbers of Chinese in Singapore.102 The fact that the military police (kempeitai) played a significant role in this reflected their general autonomy within the Japanese occupation administration. Indeed, the military police were not even subject to the authority of local military commanders.103

The language of the sook ching reflected the attitude of Colonel Watanabe Wataru, head of the General Affairs Department, towards the Chinese: ‘They must be held accountable for their past misdeemeanours. It is my policy to make them reborn with a clean slate. Depending upon the extent of their penitence, we will allow them to live and will return their property’.104 Towards those with whom the Japanese had had less problematic relationships there were frequent calls for a repressive policy in order to demonstrate the superiority of Japanese military force, even where the sheer fact of occupation had already done this. Yet alongside such strategies was the attempt to govern through indigenous peoples and, especially in the later stages, to deploy indigenous paramilitary forces and even military forces, such as the Malay Volunteer army.105 Neighbourhood associations were promoted both as the basis for some of these forces and as a means of control over the population.106

While able to make some appeal to nationalist sentiment, especially as directed against former colonial powers, through the proclamation of a Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, the organisation of the Co-prosperity Sphere, like other aspects of Japanese occupation, betrayed its improvised nature and the vacillation of policy to which the Japanese occupation authorities were prone. Ignorance of local conditions and the complexity of relationships even within specific
forms of military government

ethnic or religious communities, let alone between them, helped to undermine Japanese strategies. In Malaya, for example, the attempt to utilise Moslem Sultans ran aground not only on the inconsistent pursuit of the policy but also on the antipathy of many Malayan Moslems towards the Sultans.\footnote{107}

Aside from the arbitrary brutality that percolated down through the Japanese military to the lowest level, the most striking feature of the Japanese organisation of military government was the divisions within the occupation authorities. These set the army against the navy and both against the Ministry of Great East Asian Affairs, military commanders against military governors and administrators, military officers in general against civil servants incorporated into the occupation administrations and caused friction between factions within the army.\footnote{108} Although some of these conflicts are to be found in all military occupations, both the distinctive characteristics of the Japanese army and its place in the Japanese polity, as well as the sheer extent and diversity of the area occupied by Japan, made Japanese military government especially prone to inconsistency.

The caste-like appearance of the Japanese military vis-à-vis those subject to it was in some ways to be repeated as the Japanese themselves were subject to military government. According to the historian John Dower, their military rulers ‘constituted an inviolate privileged caste’ and ‘almost every interaction between victor and vanquished was infused with intimations of white supremacist’.\footnote{109} That they might appear as ‘neo-colonial overlords’, with the attendant implications of racial supremacy, had not escaped the occupiers themselves and there had been plans for the involvement of Chinese troops, possibly 60,000, in the occupation of Japan to soften this appearance.\footnote{110} It was, however, general assumptions about race, aggravated by the racial overtones of the war in the Pacific, rather than the status of the army in American society, that promoted the impression. Indeed American attitudes to the status of the military establishment, accentuated by the conflict with what were seen as militaristic opponents in both theatres of the war, entailed some predisposition against military government even in instances of military occupation. That had not always been the case, and as late as 1913 the American military had unceremoniously set aside civilian governors in the occupation of Vera Cruz.\footnote{111}

President Truman was wrong when he proclaimed that the American custom was ‘that the military should not have governmental responsibilities beyond the requirements of military operations’.\footnote{112}
Nor was this necessarily the sentiment of his generals. Amidst the planning for the occupation of Italy, the first enemy territory the Allies envisaged occupying, Eisenhower was insistent upon a clear military chain of command reporting through a Combined Civil Affairs Committee to the Combined Chiefs of Staff. The latter, in turn, specified that the ‘military administration . . . shall contain no political agencies or political representatives of either government’. While this ensured that government in Italy would be strictly military in the first phase, some concession had to be made to Winston Churchill’s demand that some role be found for personal representatives of himself and President Roosevelt. The solution was to accord them the status of advisors to both the two heads of government and the Supreme Commander. The preservation of the integrity of military government also involved a basic choice between two types of military government, by then well-known to the authors of military manuals. According to the American manual:

In the operational type, commanders of combat units or of military administrative areas are responsible for civil affairs within their respective zones of operation or areas . . . The chain of civil affairs control conforms to the operational or administrative chain of command . . . In the territorial form, a separate civil affairs organization is created under the direct command of the theatre commander, or under a subordinate commander . . . The line of communication within the organization is direct from higher to lower civil affairs officers. Local civil affairs officers are not responsible to operational unit commanders stationed in their area.

In Italy, preference was to be given to the territorial type. The potential complexity of military government promptly expanded as Italy signed an armistice with the Allied invaders who formed an Allied Control Commission in order to supervise the terms of the armistice. This raised the question of the relationship between the Military Governor of Italy and the Control Commission. Only the strong protests of General Eisenhower as Supreme Commander prevented the Combined Chiefs of Staff from effectively subordinating military government to the Control Commission. The Control Commission would, however, supervise the administration of Italian territory handed back to the Italian government, creating the so-called ‘King’s Italy’, while as a supposedly provisional measure military government was divided into two regions, Forward and Rear Areas. Restoring authority to Italian administration in these Rear Areas.
Areas was more difficult than anticipated, with the Italian government being reluctant to accept responsibility for them.\textsuperscript{117}

Even where Italian authority had been restored it was subject to the Control Commission the size of whose staff threatened the Italian government it was intended to assist. Indeed the Chief Civil Affairs Officer, Lord Rennel, protested that the authority of the Prefectoral Government in the provinces will never survive so numerous a staff as is proposed shall guide and control them when they become the executive of a Central Italian Government. The mere number of such officers is a guarantee that they will interfere in matters which will render any Italian Civil Service machine inoperable.\textsuperscript{118}

Although the dual structure of military government and Control Commission was ended in January 1944, it was not only the structure of government in occupied Italy that presented unanticipated problems. Optimistic assumptions about the relative self-sufficiency of Italy in foodstuffs and the resumption of exports proved unfounded, leaving military government with the task of organising imports.\textsuperscript{119} Both immediate problems and longer term solutions involved not only military government but also agencies created to establish a new order after the war, including the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency as well as a United States Congress, still hostile to a former enemy state.\textsuperscript{120} In practice, military government was sucked into the early phases not only of providing immediate relief from the threat of starvation and disease but also into the process of reconstruction – for which there had been inadequate preparation in the planning for post-war Europe.

That was to be even more true for the military government of occupied Germany. In the case of Germany, however, experience of military government in Italy induced a diametrically opposed structure of government. Instead of the ‘territorial form’ of organisation the intent was to adopt the ‘operational type’.\textsuperscript{121} The deficiencies of that choice were being recorded before the war had even ended. According to the staff at Supreme Headquarters, the ‘strictly tactical theory of military government has broken down of its own weight under pressure of practical considerations’.\textsuperscript{122} The difficulty was that economic regions such as the Rhineland did not coincide with the shifting boundaries of tactical military formations. Military government units were subject to changing jurisdictions as those military formations advanced. Yet there was resistance to a change to a territorial
basis with one American general blaming calls for such a change on malign British influence.\textsuperscript{123} The British, however, experienced exactly the same difficulty, with different levels of German administration subject to different levels of military command but no vertical integration of administrative structures.\textsuperscript{124} Nor did it help that military government units at the lowest levels were subject to a plethora of often conflicting instructions.\textsuperscript{125}

Official policy was that ‘Military Government will be effected, as a general principle, through indirect rule. Military Government Detachments have the responsibility of controlling the German administrative system, not of operating it themselves’.\textsuperscript{126} Lack of an effective civil affairs chain of command, confusing and countervailing orders from above, and lack of certainty about the more specific contours of Allied policy on such matters as the restoration of political parties, combined to produce arbitrary and often detailed intervention by local units while they struggled to restore basic services amidst a background of suspicion manifest in the official prohibition of fraternisation. Yet even more important for the evolution of military government was the paralysis of the Allied Control Council which was supposed to administer Germany as a whole. In this, a key role in subsequent developments was played by General Lucius Clay, the American Deputy Military Governor. Although his suspension of reparations deliveries to the Soviet Union from the American zone in May 1946 was motivated more by frustration with the French than with the Soviet Union, this was but one of the key steps towards the administration of Germany on the basis of zones of occupation.\textsuperscript{127}

In fact, as early as June 1945, the British had taken over an organisation henceforth known as the North German Coal Control to manage the severe shortages in this area on a zonal level.\textsuperscript{128} This was to be followed by other such bodies. This also forced the British into more direct government than had been anticipated, if only because no German administrative structures existed on the level of the zones.\textsuperscript{129} Although such measures were intended as provisional, as the emergent Cold War consolidated the zonal boundaries the military governors found that indirect rule could only be re-established by creating German agencies at that level.

As the example of General Clay indicates, the exigencies of military government can force military governors into playing a role on the wider international stage. This was true not only with respect to the increasingly troubled relationship within the wartime alliance but also in relation to their own governments. That was especially
pronounced in the American case where Clay and the American army protested against the share of Marshall Plan aid designated for Germany and insisted upon payment in dollars for German exports while refusing to pay in dollars for her imports.\footnote{130} In effect, Clay and the army developed their own policy with respect to Germany and its role within the wider division of Europe and the integration of the western zones in the process of European reconstruction and integration.

Much, however, depended upon the position of the military governors within their respective political systems. Clay enjoyed more power than his Soviet counterpart, Marshall Zhukov. Zhukov had to contend with Soviet reparations officials, who commanded a staff of some 70,000 and overruled his attempts to reassure Germans about specific installations, and with the commanders of the five military districts who sought to protect their own soldiers from the efforts of the Soviet Military Administration to restrain at least the grosser excesses of its own army.\footnote{131} Indicative of the general confusion, in Thüringen, General Kolesnichenko found that so many different Russian agencies were inspecting factories that he ordered everyone was to be refused entry unless they had a pass signed by him.\footnote{132}

While Clay and the other military governors in the west had to improvise to create structures through which they could govern, and Zhukov struggled in vain to control the agencies of his own government, in Japan General MacArthur seemed to possess an unparalleled autonomy as head of a ‘new super-government’.\footnote{133} Contrary to the rationale behind the ‘commissioners of the military administration of Manchuria’ at the time of the Russo-Japanese war, expertise on Japan was regarded as a hindrance since such experts were presumed to be too inclined to be conciliatory to conservative forces within Japan.\footnote{134} Yet it was a ‘super-government’ that was explicitly reliant for the implementation of its decrees upon existing Japanese government machinery. The suddenness of the Japanese surrender in the wake of the use of atomic weapons brought about, as MacArthur informed his subordinates, ‘a major change in the concept of conditions under which the occupation of Japan will take place . . . now contemplated that the occupation will take place without violence and the Japanese government will continue to function’.\footnote{135} This meant that the early assumption of an analogy with Germany had been abandoned.\footnote{136}

The Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP), MacArthur, and his staff, especially the Government Section of SCAP headquarters, intervened directly in the Japanese system of government, at first
 openness through decrees in the first year of the occupation but then indirectly through advice that was understood to be little different from instructions. That was partly a product of the desire to transfer responsibility to the Japanese government and shield the occupation authorities.\textsuperscript{137} It was also a product of the most dramatic intervention of the occupation, namely the drafting of a new constitution for Japan. Frustrated by Japanese failure to produce an appropriate document, MacArthur informed his staff that “in the next week the Government Section will sit as a Constitutional Convention”.\textsuperscript{138} Their text was then presented, without warning, to a stunned Japanese government with very limited room for negotiation. Nor was this the limit of such intervention. The once all-powerful Home Ministry was dissolved in December 1947 at SCAP’s insistence.\textsuperscript{139}

That particular reform, however, had a significant impact upon the nature of military government, which consisted of more than SCAP headquarters and its edicts and advice. As in north-west Europe, military government teams had initially been included in the combat formations of the occupying army, leaving them ill-distributed in terms of the Japanese administrative system, especially the prefectures; a distribution not corrected until well into the occupation.\textsuperscript{140} As early as September 1945, the army instructed field commanders not to issue direct orders to Japanese officials, save in emergencies, and SCAP even instructed Japanese officials to disobey any orders from local military government teams.\textsuperscript{141} The latter were supposed to confine themselves to monitoring the behaviour of Japanese local government, reporting shortcomings that would then be corrected through centralised edicts. Dissolution of the Home Ministry, however, weakened, at least temporarily, the mechanism for implementing such edicts. As the member of one military government team subsequently asked: ‘How, then could we have relied on a centralized device to serve us through a decentralized Japanese structure?’\textsuperscript{142} His answer was that the military government teams, acting through advice understood as instruction, had played a more significant role than their official position allowed. That fact also gave the occupied Japanese some room for manoeuvre.\textsuperscript{143}

Part of the reason for MacArthur’s sense of urgency about the constitution and his desire to present it as a Japanese initiative was his concern to escape scrutiny by the Far Eastern Commission, established by the wartime allies to oversee the occupation, presenting it with a fait accompli before the Commission formally met.\textsuperscript{144} Despite MacArthur’s intent to ignore or evade any effective supervision by
the Commission, he was quite ready to intimate that his position as Supreme Commander made him the agent of that body in order to strengthen his autonomy with respect to the American authorities. Yet not even MacArthur could escape all constraint as was evident in the rejection of his proposal in 1947 for a rapid peace treaty. Ultimately, however, MacArthur’s dependence on the American chain of command led to his dismissal, albeit over his views about the Korean war rather than the occupation of Japan.

For all the intervention in Japan and Germany in the name of the supreme authority of the occupying powers, those societies exhibited considerable resilience, including that of people supportive of much of the reforms imposed by the occupiers. Existing structures as well as new ones, some initially intended by neither occupier nor occupied, meant that those societies endured in ways that also shaped the machinery of the government of the occupier. This occurred to an extent that was not possible where the occupant was intent upon not only flattening existing structures but purposefully inhibiting the emergence of new ones.

In the most prominent military occupation of the post-war world, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza, a different pattern emerged in which existing structures were overwhelmed and eventually circumvented by the emergence of unstable new forces. In the case of Gaza, Egyptian occupation preceded Israeli occupation. Egypt’s military governor had already encountered a *waqf* administration overwhelmed by the influx of refugees in 1948, and further weakened by its dependence upon the Egyptian administration as well as its isolation from sources of funds in lands claimed by Israel and from the authorities in pre-partition Palestine to which it had been responsible. Subsequent occupation by Israel meant that the Israeli army inherited this supervisory capacity though the relationship with the *waqf* administration inevitably became more problematic given the level of antipathy between Israelis and Palestinians. Preferring to keep the religious establishment weak, the Israeli authorities allowed the *waqf* administration to stagnate – until they realised that the new Islamic radical groups were becoming a challenge not only to the Palestine Liberation Organisation, but also to their authority. Even earlier, it had become apparent that many in the refugee community accepted neither Egypt’s nor Israel’s authority over the refugee camps, nor did they accept the established local authorities who could not cope with their needs in any event.

Although developments in the West Bank differed in some respects,
there was a similarity in that, here too, the occupier undermined so much of the pre-existing institutions that they could not constitute a useful interlocutor but could not manage to create new institutions. Attempts to do so by, for example, relying on ‘village leagues’ in the supposedly less-militant rural areas, were unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{149} That in turn was linked to an attempt to separate out civilian administration from strictly military functions, albeit without undermining the unity of command and subordination of the apparatus to the army. According to its architect, who became the first Head of Civilian Administration, it was intended to respond to ‘the understanding that the separation of executive functions between military and civilian affairs would better suit the needs of the population and the policy aims of the government’\textsuperscript{150} Neither succeeded, giving way to recurrent attempts to licence some form of indigenous authority and to resort to brutal repression, as that authority turned against the occupier or a plethora of such aspiring authorities turned on each other.

As forms of government without meaningful constitutions or legitimacy in the eyes of those subject to them, military occupations are continually threatened by an exercise of supreme authority that provokes open revolt and a descent into the kind of warfare symbolised by the Napoleonic occupation of Spain or the Israeli occupation of Gaza and the West Bank. Yet even where this outcome is avoided the deployment of armed forces structurally ill-suited to, and often woefully ill-prepared for, government, generates a challenge to the unity and apparent omnipotence claimed in the aspiration to supreme authority. Yet the attempt to escape from such problems by resort to civilian, rather the strictly military rule, has proved to be no escape at all.
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The role of civilian governors in military occupations has been an ambivalent one. From the days of the representatives on mission of revolutionary France, civilian agents and agencies have periodically been seen as symbols of a political intent subversive of the temporary nature of military occupation and military authority. Sometimes, military governments have even resisted the establishment of civilian institutions of governance on the grounds that this would imply a premature annexation of the territory. Suspicion of civilian agencies culminated in this judgement of a court in the Netherlands after the Second World War: ‘After the cessation of active military operations the then German Reich continued consistently to commit new violations of international law by, inter alia, . . . setting up in Holland a civil administration which was made independent of a military commander . . .’.3

Yet some role has frequently been conceded, more or less willingly, to civilian agents and agencies with limited integration into a military command structure. Hostility to the idea of authoritarian polities dominated by military bodies has encouraged the search for overarching civilian authority. More recently, the search for a level of legitimacy that, so it seems, cannot be provided by the fact of occupation and the nature of international law alone, has led to the deployment of civilian structures parallel to military structures under the aegis of the United Nations and other international bodies. Such trends have been strengthened by the frustration of military commanders with the intractability of political problems, even where these same commanders have been advocates of integrated systems of command. Professed indifference to politics has pointed in the same direction, even where the profession might not be entirely sincere. More important was the comment made by General Jackson in relation to his greeting the new head of the United Nations Mission in Kosovo, Bernard Kouchner: ‘it seemed to me important to show
that in a civilized society the military should be subject to the civil authority.\(^6\)

Subordination of military authority to civilian authority, and a greater role for civilian agencies, also suggests greater priority for occupation according to the rule of law rather than martial law and the dictates of military necessity. There is, of course, no guarantee that civilian agencies and authority will, without further qualification, lead to this outcome, as the occupation regime in the Netherlands condemned by the Dutch court illustrates. Moreover, even where the purposes of the civilian governors are not perverse, the virtuous circle of subordination to civilian authority and more extensive activity by civilian agencies and government according to the rule of law is no more an accurate picture than the model of military government as a caste-like phenomenon. Not the least of the complications which undermine such a picture is the relationship between the civilian agencies and the military forces without which the former would not constitute civilian governors within a regime of military occupation in the first place. As in the case of forms of military government, the nature of the society over which authority is exercised – especially the extent to which relatively centralised and hierarchical indigenous political structures persist and some form of unity of political will can be maintained – will shape the nature of the occupation regime, even where it is animated by a largely predatory intent. By the same token, the extreme fragmentation of indigenous power can undermine the intent and structure of civilian agencies, even where this fragmentation is not the intent of the occupier.\(^7\)

The expertise that civilian agencies can provide, whether on the basis of being extensions of ministries or other agencies within the domestic structure of the occupier or on the basis of ad hoc agencies created for specific purposes related to occupations, is often invoked as a prime reason for their deployment. Yet, in principle, there is no necessity for allowing this expertise to be deployed in the form of an independent agency rather than in subordination to a military command structure, though pragmatic considerations and resource constraints, as well as more significant considerations of political ambition and legitimacy have led to such a preference.

Autonomous civilian agencies with a powerful domestic base or important political allies have played a most obvious role where such agencies have been divorced not just from military structures but also from the normal structures of the modern state. Here the party and security agencies of the Third Reich and the Soviet Union stand out as
examples. Yet more mundane agencies within democratic states can play a significant and problematic role. In the American occupation of Cuba, the postal service operated under the control of the Postmaster General in Washington whose local agent in Havana ‘created, in a way, a small government of his own’. More importantly, financial irregularities, suspicion of the potential imperial ambitions of the President and an impending presidential election, combined to create a scandal which threatened both the re-election of the President and the reputation of the occupation regime under General Wood.

Concern about the financial probity of occupation regimes has become more prominent, not surprisingly, as the financial burden upon the occupier has grown with the extent of the occupier’s ambitions, leading to greater potential leverage for civilian agencies. That was evident even in the closing stages of General MacArthur’s administration of the occupation of post-war Japan. In implementation of National Security Directive 13/2 of October 1948, which signalled a wide-ranging shift in occupation policy, Joseph Dodge was dispatched from Washington to oversee a deflationary economic policy and a balanced Japanese budget. According to a member of the occupation administration, Theodore Cohen, Dodge, whom he parodied as the ‘Lord High Imperial Accountant’, exercised enormous power through his economic brief. Dodge, Cohen wrote, ‘was demonstrating that control of the budget from one small office was more powerful than the 150,000-man Occupation army commanded by General MacArthur’. That was an exaggeration insofar as Dodge’s power over the Japanese economy existed only because of the fact of military occupation. It was true, however, that the ‘reverse course’, as it came to be known, was not only a change of policy but also the resolution of a dispute over the location of authority in Japan in which Dodge, as personal representative of the President, triumphed over MacArthur. It was inevitable too that the development of the Economic Cooperation Administration, established to implement the Marshall Plan in Europe, would come to be seen as a competitor to the military administration in Germany. Indeed the Military Governor, General Clay, worried that its development would mean that the ‘military government may no longer have the authority and prestige which makes successful administration possible’.

In each of these cases, the civilian agent or agency exerted such authority as it could by virtue of its technical function or the specific policy it was established to pursue. It did not exert the general power of the occupier or even stand alongside the military forces as
a distinct partner in the task of occupations; still less did the civilian agent or agency enjoy any formal power of command over the armed forces. It is, however, when civilian agencies or agents attain sufficient autonomy vis-à-vis the military force that has established the occupation that the character of the occupation begins to take on a different form. As indicated above, the rationale for embarking on such a course has varied considerable. In the case of the occupation of the Rhineland, the decisive consideration was reaction to an initial proposal for the continuation of military government and martial law, including a wide-ranging authority to veto German legislation as well as ‘industrial regulations, awards or agreements’.\textsuperscript{13} For Pierrepont Noyes, the American representative on the existing Inter-Allied Rhineland High Commission, the proposal appeared to be ‘an extremely brutal document’ whose consequence would be that ‘force and more force must be the history of such occupation long continued’\textsuperscript{14}.

The outcome, intended to mitigate the harshness of the occupation regime, was for a civil commission, with even less extensive powers than Noyes himself had suggested, and the suspension of martial law, save when it was specifically invoked at the request of the commission\textsuperscript{15}. French dissatisfaction with these constraints, above all with the principle of civilian control, was evident in the attempt to interpose a ‘security committee’ composed of four officers drawn from the occupation armies. That, as General Allen, commander of the American forces, noted ‘would be largely in the nature of transferring civil authority to military authority’.\textsuperscript{16}

According to the Rhineland Agreement establishing this civilian authority, the principle of civilian control reserved to the High Commission ‘the power, whenever they think it necessary, to declare a state of siege in any part of the territory or in the whole of it’. It further specified that in this event ‘the military authorities shall have the powers provided in the German Imperial Law of May 30th 1892’.\textsuperscript{17} The principle of civilian pre-eminence seemed to be confirmed in 1920 when the High Commission overruled military instructions prohibiting the singing of the Deutschlandlied on the grounds that they had no authority to issue such general instructions. Yet the French general, Mordaq, objected to what he described as the “unbearable” dualism of governmental powers’ and proved reluctant to remain within the remit ascribed to him by the High Commission or even, on some occasions, to obey the direct and specific instructions of the Commission.\textsuperscript{18}
The dependency of the Commission’s authority upon international agreements further complicated the situation. The Rhineland Agreement specified that the High Commission should consist of the representatives of four nations, France, Belgium, Britain and the United States. The latter, however, failed to ratify the Treaty of Versailles, implementation of part of which was the purpose of the Rhineland Agreement. Formally, the United States was not a member of the Commission, though adept initiatives by the American general, Allen, mitigated that particular difficulty. More problematic was the role of the Commission in wider Allied policy towards Germany and the enforcement of the payment of reparations and fulfilment of other conditions by Germany imposed by the Treaty of Versailles. In this context the Commission became not only a body that implemented the Rhineland Agreement but also an agent of the London Conference of Allied Governments, in which capacity it established committees regulating customs, alcohol and import and export licenses. As Ernst Fraenkel pointed out, this meant that ‘two systems of occupation control, of wholly different legal character, were administered by the same body’.19 Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr, territory which lay outside the remit of the Rhineland Agreement, a policy approved by neither the British nor the American governments, met with the withdrawal of the American forces from the Rhineland while the British declined to participate. That left a military government in the Ruhr which met with a policy of passive resistance by the Germans.20 As this resistance was extended to the Rhineland, the High Commission, acting with the abstention of the British, replicated decrees issued by the French commander of Franco-Belgian forces in the Ruhr.21 Not only did this amount to a fragmentation of the occupation regime in terms of its legal remit, territorial extent and composition, but it also distorted the principle of civilian control that the Rhineland Agreement had established.

Within the Rhineland itself, the High Commission was confronted not only with a robust German bureaucracy with links to administrative and political agencies in unoccupied Germany and the recalcitrance of specific officials but also with a discrepancy between Allied, especially American, understanding of the nature of government and German understanding. According to Fraenkel, the powers of the High Commission had been formulated on the basis of the presumption of a division of powers, with the High Commission acting primarily as a legislative organ whose ordinances were to be implemented by a German bureaucracy. Provision for the removal
of officials who failed to implement ordinances was to be the prime means of enforcement. Here, however, the High Commission had conceded more ground than it realised:

By restricting the disciplinary power of the High Commission to cases of non-conformance with the ordinances, it relinquished control over all those activities of the German administrative agencies that were not based on statutes but on an almost unrestricted general jurisdiction.22

Having conceded this power, the High Commission, especially through its French chairman, Tirard, tried to claw back the power it had conceded, by, for example, granting itself a general power of veto over all official appointments. The fact that this veto was exercised in order to promote separatist tendencies in the Rhineland inevitably made the Germans more resentful.

At the same time, Germany attempted to bolster the integrity of its administration vis-à-vis the High Commission by appointing a Reichskommissar for the occupied territories whom they attempted to interpose between the High Commission and the various German administrative agencies. In this Germany had limited success for the occupation authorities refused to channel their instructions to German agencies through the Reichskommissar, though they accepted that he could coordinate initiatives from German agencies to the High Commission.23 In practice, the Reichskommissar saw his task largely as one of obstruction, as did the senior officials of the German National Property Administration.24 Given German attempts to centralise their interaction with the High Commission it is not surprising that Germany took particular exception to the appointment of local representatives of the High Commission with vague, but in fact extensive, powers. This meant, moreover, that German officials were subject to two potentially competing authorities, their superiors within the German bureaucracy and the local representatives of the High Commission. The fact that these representatives were sometimes civilians failed to reduce the tension, as one representative noted:

The fact that the German preferred that power to be exercised by soldiers rather than by civilians showed how the local delegates must have been detested. So much so, that Gaye and I were ordered always to wear uniform on duty so as never to be mistaken for civilians.25

Ironically, the attempt to mitigate the rigours of military occupation by establishing a civilian-dominated regime increased the resentment which inevitably accompanied it. In Fraenkel’s judgement:
If an occupation statute is too ‘liberal’, if it underestimates the strength of the bureaucratic forces in the occupied country, and overlooks the necessity for an efficient control of these agencies, there is a danger that those entrusted with its application will be led to adapt even its most vital provisions to the demands of expediency.\textsuperscript{26}

To this must be added the extent of French ambition and the wider function of the occupation of the Rhineland in guaranteeing French security. The occupation was itself a substitute for separation of the Rhineland from Germany, but was not a substitute for the Anglo-American guarantee that the French had been promised.\textsuperscript{27} Both in matters of the organisation of the government of the occupation and its wider policy objectives, the French became implicit revisionists in relation to the treaties and agreements they claimed to be enforcing.\textsuperscript{28} It was also a diminishing asset. The limitation of its duration by the Treaty of Versailles meant that the power of the occupying forces declined as the scheduled end of the occupation grew closer.\textsuperscript{29}

The introduction of civilian administrations into occupied Netherlands and Norway during the Second World War was not constrained by international agreements and was driven by an even more radical, and futile, political ambition. In both cases, the administrations—headed by a \textit{Reichskommissar}, Terboven in Norway and Seyss-Inquart in the Netherlands—were intent upon a replication of the ‘legal revolution’ that they believed had led to the Nazi seizure of power in Germany and which was supposed to prepare these Germanic peoples, as they saw them, for incorporation into a Greater Germanic Reich.\textsuperscript{30} Both were aware that the indigenous national socialist movements, led by Vidkun Quisling and Anton Mussert respectively, were small and bitterly opposed by many of their fellow nationals. Both were also aware that they had to maintain a difficult balance. Seyss-Inquart, for instance, was torn between the competing pressure of ‘the far reaching suppression of all possible forms of public activity’ in the interests of the security of the occupier and the desire to ‘awaken and control the political will . . . to concede such freedoms as will make the final result into a decision which the Dutch have made for themselves’.\textsuperscript{31}

While Seyss-Inquart concealed the intended perpetuation of German hegemony and denial of any meaningful independence to the Netherlands, he was sincere in his intent to win over the majority of the population to a policy of collaboration and to allow some measure of political freedom in the process. This amounted to sufficient scope for the formation, by a small non-party group, of the Netherlands
Union, which had attracted 800,000 members by February 1941. The Union, committed to a programme of renewal in the political and social structures of the Netherlands, was also intended as a rejection of the claim of the indigenous National Socialist Movement to represent Dutch society to the occupation forces. Despite the sudden growth of the movement, there was uncertainty on the part both of the members of the movement and the occupation authorities. Despite concessions made by the Netherlands Union, including the omission of any reference to maintaining the royal house, the underlying disagreement about the future of the Netherlands culminated in the dissolution of the Union by Seyss-Inquart in December 1941. Hence, when at his trial Seyss-Inquart confessed that amongst the ‘errors of judgement’ he had made was the presumption ‘that in an occupied country, an independent political will can develop’, he erred again, for it was the independence of the Netherlands Union, despite its compromises, that condemned it in the eyes of the occupier.

Seyss-Inquart had also sought to attain his goal through reshaping the institutional and, even more so, the associational structure of Dutch society. Formal governmental structures, aside from the representational bodies, remained relatively unaffected. As in the military government of occupied Belgium, German General Commissars operated through the Secretary-Generals of the Dutch ministries, endowing the latter with enhanced powers. There was some innovation in the centralisation of the police force and a division of the Department of Education, Arts and Science, part of which became a Department of Propaganda and Arts, in imitation of Joseph Goebbels’ ministry in Berlin. That was linked with the creation of a Chamber of Culture, a Netherlands Land Estate, a Foundation Winter Help Netherlands with a monopoly of charitable work, and a Construction Service, later replaced by a Labour Service; these all replicated similar institutions created in the Third Reich as part of the Gleichschaltung that formed part of the Nazi seizure of power. With varying degrees of compulsory membership and coercive power, they too formed part of Seyss-Inquart’s attempt to control public life. A similar strategy was followed in Norway, though there the fact that the indigenous national socialist leader, Quisling, had attained a greater role, despite the opposition of Reichskommissar Terboven, proved to be an obstacle to the policies of the occupier; Quisling feared inciting so much dissent that Terboven might use this as an excuse for reasserting his authority over Quisling. In retrospect, at his post-war trial, Seyss-Inquart confessed that this strategy had also
failed, though he claimed that the structure of Dutch associational life had forced the strategy upon him:

With the prohibition of political parties, most of the organisations of the free professions became impossible, since right down to the chessplayers’ club everything in the Netherlands was organised on a political basis. In the interests of the occupational forces I had to create new supervisory bodies. Maybe it was due to lack of imagination that these organisations were, in part at least, very similar to their prototypes in the Reich.38

In the case of civilian administration in the German occupied east, the official position stressed the importance of ensuring that ‘the peoples of the eastern area are confronted with a single legislator and that all decrees are issued by one unified political will’.39 That was combined with a policy of refusing to recognise that the populations of the occupied territories had any rights, as opposed to duties, dismantling as much of the existing indigenous political structures as possible and instituting a form of political rule by party agents. In the eyes of these agents it appeared that ‘the party’s ideal of an administrative tabula rasa was about to be realized’.40 Consistent with this ambition, Hans Frank, Governor-General of Poland, established twelve, and later fourteen, departments rather than the much smaller number typical of other German occupation regimes.41 To some degree there were limits to the extent to which the German occupiers could dispense with all the administrative structures and personnel, if only because of the shortage of German personnel and the sheer scale of the territories and populations under occupation. In the Government-General of Poland large numbers of Poles were required as lower level administrators and even as mayors. Similarly, up to 16,000 were employed in a Polish police force though, unlike western Europe, these policemen were excluded from higher ranks and their stations strictly subordinated to German police officials.42 Yet, despite this ideological emphasis upon unity and the deliberate flattening of indigenous structures, the reality of civilian rule in the east was chaotic. Seyss-Inquart, who had been briefly Deputy Governor of the General-Government, contrasted conditions there with the relatively centralised control he claimed to have exercised in the Netherlands, denying that anything similar could be found in the east.43 Later commentators have been so struck by the chaotic reality as to find it ‘puzzling that this rather small contingent of German colonizers was so divided. They lived, after all, in the midst of a hostile population and, after 1942–1943, lost their self-assurance and
grew to feel endangered’.44 The chaos was rooted, in fact, in a rabid competition for power, restrained neither by traditional understanding of military occupation nor by notions such as Seyss-Inquart’s hopes for a ‘legal revolution’ in the Netherlands, and driven forward by the racial agenda that culminated in the Holocaust.

Here it was a hybrid civilian-military agency, Himmler’s SS, which emerged as the dominant force.45 It was not, however, the only source of competition. The Arbeitsbereich (area of work activity) of the Nazi party was an extension of the party into occupied areas where the regime had a specific political programme. This, although nominally subordinate to Governor-General Frank, developed some autonomy, even if its size, some 16,000 in 1940, was not matched by the quality of its personnel.46 Some disjunction between Frank’s administrative structure and the Arbeitsbereich followed automatically from Nazi commitment to the distinct roles of the Nazi party on the one hand and state structures on the other. Both shared an antipathy to Himmler’s SS, as in part did the army with which Frank initially had problems as well.47 Backed by the range of commissions and offices bestowed on Himmler by Hitler in the east, the SS and police system threatened to acquire the ‘character of an autonomous territorial regime’ in the face of which the ‘sovereign position granted to Frank as General-Governor by Hitler proved to be . . . a paper supremacy’.48

Although the Nazi civilian administration in the Netherlands and Norway, like their military counterpart in Belgium, degenerated into a terroristic regime as collapse approached, civilian rule, motivated as it was by Nazi racial ideology, provided some scope for manoeuvre to indigenous political structures and forces, in a way that was excluded at the outset from the racially motivated civilian administrations in the occupied east. It was the latter, however, which proved to be not only far more destructive and barbarous but also more chaotic, much more so than the military administration of the Ober Ost in the First World War, which had also been based upon the flattening of indigenous social structures. All these, however, also contrast sharply with the occupation of the Rhineland, and not only because of the obvious differences between the political ambitions of the occupiers. The fact that the occupied Rhineland had strong political and bureaucratic structures rooted in the structures of unoccupied Germany also shaped the nature of the occupation regime.

A still stronger contrast occurs where it is the intent of the occupier to positively foster such strong indigenous political structures.
Here, too, civilian governors have been seen to have a distinct attraction, symbolising the transition from strictly military government. Nevertheless, it does not automatically follow that such civilian governors are weak. In the case of post-war Germany, the authority of the occupier was perpetuated as military government was formally ended, with the military governors of the three western zones being replaced by high commissioners. Under the Occupation Statute, the high commissioners retained unilateral legislative power in their respective zones, enjoyed joint legislative authority as the Council of the Allied High Commission, and possessed a power of review of German legislation until this provision was amended in September 1950. Although the review power was exercised with some restraint, the legislative activity of the Commission was quite intensive. Moreover, the Allied commissioners, especially the American High Commissioner, exerted extensive influence by virtue of their general authority, backed by the threat to assert their powers under the Occupation Statute, in such key issues as the devaluation of the currency and the structure of the German coal and steel industries. The power exercised by the High Commission was rooted not just in the provisions of the Occupation Statute and the continued presence of large American forces, but also in the ability of their respective governments to sanction, or break, international agreements, especially those that could bring about an end to the Occupation Statute. That was finally achieved in 1955, with German rearmament and integration into the western alliance system. In this case, however, much of the work had already been carried out under a military government, before the appointment of the high commissioners and the promulgation of the Occupation Statute.

Although the intention of military occupation to develop, in part at least, indigenous political structures is not new, as the American occupation of Cuba at the end of the nineteenth century demonstrates, the flurry of occupations that followed the end of the Cold War illustrate the difficulties that this ambition brings with it, especially where existing structures have disintegrated. They also illustrate the peculiar constraints which civilian governors face when they are divorced from a military chain of command. In this respect, however, the United Nations Transitional Administration for Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium (UNTAES) from 1996 to 1998 was distinctive, for here civilian and military authority was combined. That meant that the Transitional Administrator was able to demonstratively deploy military force in order to enhance the occu-
pier’s authority, especially when confronted with paramilitary challenge, most notably over control of the Djeletovici oil fields. Even so, it was notable that, despite the lack of violence, this action caused some disquiet in the United Nations in New York. The task there was eased by the fact that despite the inter-ethnic violence that had led to the deployment of UNTAES in the first place, local government structures were sufficiently intact to allow UNTAES to exercise a supervisory administration, taking direct control only over the police force. Indeed, Derek Boothby, the Deputy Administrator, later noted that its ‘tasks may be described as supervision and oversight, but they are not governing, which implies the direction and control over the actions and affairs of a community’. This is, of course, not peculiar to civilian governors. Both military and civilian governors have typically preferred to rely on supervisory administration where possible, unless ideologically committed to the destruction of indigenous political structures. Supervisory administration was also eased by the limited purpose of the occupation, namely the reintegration of the area into an independent Croatia while avoiding a renewal of violence and providing some protection for ethnic Serbs in the area.

The presumption that supervisory administration would suffice was sufficiently strong for it to be taken as the basis for the occupation regime even where, for different reasons, it turned out to be unsound. In the case of Bosnia, even supervisory administration seemed to be subordinate to a facilitative role, for the Dayton Peace Agreement of 1995 provided that the High Representative was ‘to facilitate the Parties’ own efforts and to mobilise and . . . co-ordinate the activities of the organizations and agencies involved in the civilian aspects of the peace settlement’. The ‘Dayton model’ mistakenly presumed that the parties desired to cooperate. The assumption made in Iraq about a rapid transition to Iraqi government of a functioning state was even less plausible, but again issued in preparation for very limited supervisory administration. The outcomes were, however, significantly different insofar as in Bosnia existing structures, namely the governments and institutions of the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina and, even more so, the Republika Srpska, proved strong enough to resist the efforts of the supervisory administration whereas in Iraq the problem became one of a fragmentation of the state. Elements of the supervisory model were still present in the failed Rambouillet agreement for Kosovo of February 1999. The reality after the NATO bombing campaign was the flight of Yugoslav officials leaving a vacuum partially filled by the attempted seizure
of authority by Albanian paramilitary forces in all those communes with an ethnic Albanian majority. Only in East Timor was the level of destruction and dislocation so drastic that the irrelevance of the supervisory model was unmistakable. That was evident in the effective recognition of the need to establish a de facto government. In all of these cases, however, government far beyond the supervisory model became the practice for a greater or lesser duration.

As in instances of rule by military governors, civilian governors are present by virtue of the military forces that support their presence. In all of these cases, however, the relationship between the military forces and the civilian governors proved to be a cause of the weakness of the occupation regime. In Bosnia, not only was the role of the High Representative restricted but there was also opposition from the United States to a powerful International Police Task Force for fear that the military Implementation Force (IFOR) would be called in to support the authority of the police if it were challenged. Separation of military command from structures of civilian authority meant that little could be done when IFOR took a restrictive view of its role. According to one report, it

refused to deploy on the streets . . . or to impose a curfew . . . refused to arrest indicted war criminals . . . was reluctant to enter any situations where it might be forced to confront a mob of civilians, believing it had no capacity to respond effectively.

Failure to prevent the intimidation of Serbs in Sarajevo, leading to the effective expulsion of between 60,000 and 100,000, ‘sent a powerful signal that the country’s pluri-ethnicity was a thing of the past’. Yet as frustration with the reluctance of the indigenous parties to cooperate grew, it was military force in the shape of IFOR’s successor, the more assertive Stabilization Force (SFOR), which gave substance to the considerable enhancement of the High Representative’s powers by the Peace Implementation Council in 1997 at its Bonn summit. By the same token the marked reduction of international armed forces weakened the prospect of continued exercise of these ‘Bonn powers’, especially under a High Representative with a pronounced public reluctance to use them.

Civilian-military coordination had proven to be weak in East Timor as well, notably between the UN humanitarian operations centre of the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) and the civil-military operations centre of the International Force in East Timor (INTERFET). Despite INTERFET’s vigour in establishing
security and the borders of East Timor it took a limited view of its role beyond these areas. Although it went further than some critics liked in establishing a detention centre it declined to extend its remit to civil policing or the judicial process. Nor had adequate preparation been made for coordination between the police element of the UNTAET and INTERFET.\textsuperscript{67} Similar problems arose in Kosovo, reinforced by the disavowal of any concern about ‘mission creep’ by the Kosovo Force (KFOR) commander.\textsuperscript{68} Concern about preventing the return of the departed Yugoslav army, slow deployment of the international police force and indeed of the other components of the UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), overstretched KFOR.\textsuperscript{69} That was aggravated by the fact that ‘within the hastily drawn up structure of UN administration in Kosovo, UNMIK, not KFOR, was to be responsible for the everyday maintenance of public order’.\textsuperscript{70} Again there was a reluctance to extend KFOR’s remit to judicial functions.\textsuperscript{71} A special problem was presented by the existence of the Kosovo Liberation Army, parts of which were incorporated into a new Kosovo Protection Corps, whose precise role was open to different interpretations. Equally significant, the Kosovo Protection Corps became a major source of disagreement within the international administration.\textsuperscript{72} Riots in March 2004 exposed a chronic lack of coordination and mutual mistrust. In retrospect at least it seemed that the ‘division of responsibility [between UNMIK and KFOR] is ambiguous, and the response to the March 2004 riots was consequently disastrous’.\textsuperscript{73}

While the separate organisation of UNTAET and UNMIK, on the one hand, and the respective military forces on the other, might be seen as a source of some of these problems, it is notable that recognisably similar problems occurred in Iraq where both the military force and the civilian agency, the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) were the agents of the same power and the head of the CPA, Paul Bremer, reported to the Department of Defence. Given the lack of certainty about the process by which the CPA had been authorised, even some time after the event, it is less surprising that there was some uncertainty about the relationship between the military forces and the CPA.\textsuperscript{74} Although a broad division of responsibility between security, the task of the armed forces, and political reconstruction, the task of the CPA, readily suggests itself such a separation proved impossible. This made the relationship between them crucial yet there was disagreement between the military and civilian agencies about which, if either, was senior to the other.\textsuperscript{75} In fact, they existed as
separate structures with their own chains of command and channels of communication. This organisational autonomy could not, however, be translated into autonomy of policy, for each could impinge on the other, either by taking initiatives or by being resistant to them. The CPA, for example, initiated a policy on border security without consulting the military command and made no change after it had, belatedly, consulted it. Yet the CPA was dependent upon the military command structure, most obviously in crucial decisions about how to respond to the emergence of an insurgency and especially the challenge posed by the radical cleric Muqtada al-Sadr. Indeed Bremer recalled being unable even to compel military lawyers to supply evidence that might have warranted Muqtada’s arrest. More broadly, the CPA was dependent on the military by virtue of its lack of control over military escorts, without which its personnel could not move, and by virtue of the sheer discrepancy in the size of the two organisations.

In all of these operations the fact that a governing structure had to be constituted in the first place, compounded by tendencies towards centralisation, weakened the ability of these authorities to extend their remit throughout the occupied territory and undermined their own plans to decentralise authority. Initially, at least, ‘UNITAET invested primarily in building its own capacity to function as a de facto state’. In East Timor, the intended decentralisation to district administrators exercising control over all non-military agents faltered: ‘the subordination of civilian elements to the DA was unravelled with independent chains of command reasserting themselves from the capital’. In Kosovo, UNMIK still lacked a presence in some communes a full three months after the end of the war. In Iraq, the problem was less one of excessive centralisation and more the shortage of personnel, paucity of resources, and a lack of central coordination, leaving governate coordinators to improvise, despite their lack of substantive power.

Even at the centre, the power wielded by civilian governors, though it could appear to be near absolute, was not as unrestrained as might appear. This is not to deny that it was substantial. The military force that stood behind them, albeit without being under their direct control, their power of appointment to the various provisional and consultative bodies that they established or their power of dismissal, have readily attracted attention. That impression is consolidated by the observation of the UN Special Envoy, Lakhdar Brahimi, shortly before the formation of an interim Iraqi government and the formal
end of the CPA in June 2004: ‘I’m sure he doesn’t mind my saying it – Mr. Bremer is the dictator of Iraq’. The authority explicitly claimed by the CPA bore out Brahimi’s assertion for Bremer, in the first CPA regulation, had proclaimed that

Pursuant to my authority as Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority . . . I hereby proclaim the following . . . The CPA is vested with all executive, legislative and judicial authority necessary to achieve its objectives . . . Regulations shall be those instruments that define the institutions and authorities of the CPA. Orders are binding instructions issued by the CPA . . . Regulations and Orders . . . shall take precedence over all other laws and publications.

Not only was this a rejection of any division of power and the assertion of a plenitude of power but, by definition of CPA regulations, it was an assertion of the competence of the CPA to determine its own competence. The latter has often been taken as the mark of sovereignty. Elsewhere, it was the arbitrary nature of power that stood out. Thus, the widespread dismissal of elected and appointed officials in Bosnia led to protests against the exercise of power without accountability to those over whom it is exercised:

The Bonn powers had become instruments of bureaucratic convenience, their sweeping use justified in public on vague and general grounds, and little restrained by basic principles of individual responsibility and due process. All of this was happening, moreover, in the name of ‘strengthening the rule of law’.

In part, however, it is precisely the presumption that the rule of law, including ‘individual responsibility and due process’, ought to prevail that enhances the arbitrary and unrestrained nature of power. That was already evident in Ernst Fraenkel’s reflections on the occupation of the Rhineland:

From a purely psychological point of view, the co-existence of two systems of government – a rule of arbitrariness and a rule of law, is probably harder to endure than an outright rule of martial law . . . if legal procedures are presumably respected, extra-legal measures appear arbitrary and the activities of courts hypocritical.

Ironically, however, despite the undeniable fact that this power is arbitrary in this sense, uncertainty about its exercise, and awareness of the fact that it is not legitimate power in the eyes of those subject to it, can also enhance the tendency to rely upon it. Thus, according to the Head of the Office of District Administration in East Timor, UN
officials ‘stated openly that since UNTAET was not a representative government, it could not tolerate other bodies in the country being more representative’.89

The perceived illegitimacy of government by an occupation regime, whether openly admitted military occupation or government in the name of international administration, was enhanced by what has been called a dual mandate in the case of the Security Council Resolution authorising UNTAET: namely, the injunction to establish a de facto government and to promote self-government.90 The same pressure induced early national elections in Bosnia in September 1996, allowing the main nationalist parties to consolidate their hold on their respective ethnic clientele.91 Even when less haste was exercised, as in Kosovo, where province-wide elections were delayed until November 2001, the result was the consolidation of the divisions that had led to the occupation and ‘created institutions that further undermined UNMIK’s limited power to coax change’.92

Yet if promoting early national elections risked creating a counterweight to the occupation regime, one that could claim to embody the principles that the occupier proclaimed as its own goal, so too avoidance of elections, for fear of such an outcome, was not without its own dangers. The temptation has been not only to delay national elections but to delay local or municipal elections as well while resorting to the appointment of advisory bodies. In East Timor, where UNTAET reluctantly conceded local elections under pressure from the Asian Development Bank as part of its programme for local development, UNTAET insisted that the elected councils ‘shall not exercise legislative, executive or judicial power of government’.93 Whereas many occupiers had seen local administrative structures, including sometimes elected bodies, as agencies through which to rule or at least as agencies which would relieve the occupier of the task of governing, UNTAET seemed to see them as a potential threat to its own legitimacy. At the same time, however, UNTAET created a National Consultative Council, consisting of appointed members, whose proximity to the indigenous population was said to potentially confer greater legitimacy on the administration; however, substantive power was denied to it on the grounds that UNTAET should, in the words of Transitional Administrator Vieria de Mello, ‘be cautious about delegating power in the interest of avoiding furthering any particular party’.94 In fact, that proved impossible with Vieria de Mello clearly favouring the leader of the National Council of Timorese Resistance that had opposed Indonesian rule.95 Neutrality
faced with a divided population is, as Ernst Fraenkel had noted, not necessarily an option. More important here, however, is the dynamic that drove UNTAET to search for the legitimacy of its own authority in the approval of the occupied while denying indigenous structures any power, and preferably, any electoral legitimacy for fear that such representative structures would challenge its own legitimacy.

A similar dilemma operated in Iraq, but with more dramatic and destructive consequences. The intent there had been for power to be handed over to an Iraqi Interim Authority, in fact, a group of exiles selected by the United States, followed by an elected Iraqi government. Amidst the chaotic post-invasion developments, as central institutions disintegrated, this original plan was abandoned in favour of recognition that the occupiers would have to exercise their authority directly. One of the casualties of this rapid reversal was the local administrative authorities, which were to have been elected well in advance of any national body and whose purpose was to ‘complement the role of the Transitional Authority’. Now suspicious of any elected body, the new CPA moved to a process characterised more by selection. Where local military commanders had, on their own initiative, set about organising elections they were instructed to desist. Later in the year, the CPA decided upon a ‘refreshment’ of local and provincial councils, as well as the establishment of new councils where none had been formed. Again, however, this was a controlled process dominated by selection, supposedly on the basis of a model developed in the Muthanna governate. The reality was a haphazard process that ‘yielded councils that were viewed as neither legitimate not representative’. Earlier, the CPA, intending a prolonged period of occupation, had instituted an Interim Governing Council; the Security Council Resolution that acknowledged it described it as ‘broadly representative’. Bremer publicly proclaimed that it was ‘a balanced representative group of political leaders’ that ‘will represent the diversity of Iraq’. In fact it was perceived as being neither representative, because it was appointed, nor balanced, skewed as it was to the exiles, was given little real power and its members were privately derided by Bremer: ‘There’s not one of them who is a true democrat, who represents much more than his own group’s narrow interests, who has any support except from his own people’. There was only one sense in which the Council had any significance and that was as a brake upon the CAP’s freedom of action in the light of the representative character the CPA had ascribed to it. Much the same was true of the local representatives who often had an added interest in resisting
the assertion of control by any fledgling Iraqi state.\textsuperscript{102} Despite the lack of substantive power granted to these bodies they acted as restraints upon the power of the occupier because, while the CPA could overrule them on particular issues, the CPA also needed at least some semblance of cooperation from them given the representative status ascribed to them.

This was not the only constraint upon the power of the civilian governors. Even in the case of Iraq, the occupation authorities needed some level of sanction from the UN, at least after the invasion. The CPA also needed the UN to broker an agreement with the influential Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, who pressed throughout for prompt direct elections. As one observer noted, however, ‘Bremer was wary both of the risk of diluting or ceding some of his authority and of the danger that a UN mission might radically revise the method for choosing a transitional national assembly’.\textsuperscript{103} In Bosnia and Kosovo, the position was more complex given the number of international agencies involved, the changing remit of these agencies and the relationship between them. In Bosnia, especially initially, the Office of the High Representative established in implementation of the Dayton Peace Agreement amounted to little more than first among equals alongside several other international agencies and missions, including the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the UN Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Attempts to establish the High Representative’s authority over these bodies met with resistance as each sought to maintain its accountability within its own hierarchy, and hence autonomy, vis-à-vis the High Representative.\textsuperscript{104} Not all of these bodies had precise remits, with the OSCE changing ‘from one new role to another as necessary’.\textsuperscript{105}

The disadvantages of the organisation of this multi-agency form of government were clear enough to induce some attempt to avoid them in establishing the international regime for Kosovo. In the latter case, Security Council Resolution 1244 sanctioned the creation of a ‘Special Representative to control the implementation of the international civil presence’ and specified that other international organisations would provide ‘assistance’ to the Secretary General.\textsuperscript{106} The Secretary General went further in trying to assert the authority of his organisation, though not without attempts by the heads of others, notably the OSCE, to expand the remit of their own organisation.\textsuperscript{107} He identified separate leading organisations for different tasks,\textsuperscript{108} yet the hierarchy of authority was not clear to even experienced officials:
‘It still wasn’t clear who UNMIK was accountable to . . . The UN Security Council – yes – but also the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations? The UN Department of Political Affairs? The Contact Group? The [European] Commission?’ Lack of clarity about accountability was compounded by lack of authority over the component elements of the ‘civil presence’, with the Special Representative unable to control the physical location of the staff of some of them, let alone dismiss them.

As in other instances of military occupation, the major limitation to the apparently untrammelled governmental power of the civilian governors has been the population subject to their authority, especially given the ambitious goals ascribed to these governors and the constraints imposed upon them. In several recent cases, civilian governors have also had to deal with the fact that the commitment of these populations to the integrity of the territory under occupation has been questionable, to a greater or lesser degree. Whereas in the case of the occupation of the Rhineland it was one of the occupiers who sought to promote separatism, in the case of Bosnia, Kosovo and Iraq separatist tendencies have existed in the populations themselves. The occupier has been in the position of holding a population together against the will of at least part of the population of the occupied territory. In all three cases, the occupation regime has been constrained by the desire to promote an indigenous central state authority and yet also to promote some degree of decentralisation of authority, either as a goal in its own right or as a means of reassuring those who felt threatened by strong central institutions.

Commitment to a political vision based upon the occupiers’ own domestic political regime, or upon the goals enshrined in the international organisations involved, has variously worked to restrict the range of options open to the occupier and has continually threatened to undermine the legitimacy of the occupation, whilst not in the least detracting from the fact that these too are instances of alien rule. The fact that a part of each population has felt only limited, if any, obligation to the occupier has been compounded by reservations about the degree of obligation towards the existing polity. As has increasingly been the case, where control of the military force – upon which the occupier’s presence ultimately rests – has been separated from control of government functions, creating in practice a form of dual government, the occupation regime has shown a tendency to fragment. Such fragmentation can, as has been indicated above, pave the way for predatory agencies within the occupation regime, as it did in the Nazi
occupation of eastern Europe. Even where the occupation regime is far removed from such predatory intent, the weakness of the occupation regime, especially if it has exhibited doubts about its own authority, does not necessarily benefit the population subject to it. Nor can the alien nature of occupation be avoided by the ‘rhetoric of ownership’, which tries to obscure this fact, albeit in the interests of transforming the occupied society into the kind of polity that both the occupier and some, but rarely all, of the inhabitants of occupied territory desire.112
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Chapter 5

Occupation and Obligation

As suggested in the discussion of the definition of military occupation there is a prima facie case that inhabitants of occupied territory are under an obligation to obey the occupying authorities. There is indeed explicit, if qualified, reference to this idea in the current British Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict:

While the orders of the authorities of an occupying power may be lawful, and while the occupant is entitled to require obedience to lawful orders, it does not necessarily follow that failure to comply with such orders is illegal under the law of armed conflict. However, the inhabitants are liable for punishment by the occupying power should they disobey legislation, proclamations, regulations, or orders properly made by that power.1

Yet, despite the recurrent appearance of this expectation of obedience in the law and practice of military occupation, explicit attention to the problems associated with it has been far more fitful than that devoted to the problem of political obligation in general.2 So much is this the case that it was possible to identify an article by Richard Baxter published in 1950 as ‘pathbreaking’; to which it might be added that the path has remained largely untrodden.3 That is hardly surprising for Baxter’s article was a condemnation of the doctrine. Neglect of the correlative concept of the authority of the occupier has not been as marked, though here too wider considerations, in this case the tendency to confound authority with power, have contributed to the neglect.4 The reason for this is not difficult to detect. As a relatively rare study of the authority of international administrations has put it, such authority ‘seems to be at odds with contemporary conceptions of legitimate government. While the legitimacy of government is rooted in notions of self-determination and increasingly democracy, international administrations, at least temporarily, deny both to people over whom they govern’.5 Such sentiments can be strengthened where they are linked with notions of resistance to military force, especially if linked to either claims to self-determination or the establishment of democratic governance. The presumption that
such resistance is justified in general, within domestic regimes, seems only to make resistance to occupiers more self-evident, for if there is a right ‘to oppose tyranny and domestic oppression, then surely such a right exists in relation to alien forms of oppression’.6

While contemporary understanding of legitimate government in terms of self-determination and democracy undoubtedly militates against the notion of a duty of obedience to occupiers, such an understanding is not necessary in order to make a duty of this kind problematic. By definition, the occupier is not the legitimate government. The occupier is present by virtue of the force at the occupier’s disposal, regardless of whatever authorisation the occupier may claim. Disavowal of obedience, as the resistance to Napoleon’s occupation of Spain demonstrates, requires neither a commitment to democracy nor a commitment to self-determination, at least not in any modern understanding of either term. The occupier resembles the usurper and as Locke observed of usurpers: ‘Whoever gets into the exercise of any part of the Power, by other ways, than what the Laws of the Community have prescribed, hath no Right to be obeyed, though the Form of the Commonwealth be still preserved’.7 Usurpers who go further, embark upon tyranny, thereby justifying further resistance.

Even where tyranny is not practiced, and few if any occupiers have escaped all taint of tyranny, the occupier like the usurper seems to stand condemned simply by virtue of what he is rather than what he does. The resort to force that accounts for the occupier’s presence seems, indeed, to entail that he lacks properly understood authority. For as Hannah Arendt argued: ‘Since authority always demands obedience, it is commonly mistaken for some form of power or violence. Yet authority precludes the use of external means of coercion; where force is used, authority itself has failed’.8 In the same spirit, Cicero specified that, in a republic,

unless there is in the State an even balance of rights, duties and functions, so that the magistrates have enough power, the counsels of the eminent citizens enough authority, and the people enough liberty, this kind of government cannot be safe from revolution.9

The occupier’s nature is wholly incompatible with any such separation of power and authority. The maintenance of the occupier’s status ultimately depends upon the ability to deploy force even if the display of such power need not be omnipresent. As the British Manual of Military Law of 1914 put it,
If the invader is driven out of a district by the enemy or voluntarily evacuates it, or if the district frees itself from the exercise of his authority by a _levée en masse_, so that the legitimate government is able to resume its authority, occupation at once ceases.\(^\text{10}\)

Yet it remains true that for both the occupier and those subject to occupation the authority of the occupier is the only alternative to recourse to violence if the occupier is determined to assert the their authority. By the same token, an unqualified right of resistance, a rejection in principle of the idea that an occupier may have authority, and the assertion that all have a right to resist and none any duty to obey may be equally destructive. As H. Sutherland Edwards observed of such sentiments at the time of the Franco-Prussian war:

> If the apparently noble, but really barbarous, principle be recognized, that every man has, without condition, a right to defend his native land, his village, and the house in which he was born, then it follows that an invading army must, for its own safety, imprison or destroy all inhabitants thus claiming an absolute right to resist it.\(^\text{11}\)

There are, of course, intermediate positions. Occupiers, especially modern ones in the form of international administrations, facing little direct challenge to evict them, may lapse into passivity rather then enforce their edicts. That, according to some observers, was the outcome in Kosovo: ‘As the mission aged, UNMIK made more and more rules but then took no action when they were broken’.\(^\text{12}\) It may be the case that occupiers lack the resource or the willingness to use it to face challenges to their authority.\(^\text{13}\) More strikingly, occupiers, or at least sections of their forces, may fail to grasp the extent and nature of the authority that international law arguably assigns to them.\(^\text{14}\) Yet acceptance of the possibility that populations of occupied territory have obligations to occupiers does not necessarily mean that those obligations are unlimited, any more than the existence of political obligation in general entails unlimited obligation. That point was accepted by Halleck who unequivocally advocated obligations to occupiers:

> The general duty of obedience to the laws results from the protection they afford to the lives and property of the citizens and subjects; but when a civil government fails to afford that protection, and obstinately persists in a course injurious to the people, and when the probable evils accompanying the change are not greater than the blessings to be obtained by it, revolution becomes a duty as well as a right. So also, with respect to the military government of occupation.\(^\text{15}\)
Significant though these factors are it is the idea that occupied populations are under any obligation to occupiers at all that is the most problematic. According to Hall any such supposition rests on the belief that ‘the fact of occupation temporarily invests the invading state with the rights of sovereignty, and dispossesses its enemy, so as to set up a duty of obedience to the former and of disregard to the commands of the latter’. He held, however, that this is an inconsistent and artificial theory . . . [and that] though it is certain that invaders have habitually exercised the privileges of sovereignty, it is equally certain that invaded populations have generally repudiated the obligation of obedience whenever they have found themselves possessed of the strength to do so with effect.

Hall argued that not only had invaded populations demonstrated their rejection of a duty of obedience but the courts of the great powers had repudiated the association of mere invasion with the assumption of sovereignty since the days of the Napoleonic wars, thereby repudiating the doctrine on which the duty of obedience was founded. Hall was in fact merely reflecting the opinion which had formed in the nineteenth century that invasion did not by itself entail the acquisition of sovereignty. He was unusual, however, in deducing from this that there could be no obligation to occupying forces.

Military manuals and commentators more typically asserted or assumed an obligation to obey, though there was significant variation in the vigour with which this was expressed and the extent and precision of the supposed obligation. The Lieber Code of 1863 held that ‘the people and their civil officers owe strict obedience to them [the occupiers] as long as they hold sway over the district or country, at the peril of their lives’. This emphasis upon obedience in the face of the power of the occupier and the prospect of severe punishment is also found in the French military manual of 1893 and in the works of several French authors. Halleck, writing shortly before the Lieber Code, expressed the obligation in terms of a reciprocity between the occupied and occupier:

If the conquered are under an implied obligation to make no further resistance to the conqueror, it is only in consideration of the favors and privileges they are to derive from a relaxation of the extreme rights of war, by being allowed peacefully to pursue their ordinary occupations, without any further restraint than may be necessary for the safety of the conqueror.
While still emphasising reciprocity, more emphasis was placed on the positive duties of occupiers in the British manual of 1914, though this still derived from it an extensive range of obligations:

to behave in an absolutely peaceful manner . . . to take part in no way in the hostilities, to refrain from every injury to the troops of the occupant, and from any act prejudicial to their operations and to render obedience to the officials of the occupant.22

The contemporaneous American Rule of Land Warfare also referred to the ‘reciprocal obligations of inhabitants’ and placed a similar emphasis on the obedience necessary for the occupier to fulfil its duties.23 The German manual assimilated the position of the occupier to that of the legitimate power: ‘The inhabitants of the occupied territory owe the same obedience to the organs of Government and administration of the conqueror as they owed before the occupation to their own’.24

These variations, emphasising fear created by the overwhelming power of the occupier, the relaxation of the ‘extreme rights of war’, the reciprocity of obligations or the exercise of public power by the occupier, clearly have different implications for the understanding of the nature of military occupation and also have varying degrees of plausibility. They are united, however, in being emphatic assertions of the existence of an obligation on the part of the occupied populations. Yet none of them amounted to the assertion of unlimited obedience. It was, moreover, less the reservations about the general assumption of an obligation and more the specific demands or expectations that led to growing disquiet about the wider principle of such an obligation. Prominent here are the imposition of oaths of one kind or another and the doctrine of war treason. To these may be added the problem posed by a levée en masse against an occupier and the extent to which occupiers can call upon the occupied population to work for the occupier.25 Although reservations about the threat to the rights of individuals and recourse to excessive and cruel retaliation played a part in consideration of these problems, the central and recurring issue was the extent to which they posed a threat to the allegiance or patriotism of the occupied population which lay at the heart of the disputes.

That the imposition of oaths might prove problematic as well as tempting to occupiers is easy to see. Again it is the fundamental weakness of the position of the occupier that is central. Despite the assertion of a duty to obey, Hall was right that occupied populations
had all too frequently repudiated any such obligation. The fact that occupation forces were typically thinly spread in relation to the occupied territory magnified the problem. Just as fundamentally weak states with extensive claims to obedience had been tempted to resort to oaths to bridge the gap, so too were occupiers. It was precisely this to which Spaight took exception:

Any attempt to make the moral sanction of an oath supply the material deficiencies of an occupant’s material power – to substitute, as it were, the restrictive force of the inhabitant’s conscience for that of an effective garrison – is as much to be deprecated as the abandoned German system of occupying districts ‘theoretically’.

Yet the imposition of oaths had been frequent. The Lieber Code provided that ‘commanding generals may cause the magistrates and civil officers to take the oath of temporary allegiance or an oath of fidelity to their own victorious government or rulers’, though it added that both magistrates and the population in general owed obedience regardless of whether an oath was imposed. Oaths were imposed during the American Civil War, including a draconian one imposed by General Halleck during his military government of Richmond – though that was at the end of the war. Similarly, they were deployed in the conquest of New Mexico, in at least one case having the effect deplored by Spaight.

Much, however, turned on what the oath specified. The general presumption amongst those who sanctioned the imposition of oaths on the population of occupied territories was that they should not be ‘inconsistent with their general and ultimate allegiance to their own state’. The attempt to evade this stricture during the Boer war, by demanding that populations in occupied territories take an oath of neutrality rather than an oath of loyalty, was itself evidence of disquiet about demanding oaths at all; it was precisely this practice during the Boer war that called forth Spaight’s condemnation of oaths as a substitute for the inadequate power of the occupier. Oaths to be imposed on officials proved to be equally difficult to sustain. While not providing explicitly for an oath, the Brussels Conference of 1874 retained a fairly strong version of the obligations of officials in Article 4: ‘They shall not be dismissed or subjected to disciplinary punishment unless they fail in fulfilling the obligations undertaken by them, and they shall not be prosecuted unless they betray their trust’. Even that proved to be too much by the end of the century. Shortly before the First World War, Pasquale Fiore proclaimed that it was
'disloyal and arbitrary to impose an oath of fidelity on magistrates or civil functionaries of the occupied country'. At the Hague in 1899, despite general agreement that it was to the benefit of the occupied population as well as the occupier that administrative officials remain in office, the smaller powers were so opposed to anything that might create the presumption that they were obliged to do so that the article was dropped entirely. That left only the explicit prohibition of any assertion of allegiance in Article 45, which was retained unaltered in 1907: ‘It is forbidden to compel the population of occupied territory to swear allegiance to the hostile power’.

As in many other aspects of military occupation, however, it is not only the occupier who can create doubt about matters of allegiance. That was evident in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870–1 after the French revolt against the imperial system that had failed them in the war. French courts, especially at Nancy, proclaimed that they could no longer pronounce justice in the name of the Empire and asserted their right to pronounce justice ‘in the name of the people and the French government’. The Germans objected that this would amount to their recognition of the French Republic, which their governments had not done. According to Westlake, referring explicitly to Article 45 of the Hague Conventions, the Germans were entitled and obliged to do this, for the principle enshrined in that article ‘prohibits everything which would assert or imply a change made by the invader in the legitimate sovereignty’. The formula suggested by the Germans, ‘in the name of the High German Powers occupying Alsace and Lorraine’, was predictably rejected by the French and was regarded by even contemporary German authors as excessive. Even the formula which many commentators found unobjectionable, ‘in the name of the law’, met with resistance on the grounds that both supreme executive authority and supreme legislative authority had been inherited by the new French Republic and that only the formula proclaimed by the Republic was acceptable.

Although some found the sensitivity of the French judges to be exaggerated, the dispute symbolises how the issue of allegiance raised by the imposition of oaths readily surfaces in other ways. That is even more striking in the responses to the prospect of the levée en masse and the doctrine of war treason. Again, the Lieber Code is clear about the latter category:

If the citizen or subject of a country or place invaded or conquered gives information to his own government, from which he is separated by the
hostile army, or to the army of his own government, he is a war-traitor, and death is the penalty of his offense.\textsuperscript{40}

So too were the military manuals of the major powers. The British Manual of Military Law of 1914 was not deterred by the fact that the ‘Hague Rules do not refer to cases in which inhabitants of invaded or occupied territory . . . furnish, or attempt to furnish, information to the enemy’ for it added that ‘such persons should be charged with war treason . . . for although treason as such is not mentioned in the Hague Rules, belligerents are by customary international law empowered to punish treason by death’.\textsuperscript{41} Some disquiet was evident in the attempts to mitigate such approaches by referring to the diverging motives which could lead to individuals providing such information: those who acted for patriotic reason were given preferential treatment compared with those who acted for financial gain. Others, however, dismissed such qualifications as irrelevant to the fact that the informant violated his or her status as a non-combatant by providing the information, or even by attempting to do so.\textsuperscript{42} It was left to Spaight, however, to meet the obvious charge that treason supposes some allegiance, indeed a very high degree of allegiance, and that since the very definition of military occupation precludes allegiance to the occupying power, there can be no charge of treason. The point had been made forcibly by Westlake, who added the objection, similar to Spaight’s own objection to oaths of neutrality, that to introduce the notion of moral fault into an invader’s view of what is detrimental to him serves only to inflame his passions, and to make it less likely that he will observe the true limit of necessity in his repression of what is detrimental to him.\textsuperscript{43}

Spaight, however, replied to the main argument by claiming that we have got long distance from the stage when treason implied infidelity to a personal sovereign . . . Today treason means a conspiracy against the established authority in a State. Now the established authority in an occupied territory is the de facto ruler, the occupant . . . he is the ‘war ruler’ and as it is ‘treason’ to conspire against the ordinary ruler, it is ‘war treason’ to conspire against the ‘war ruler’.\textsuperscript{44}

Spaight was right about the general trend in terms of the nature of allegiance but equally clearly misses the point in another sense. As the example of the French courts in the Franco-Prussian war shows it was quite possible to disavow the personal sovereign, the Emperor Napoleon III, while refusing to equate the status of the military government of the occupier with that of the legitimate government.
The intractability of the doctrine of war treason – the fact that it stood in the military manuals of the day and was endorsed by so many commentators yet that it seemed to fly in the face of the allegiance to one’s own country, an allegiance that none disputed – emerged most forcefully in an exchange during the First World War, against the backdrop of the German occupation of Belgium, and specifically the execution of a British nurse, Edith Cavell, presumably on the charge of war treason. Here, J. H. Morgan attacked Lassa Oppenheim, a leading international lawyer of the day, for supposedly introducing a peculiarly German doctrine into the English-speaking world. An agitated Morgan turned his attack into a general denunciation of the notion that the populations of occupied territories owe any obedience to the occupier: ‘What is “obedience” here but that spurious allegiance which lies at the bottom of this detestable and illicit conception known as war treason?’ Oppenheim had little difficulty in refuting Morgan’s dubious historiography and in demonstrating the widespread support for the doctrine of war treason. Yet Oppenheim was as insistent as anyone else in mitigating the implications of the doctrine. There is, he insisted, a difference between treason understood in the normal sense and the doctrine of war treason, adding: ‘Nor has, as far as I can remember, any writer who adopted the term ever maintained that war treason committed by an inhabitant of occupied territory makes him guilty of a moral crime’. This was the prelude to a wider attack on the general notion of any duty to obey the occupier. The whole notion, he argued, is based on an erroneous extrapolation of duties of inhabitants from rights possessed by the occupier. Relying upon the notion that international law exists purely between states, he insisted that the only duty correlative to the right of the occupier to administer occupied territory was the ‘duty of the legitimate government to recognize, after the occupation has ceased, all the legitimate acts of administration carried out by the occupant’.

Ironically, Baxter’s article, which did much to silence the debate while condemning Oppenheim, also illuminates the problem. He wrote,

If a person committing acts of resistance is guilty of a violation of international law, it seems strange that the individual’s own government may inspire or demand such acts without being subjected to similar penalties. Yet it has never been suggested that a state is guilty of an international delinquency if it calls for acts of resistance or avails itself of the fruit of the forbidden tree.
Although the expectation of resistance does in fact most readily arise in the case of the demands of an exiled government, it arises even where the nature and status of the legitimate government is in doubt, as was the case during the Napoleonic occupation of Spain. Citing an example from that time Hall, who as Morgan noted was ‘not wanting in latitude to the rights of an occupying army’, protested with respect to participants in a *levée en masse*:

The customs of war no doubt permit that such persons shall under certain circumstances be shot, and there are reasons for permitting the practice; but to allow persons shall be intimidated for reasons of convenience from doing certain acts, and to mark them as criminals if they do them, are wholly distinct things. A doctrine is intolerable which would inflict a stain of criminality on the defenders of Saragossa.

The largely civilian defenders of that city against Napoleonic armies symbolised for Hall a fine expression of patriotic duty and sentiment. Much the same attitude had been evident at the Brussels Conference of 1874. There Baron Lambermont expressed his concern about proposed provisions relating to a *levée en masse*:

Events take place during war which will continue to take place, and which must be accepted. But the question before them [the participants in the conference] is that of converting them into laws, into positive and international laws. If citizens are to be sacrificed for having attempted to defend their country at the peril of their lives, they need not find inscribed on the post at the foot of which they are about to be shot the Article of a Treaty signed by their own government which had in advance condemned them to death.

Baxter, Hall, Lambermont and Oppenheim all shared the same dilemma. They expected that occupiers faced with armed resistance in an established occupation would repress the rising and refuse to accord those who rose against them the status of lawful belligerents, yet saw such people as morally admirable and even duty bound to act as they did. The impossibility of resolving that dilemma led them, in varying degrees, to be suspicious of, and mostly explicitly hostile to, the wider assumption about a duty to obey the occupier.

Subsequent developments add little to the nature of this dilemma save in the sense there was a greater inclination to provide protection for at least some types of resistance movement in the Geneva Convention of 1949. Thus Article 4 of the Third Convention explicitly included members of ‘organized resistance movements, belonging to a Party to the conflict and operating in or outside their own
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territory, even if this territory is occupied’. This response to the fate of some members of such movements during the Second World War was criticised as amounting to the proclamation of an ‘ius insurrectionis’, though the leading commentator on the conventions, Jean Pictet, insisted that the intent was to maintain the core principles of the Hague Conventions.

For most members of occupied populations the question of whether to obey the occupier was likely to arise not in the case of the call to join a levée en masse or a resistance movement but in more apparently mundane matters, especially in the provision of goods and services to the occupier. Some services clearly could not be construed as mundane, such as serving in the armed forces of the occupier or acting as guides to the occupier’s forces. While condemnation of the latter easily became the consensus, the former proved more problematic. This was because defining what was excluded by such language as the Hague Regulations’ restriction of the requisitioning of goods or services to those ‘of such a nature as not to involve the inhabitants in the obligation of taking part in military operations against their own country’ was not necessarily straightforward.

The constraints that could be faced by members of populations under occupation in this respect were, however, severe. On the one hand, according to the Belgian Rolin-Jaquemyns, a ‘systematic and collective refusal’ to provide services demanded by the occupier could be taken as a ‘positive act of hostility’ towards the latter. On the other hand, the absent legitimate power, or other members of the population, could regard the services as evidence of support for the enemy and hence as treasonable. The tension between these two constraints was evident in the Lieber Code which provided that ‘no person having been forced by the enemy to serve as a guide is punishable for having done so’, but also that ‘a citizen serving voluntarily as a guide against his own country commits treason’. That logic induced those who had volunteered to guide American forces in the Philippines to ask to be tied by ropes to create the impression that they were acting under compulsion. Even where the service was not provided voluntarily, demonstrating that this was the case was not always easy. Indeed one of the reasons suggested for issuing receipts for requisitioned goods and services was to enable the recipients to prove that they had acted under compulsion.

In these cases, the problem arises from the difficulty in determining the voluntary nature of the act. On other occasions occupiers have sought to conceal the compulsion they have exercised, or to proffer
some justification of departure from what they know to be prohibited practices: in the First World War, Germany attempted to justify its deportation of Belgian workers on the grounds of extensive unemployment in Belgium.\textsuperscript{62} That practice, especially on the scale and under the conditions of the deportations during the Second World War, led to explicit condemnation of such practices in the Geneva Conventions.\textsuperscript{63}

While it has been argued that the labour of these deportees can be construed as something that ‘objectively’ constitutes treason, that claim was made only to condemn the deportation as immoral.\textsuperscript{64} More problematic are cases where there is a fundamental divergence between the occupier and the absent legitimate power about what is a legitimate demand, or where there are divisions among the population of occupied territories about the legitimacy of such demands. Such conflicts arose during the Franco-Prussian war of 1870–1 over the German administration of public forests. Although much of the dispute concerned German management of the resources of the forests, French citizens working in the forests were caught in the dispute when the French government in unoccupied France threatened them with severe penalties if they did not withdraw their labour. The German authorities and German publicists protested vigorously about this but it was the comment of an English writer, Hall, defending the legitimacy of the French government’s acts, who brought out the nature of the dilemma: ‘It was only guilty of forcing them to choose between the alternatives of immediate punishment by the Germans, and of possible future punishment, with the brand of unpatriotism added, from the courts of their own nation’. Hall added that ‘such acts are generally unwise and even cruel, but they are none the less clearly within the rights of a government’.\textsuperscript{65} It might be added that the position to which Hall consigned the hapless inhabitants of occupied territory is also intolerable.

If anything, divisions within the population pose even crueller dilemmas for, being typically unable to resort to established courts, those who see the acts of their fellow citizens as treasonable can turn only to covert violence to inflict the punishment they believe to be due. It was precisely because of such prospects that some international codes and military manuals specified that the occupying authorities were obliged to protect officials who consented to remain in office.\textsuperscript{66} It is, of course, not only public officials who face suspicion of treasonable collaboration for acts that the occupier regards as legitimate, as the recent case of interpreters acting for the occupying forces in Iraq demonstrates.
Even where there is a possibility of a resort to the courts, as in the case of Belgian attempts to prosecute separatists for treason in the First World War, the occupiers have intervened to suppress such proceedings. According to Ernst Fraenkel, they can do no less, for high-treasure proceedings represent, in legal form, political measures taken by a government against those whom it considers enemies of the state . . . An occupying power, enforcing a regime of martial law, cannot allow its friends to be treated as enemies by the authorities of the occupied territory.67

In general, any such cases, along with a series of other lesser judgments about the extent to which obligations are owed to occupiers, come before domestic courts only after the end of the occupation. When this has happened, similar dilemmas to those faced in the debate leading up to the Hague Conventions of 1907 have recurred. That became apparent especially in the judgments of Dutch courts after the Second World War, which paid more specific attention to the issue of obligation.68 Thus, the Special Criminal Court argued in 1946 that ‘legal measures of the occupant did not, in general, create legal obligations for the inhabitants and were not in conscience binding upon them’.69 The court then made an exception for instances where the measure’s ‘only purpose’ was in the interests of the occupied country, in which event the citizens ‘were, perhaps . . . bound to obey the ordinances’ though they still had to bear in mind ‘the higher duty, resting on every Dutchman, to remain faithful to his lawful Government, to defend his country and to abstain from assisting the enemy’ .70 Another court added that ‘inhabitants could not be said to owe specific obligations to the enemy’.71 Yet another court held that the ‘temporary lack of sanctions’ available to the legitimate government gave no exemption from the ‘emergency decrees of the Crown which were not regularly promulgated in Holland’.72

The equivocation of Dutch courts was understandable both in terms of the tradition of that country in seeking to curtail the authority of occupying powers and in terms of their revulsion against the occupation regime during the Second World War and against those of their fellow citizens who had collaborated with its repressive policies. They were, however, no more successful in making sense of the idea of an obligation to obey occupiers in general. Nor is it in any way evidently clear how such an obligation might be justified. Yet, if there is no such plausible justification this can only contribute to either the clash of assertions of author-
ity revealed in the intolerable dilemma to which Hall consigned members of populations under occupation, or to a hesitancy to exercise the authority which falls to occupying powers by virtue of the fact of military occupation.

Commentators and courts have in fact invoked a range of arguments and analogies drawn from the established repertoire of justifications for political obligation more generally, albeit with limited success. Nor is this surprising, for if one takes as a starting point the most prevalent type of justification of political obligation, namely consent theory, the prospects do not appear immediately promising. Yet consent in some form or another has frequently been invoked in justifying both the authority exercised by occupiers and the obligations of populations subject to occupation. Insofar as it is express consent that is at issue, it is worth noting first that it was this possibility that made the Belgian Auguste Beernaert worried about legitimating ‘a régime of defeat’ in the Hague negotiations in 1899.73 Similar reservations lay behind Baron Lambermont’s concern about his government’s possible consent to legitimating punishment of a levée en masse by its own citizens against an occupying power. It is more typical, however, to look for state consent in specific cases, especially in recent years in occupations authorised by the United Nations or subsequently sanctioned by it. There are, of course, earlier cases of occupation that seem to be based on some element of consent, namely those based on treaties. Leaving aside the fact that these are only a subset of the phenomenon of military occupations it is notable that many (for example, the occupation of the Rhineland) were based on greater or lesser measures of duress and were beset by bitter wrangling over the powers of the occupier. Even in what might be the most promising of the older cases, the west European countries liberated by the Allied powers at the end of the Second World War, the consent was not even that of a recognised exiled government in the case of France.74 Nor did the consent of the exiled governments, or the French National Committee, alter the nature of the relationship between the occupation authorities and those subject to them. This point was well put by the historian F. S. V. Donnison:

The French were to be allowed little or no more say, at first, in the use of their own resources than they had been by the Germans. It was not so difficult to bear such treatment as a part of the natural lot of a vanquished people: it was hard when it followed ‘liberation’ by its friends. It is probable that the French never tasted the full bitterness of defeat until they had been ‘liberated’.75
Although consent is more frequently invoked in occupations authorised by the United Nations, or subsequently sanctioned by it, the plausibility of this justification is even more doubtful than in France in 1944. In these cases it is far from clear that it is those subject to this authority who can be said to have consented. In Kosovo, for example, the consent was expressed in the agreement between NATO and Yugoslavia for the withdrawal of the Yugoslav army. State consent here is a dubious justification ‘if one considers that it was the lack of government authority that has made it necessary in the eyes of the international community to establish international administrations in the first place’.

Leaving aside the more general considerations that beset consent theory, including the impossibility of showing how all subject to the authority are supposed to have consented, it might also be added that consent theory in the form of express consent would prove too much in the case of military occupation, supposing that it could be made more plausible. Military occupation has been defined in terms of the contrast between the legitimate power and the occupying powers into whose hands the authority of the former has passed. If both could be justified in the same way the difference would fall away.

In implicit recognition of the implausibility of express consent, explicit justification of obligations on the part of the occupied has relied more typically on some form of tacit consent. The general assumption, as Doris Graber summarised it, was that by ‘remaining with their property in occupied territory people impliedly accede to the terms imposed by the occupant’. That logic was affirmed in the 1819 judgement of the US Supreme Court in ‘The United States v. Rice’, though there the presumption was not just of the incurring of obligation but of an albeit temporary transfer of allegiance. According to the Court,

The sovereignty of the United States was, of course, suspended and the laws of the United States could no longer be rightfully enforced there, or be obligatory upon the inhabitants who remained and submitted to the conquerors. By the surrender the inhabitants passed under a temporary allegiance to the British government, and were bound by such laws, and such only, as it chose to recognise and impose.

Similarly, Birkhimer dismissed the fact ‘that the inhabitants do not by visible signs join with their military ruler in arranging the details of his government’ on the grounds that ‘their covenant is implied; but it is none the less binding because it consists in silent acquiescence in the
new order of things’. As with the Supreme Court, Birkhimer held that the fact that the population remained in the territory was decisive. There were even attempts to invoke the classic illustration of tacit consent: ‘The relationship is analogous to that which exists between aliens domiciled in a state and the government of the latter’.

The difficulty with such arguments, as Baxter pointed out, was that there was little prospect that those subject to military occupation would accept that they had consented, either expressly or tacitly. Consent theory in cases of military occupation too readily looks like ‘at best a fiction designed to explain away an unpalatable situation’. Moreover, the obvious alternative to ‘silent acquiescence’ is not departure from the occupied territory but the resumption of resistance that doctrines of obligation had sought to condemn. Flight may be an option on the approach of an invader, though scarcely for the entire population, any more than it was in the day when David Hume criticised this argument, but once the occupation is established, occupiers have tended to exert as much control over border movements as their resources allow. In the case of the occupation of Japan, for example, this meant protracted prohibition of foreign travel.

Nor does it help that departure from occupied territory has been seen as a penalty for those desiring to remain but presumed to be prone to disobey, suggesting that occupiers have been unwilling to rely on tacit consent. Thus the American Rules of Land Warfare of 1914 specified that ‘any official considered dangerous to the occupant may be removed, made a prisoner of war, or expelled from the occupied territory’. The combination of a prohibition on leaving occupied territory with the penalty of an extended period of expulsion for those that did, imposed by the German occupation authorities in Alsace and Lorraine, brings out the implausibility in the context of military occupation of a consent theory that rests on a right and ability to emigrate. Moreover, wholesale expulsion or ethnic cleansing has changed the debate to the extent that occupiers are not only prohibited from engaging in expulsion but are seen as having an obligation to resist those within occupied territory who resort to it for their own purposes. Even here, however, in reaction to the population transfers of the Second World War, the Fourth Geneva Convention specified that ‘individual or mass forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protected persons from occupied territory to the territory of the Occupying Power or to that of any other country, occupied or not, are prohibited, regardless of motive’. The intent of the emphasis upon ‘forcible transfers’ was to leave open the possibility of ‘persons belonging to ethnic or political minorities who might have
suffered discrimination or persecution’ wishing to leave. The presumption more recently is that occupiers have a duty to positively resist all such transfers, encouraging minorities to remain and guaranteeing their security. Indeed this played a major role in both justifications and assessments of the occupations of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo.

That development suggests that there may be greater plausibility in the justification of obedience in terms of the protection offered by the occupier, though advocacy of the ‘responsibility to protect’ that emerged amidst the ‘new interventionism’ tended to neglect any correlative discussion of a duty to obey on the part of those protected.

The link between protection and obedience is, of course, a long-standing one, both in terms of general theories of political obligation and in the shorter history of military occupation. As Carl Schmitt put it:

Given that the occupying army maintains public security and protects the population in the occupied territory, the latter is obliged to obey the occupying authority. In this case, the direct relation between protection and obedience is obvious. It is based on a clear spatial relation between an effectively present occupying authority and the population of the occupied territory.

The same sentiment was expressed in Halleck’s argument about the limits of obligation. It also appears in many of the accounts that suggest some form of consent or contract. Explicit assertion of the extension of protection, and of safeguards for specific establishments, has also appeared in military proclamations, such as that of General Scott in Mexico in 1847.

The difficulty here is that this protection readily invokes the response that potentially meets all benefits which are imposed, that is that they are unwanted and that no gratitude, let alone duty of obedience, can be extracted from them. The fact that the protection offered by the occupier is typically imposed against the manifest will of the occupied only aggravates the general problem. In many cases, Baxter’s objection to justification by virtue of protection seems readily applicable: ‘not only have the inhabitant and his government never consented to it but the populace has not benefited by the substitution of the occupant’s uncertain protection for that of its own government’.

Yet there are cases where the inhabitant’s own government has been the source of a threat rather than protection, where the flight of officials and the depredations of retreating armies have been so
extensive or where internecine conflict has been so endemic that the protection of the occupier is the only effective protection available. Yet this does not really strengthen the argument based on consent. It serves rather to reveal that though the justification was often couched in the language of presumed or hypothetical consent, the consent is actually fictitious and irrelevant to the argument. This can be seen in the statement of Secretary of State James Buchanan on 7 October 1848 concerning the situation in California:

The termination of the war left an existing government, a government de facto . . . and this will continue, with the presumed consent of the people . . . The consent of the people is irresistibly inferred from the fact that no civilized community could possibly desire to abrogate an existing government when the alternative presented would be to place themselves in a state of anarchy, beyond the protection of all laws, and reduce them to the unhappy necessity of submitting to the dominion of the strongest.  

If the consent can be ‘irresistibly inferred’ whether inhabitants do or do not consent, then consent in any meaningful sense of the term is immaterial.  

There are also other objections to Buchanan’s argument. Amongst the most prominent is the fact that submission to the ‘dominion of the strongest’ is an apt description of the source of the authority of the military government established by the United States. What Buchanan assumed, of course, was that American military government could provide a more effective and benign government than was likely to emerge from an unregulated struggle for power within the territory. That is essentially the same argument that is used to justify the authority of international administration in recent instances authorised by the United Nations, though, of course with far higher ambitions than prevailed in Buchanan’s day.  

The necessity of government, and hence the existence of its authority and some duty of obedience too it, is what lies behind the argument from protection, though the language of protection has other connotations which reveal both the strength of the argument from protection and the reason why it is potentially so problematic. Some of those connotations emerge in the definition in the Fourth Geneva Convention of protected persons:

Persons protected by the Convention are those who, at a given moment and in any manner whatsoever, find themselves, in case of conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party to the conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not nationals.
By definition, it is the occupying power alone that is in a position to ensure that the protections promised by the Convention are redeemed and yet these protections are meant to guard against the threat that usually comes predominantly from the same occupying power.

Yet it may be that this paradox also contains the source of the political obligation of the inhabitants of occupied territory. Such a possibility is suggested by Oppenheim, despite his flat denial of any obligation towards occupiers. Though insisting on this, Oppenheim added:

Nor do I deny that individual inhabitants are morally bound not to resort to hostilities in arms and the like, while the occupation lasts; but this is not the outcome of a moral duty towards the occupant but towards their fellow-citizens, for he who resorts to such hostilities endangers the safety of the other inhabitants, because he gives the occupant an excuse for resorting to reprisals and all other kinds of repressive measures.99

Oppenheim was right to see the importance of duties to fellow citizens and right to see that these have a bearing on relations with the occupiers. He erred, however, in seeing these relationships purely in terms of the potential harm that an occupant might do in response to rash acts by individuals, though that is not to deny that this potentiality is an important consideration. He erred because he failed to see that the inhabitants’ obligation is rooted not just in these utilitarian considerations but in their continued membership of a political community, albeit under the de facto government of a military occupier. The moral duty of which Oppenheim wrote is in fact a political obligation, that is, it is a ‘moral obligation [which] has to do with a person’s membership of a particular community’.100 The notion that obligations arise from membership of particular communities is most evidently plausible where it is possible, as it normally is, to tie together obligations towards ‘my’ community with obligations towards ‘my’ government.101 The government of the occupier cannot, by definition, enjoy that designation. It is for this reason that suggestions that the occupier and the inhabitants of occupied territory form a temporary legal community are misleading.102

The significance of the persistence of community even under conditions of military occupation can be seen by contrasting the conditions of the inhabitants with the fate of stateless people, as described by Hannah Arendt. In their condition, she wrote:

The conception of human rights, based upon the assumed existence of a human being as such, broke down at the very moment when those who
professed to believe in it were for the first time confronted with people who had indeed lost all other qualities and specific relationships – except that they were still human. The world found nothing sacred in the abstrat nakedness of being human.\(^\text{103}\)

This is not, or should not be, the condition of the inhabitants of occupied territory. That it is not could be said to be the intent of the Geneva Conventions as expounded by Pictet, namely that it was to ensure that ‘every person in enemy hands must have some status under international law’.\(^\text{104}\) Indeed, they acquire a new specific status as ‘protected persons’ in the language of the Geneva Conventions. This designation was not novel. It is recognisably the same in principle as that of the persons ‘placed under the special safeguard of the faith and honour of the American Army’, in the words of General Scott in 1847.\(^\text{105}\) Inhabitants of occupied territory do not lose all the other ‘qualities and specific’ relationships that they previously enjoyed. That had long been recognised in nineteenth century courts, although it was expressed in terms of private law, especially property law, and in terms of assumptions about changes in allegiance expressly ruled out by later conceptions of military occupation. Thus, in ‘Leitendorfer et.al. v. Webb’, the US Supreme Court held in the case of the conquest of New Mexico,

> By this substitution of a new supremacy, although the former political relations of the inhabitants were dissolved, their private relations, their rights vested under the Government of their former allegiance, or those arising from contract or usage, remained in full force and unchanged . . .

Similarly, the Court cited a British judgement according to which

> the inhabitants of a conquered territory change their allegiance, and their relation to their former sovereign is dissolved; but their relations to each other, and their rights of property not taken from them by the orders of the conqueror, remain undisturbed.\(^\text{106}\)

A later Court judgement specified that these relations included

> the preservation of order, the maintenance of police regulations, the prosecution of crimes, the protection of property, the enforcement of contracts, the celebration of marriages, the settlement of estates, the transfer and descent of property, and similar or kindred subjects.\(^\text{107}\)

The same sentiment lies behind the Hague Regulations’ prescription that the occupier shall ‘restore and maintain public order and civil life’.\(^\text{108}\)
The practice of occupiers and the prescription of codes and manuals has, as shown above, often gone further than this, allowing the persistence of municipal government, if only for the convenience of the occupier. Especially, but not only, more recently, occupiers have promoted the development of political institutions and other associations, albeit for highly diverse purposes. Insofar as the community persists – and it is the duty of the occupier, having assumed authority over it, to ensure that it does – it is arguable that the inhabitants have a duty not to frustrate the authority of the occupier. They have a derivative duty to obey arising from their membership of the community, while the occupier has a direct duty to protect arising from the occupier’s assumption of authority.

The persistence of community is of course threatened by the occupier. The maintenance of the authority of the occupier requires some restrictions. These restrictions need not amount to what Arendt described as the ‘fundamental deprivation of human rights’ experienced by the stateless, namely ‘the deprivation of a place in the world which makes opinions significant and actions effective’, though some restriction in these respects is inevitable. Yet some occupiers have embarked upon an occupation regime intended to substantially destroy all the distinctive ‘qualities and specific relationships’ enjoyed by the inhabitants and any possibility of effective opinion and action. They have become the tyrants indicted by Halleck. Just as occupiers may deliberately reject the duty of protection so too inhabitants of occupied territory may abandon their obligations to each other, not only in the sense which Oppenheim feared, bringing down the wrath of the occupier upon their fellow citizens, but in the sense of rejecting the persistence of the integrity of the community, seeking its fragmentation instead.

Just as military government seems archaic so too the idea that the inhabitants of occupied territory have a duty to obey occupiers will continue to seem archaic. Yet that does not mean that military occupation can be understood without it; moreover, can any form of government be understood without some notion of political obligation, which is an obligation, in part at least, to a government? It is inherently more problematic because it is an obligation to an alien government and because all too frequently occupiers have resorted to practices which would vitiate the claim of any government, whether alien or not, to authority properly understood.
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Chapter 6

Sovereignty and Occupation

The concept of sovereignty has played a key role in the emergence of the idea of military occupation as a distinctive phenomenon, in the various definitions of it and in the contentious notion that inhabitants could be under an obligation to obey occupiers. Unlike the latter notion, the concept of sovereignty has remained central to reflection on military occupation even where the fact of military occupation has been denied. The persistent relevance of the concept of sovereignty has been ensured by its presumed centrality to the international order and by the fact that the function of the concept of military occupation, paradoxically, was to account for the persistence of sovereignty despite the physical presence of the occupier. Here, the existence of the ousted sovereign or the ousted sovereign’s government served as evidence of the threatened continuity of the state. It was paradoxical because the fact of occupation entailed the assertion of the authority of the occupier, prevented the exercise of sovereign power, and could form the prelude to the cession of the territory, in whole or part. The threat posed by occupation was enhanced by the tendency to identify sovereignty as essential to a state and simultaneously to identify whatever governmental functions states typically exercised as manifestations of the concept of sovereignty.1 Yet, by the same token, the occupier, even if not understood as a temporary sovereign, also served as a placeholder for the threatened sovereignty, preserving the existence of government; without this the state would dissolve into anarchy, which it was presumed the international community could not tolerate.2 A recognisably similar logic is now used to justify international administration of ‘failed’ states.3

When the concept of military occupation began to crystallise, it was evident that the continued existence of the sovereign ruler was not the only guarantee of continuity. The persistent refusal of the population to submit, save under direct threat of the use of force, could fulfil the same function. That argument was invoked in a case which commanded attention for over a century, namely the fate of the Republic of Genoa. Genoa, having been conquered by France in 1797 and
incorporated into the French empire in 1805, was subsequently occupied by British forces. Its population was encouraged to re-establish a republic by the British commander, only for Genoa to be annexed by Sardinia in accordance with the peace treaty. Protest against this turned in large part on British refusal to recognise French sovereignty throughout the period of French control and Britain’s previous status as an ally of the Republic, but the leading critic of the annexation, James Mackintosh, also invoked the refusal of the Genoese to genuinely submit as evidence of the persistence of an oppressed nation.4 A century later, the principle of the persistence of a nation under occupation, now explicitly stripped of any connection to its previous constitutional form or requirements of the absence of state recognition, was invoked in favour of the Polish nation, which had been partitioned by its neighbours before the French had conquered the Republic of Genoa. The Polish academic Siegmund Cybichowski even took exception to the wording of the treaty of 28 June 1919, by which ‘the Allied and Associated Powers have by the success of their arms restored to the Polish nation the independence of which it had been unjustly deprived’.5 He did so on the grounds that ‘sovereignty, as the highest power, cannot be at the disposal of foreign states’.6 That was consistent with a modern understanding of sovereignty as rooted in a people, and with the principle of the law of occupation that the occupier is not the legitimate power, and hence can no more restore the sovereignty it never possessed than it can assign it to a third party. It was consistent with the principle that the mere duration of occupation cannot transform it into another condition. It also conveniently ignored all other considerations of the kind that had figured in the protest of Mackintosh at the treatment of Genoa.

This abstract sovereignty, construed as an indeterminate highest power tied to the persistence of the nation, seems immune to anything short of some catastrophe bordering on genocide.7 That, of course, was also its weakness. Sovereignty is not a timeless concept inherent in a body of people, however such a body might be defined. It, along with the state system it defines, is ‘based on . . . the production of a normative conception that links authority, territory, population (society, nation), and recognition in a unique way and in a particular place’.8 Those linkages can, however, be loosened to the point where little is left save a tentative recognition. Such a possibility is not a recent phenomenon. It was described well by Georg Jellinek towards the end of the nineteenth century: ‘It is not only a theoretical consequence of the concept of sovereignty that it can exist as a
nudum jus but also something demonstrable in the practical world’.9
Shortly before Jellinek made this observation, two cases had pro-
vided ample evidence: the occupation and administration of Cyprus
by Britain and of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria-Hungary, in 1878.
In both cases, the occupying powers acknowledged the continuing
sovereignty of the Ottoman Empire and initially administered them
through their Foreign Offices, though their longer-term intent was
already indicated by transfer of the administration to the Colonial
Office and Ministry of Finance, respectively. Both were subsequently
annexed.10
An inflated concept of sovereignty, presuming strong hierarchical
states, is still seen as prevalent and problematic by some commenta-
tors.11 An alternative view was expressed in the widely quoted words
of UN Secretary General Kofi Annan: ‘State sovereignty, in its most
basic sense, is being redefined . . . States are now widely understood
to be instruments at the service of their people’.12 The conclusion
drawn from such statements is that sovereignty is conditional upon
the state’s responsibility to protect its own peoples and where it vio-
lates this responsibility other states have a responsibility to intervene.
Today, so it is argued, there is a ‘marked disregard for sovereignty
traditionally construed as a barrier to humanitarian intervention’.13
According to others, sovereign states may be said to involuntarily
waive their sovereignty where they fail to protect their own peoples.14
Although the precise formulation, theoretical context and above all
constraints about who is to decide that such a condition has arisen
vary considerably, it is the range of such advocacy that is striking.15
It has also become increasingly common to write, for example, about
‘quasi-states’ whose existence is ‘primarily juridical’ and which lack
the ability to protect their populations or ensure adequate socio-
economic conditions.16 Stephen D. Krasner has unpacked the concept
of sovereignty into no less than four components:

- domestic sovereignty, referring to the organisation of public authority
  within a state and to the level of effective control exercised by those
  holding authority;
- interdependence sovereignty, referring to the ability of
  public authorities to control transborder movements;
- international legal sovereignty, referring to the mutual recognition of states or other entities;
- and Westphalian sovereignty, referring to the exclusion of external actors
  from domestic authority configurations.17

Others have turned back to Grotius and models of divisible sover-
eignty and even suggested that such notions are applicable to the
military occupation of Iraq. Similarly, a notion of a ‘disaggregated sovereignty’ has been put forward as a better conceptualisation of the role of the UN Mission in Kosovo. Of Krasnser’s four components, only international legal sovereignty would clearly survive military occupation, although, as will be shown below, not even this has remained unproblematic. Since the occupier is by definition an external actor intent upon asserting its authority within the occupied state, and since occupiers attempt, with varying degrees of success, to control borders, the implication appears to be that occupiers could acquire in substantial part the thing that distinguishes conquest from occupation: sovereignty. It would seem that, at least under certain conditions, the sovereignty of the occupied state is diminished while the occupier becomes, in some respects at least, the sovereign.

Any such implication should be resisted, of course. It illustrates in modern form, however, a recurrent problem, namely the difficulty often encountered in making intelligible and meaningful the idea of a sovereignty that eludes the potential grip of the occupier and preserves the continuity of the state under occupation. Conceptually it might appear simple to do so. If Jellinek’s claim that theoretically and practically sovereignty can shrink to a nudum jus is accepted, and if the occupier declines to assert sovereignty or other states refuse to acknowledge any assertion of sovereignty (especially where the inhabitants of occupied territory also refuse to acknowledge it, as Mackinstosh believed the Genoans had demonstrated), the persistence of sovereignty might seem straightforward. Analytically, indeed, it is straightforward. There has also been some recognition of this in the discussion of the meaning of sovereignty under conditions of military occupation. Typically, however, such recognition has been qualified, frequently leading to confusion and inconsistency. Such confusion and inconsistency is not primarily the product of carelessness but has arisen because military occupation divides legitimate authority from territory and population and thereby poses a threat to the integrity of the community that is defined precisely by their normative linkage. The nature of the threat is well illustrated by John Horton’s speculation on the refusal of French citizens to accord the Vichy regime anything more than the status of a de facto government while retaining loyalty to a French state represented by General de Gaulle:

In this situation political obligation seems entirely consistent with the denial of the authority of the de facto government; but how long an
intelligible sense of political obligation could survive this sundering from the effective government of the community is a moot point. 20

That was the question faced by Cybichowski’s ancestors during what he regarded as Poland’s prolonged occupation. 21 Failure to recognise and accept that sovereignty under conditions of military occupation shrinks to a nudum jus, serving as no more than a marker for the fact that the occupier is not sovereign, has produced an unending catalogue of equivocation and confusion, tempting occupiers to exalt their status to the point where it is difficult to discern the difference between occupiers and legitimate powers, whilst occupied populations, exiled governments and even third parties have struggled to gloss over the precarious status of occupied territory.

As the example of de Gaulle demonstrates, the existence of a sovereign exiled government or, in de Gaulle’s case, the existence of a claimant to the status of an exiled government that physically eludes the grip of the occupier has provided the traditional reference point for the persistence of sovereignty. Yet such sovereigns and governments have often shown themselves to be all too well aware of the precariousness of sovereignty as a nudum jus. Nor indeed, have they always managed to escape the grip of the occupier. Rather than being ousted sovereigns or governments, in any physical sense, they have more closely resembled captive sovereigns or governments; sometimes there has been no plausible candidate for either an ousted or a captive sovereign or government. That is a fact which occupiers sometimes sought to turn to their advantage, blurring the line between occupation and conquest.

Even where occupiers have disavowed any intent to annex territory, the extent of their assumption of authority has been so extensive as to render the difference between their authority and that of a legitimate power difficult to maintain, either in their own eyes or those of others. At the other extreme, occupiers eager, for various reasons, to divest themselves of the status and responsibilities of occupiers have hastened to restore the sovereignty of a legitimate power. Yet that too can prove to be unpersuasive as the discrepancy between the status of the sovereign power and the persistent reality of the power of the occupier merely exposes the fragility of the former and undermines the legitimacy that is supposedly its prerogative.

Such considerations are evident in the language used to describe the sovereignty that is supposed to persist during the period of occupation even where an identifiable ousted sovereign was presumed to
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exist. At one extreme, the loss of power seemed so striking that even those concerned to assert the difference between occupation and conquest wrote of the extinction of sovereignty: ‘military government takes the place of a suspended or destroyed sovereignty . . . the laws created by the sovereignty and dependent upon that sovereignty pass away with it’. Others were attracted by the logic that two sovereigns could not exist in the same place at the same time, with the presumption that as one was pushed out the other, invading sovereign, must take its place. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Frantz Despagnet allowed for the existence of two sovereigns, albeit of a different kind. According to Despagnet, the ‘sovereignty of the country invaded persists in right’ though ‘on certain points’ it is ‘replaced in fact by that of the invading country’. A similar position was adopted by Fauchille who referred to ‘the sovereignty in fact of the occupant being entirely provisional and the legal sovereignty of the invaded state not being destroyed’. A little later, Arthur Lorriot provided a more eccentric version of two types of sovereignty. According to Doris Graber, ‘Lorriot states that the occupant cannot possibly be the true sovereign of the occupied region since sovereignty can arise only from the consent of the governed. Lorriot believes that the occupant brings his own sovereignty with him’. The solution to such equivocation is to deny that the occupier is sovereign in any sense but to acknowledge that the occupier possesses authority.

That, however, still leaves the problem of how to understand the sovereignty of the ousted sovereignty. According to Raymond Robin it ‘is impossible . . . for that sovereignty to be publicly manifested, but is does not disappear on that account. Though paralyzed in fact, at least within the limits of the necessities of war, in law it continues to exist’. It is notable that Robin had some difficulty maintaining the sharp contrast between factual paralysis and continued legal title for in considering the British occupation of Egypt, whose nominal sovereign remained the Ottoman Empire, he wrote that Britain had been able ‘to establish little by little her authority over Egypt, and finally to substitute in fact her own sovereignty for that of the occupied state’. Hall noted an even more equivocal formulation, claiming that the ‘continuance of sovereignty over its occupied parts is affirmed, though in the subordinate shape of a kind of “latent title” by Klüber’. Here, even the status of the title which Robin asserted is downgraded. Bonfils had emphasised earlier the public dimension of sovereignty that also played a role in Robin’s formulation. According to Bonfils the legal sovereign was faced by the fact of occupation
with ‘the impossibility of *publicly* exercising his authority’.30 Bonfils, however, no more explained how authority could be exercised other than publicly than Robin explained how sovereignty could be made manifest other than publicly.

Others have invoked the idea of the suspension or displacement of sovereignty, without such nuances. However, the language of suspension had also been associated with the ascription of sovereignty to the invader, most notably in the American Supreme Court decision of 1819:

By the conquest and military occupation of Castine, the enemy acquired that firm possession which enabled him to exercise the fullest rights of sovereignty over that place. The sovereignty of the United States over the territory was, of course, suspended.31

Suspension of sovereignty could however be invoked without assigning the occupier, even temporarily, the status of a sovereign. The language of suspension seemed to correspond to the reality of the power of the occupier whilst also suggesting that, ineffective though this legitimate sovereignty was, it would resume in due course, in accordance with the temporary nature of military occupation. Indeed the language of suspension has continued to be deployed. Thus, Richard Caplan has noted that ‘UN Security Council Resolution 1244 (1999), while reaffirming “the commitment of all Member States to the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia”’ was, by virtue of the range of powers ascribed to the UN administration, ‘an act tantamount to the virtual suspension of Yugoslavia’s sovereignty over Kosovo’.32

Ousted sovereigns, however, have not always accepted the suspension of their sovereignty or have sought to heavily qualify any such notion. This was already indicated by the Belgian suggestion that reference to the suspension of the authority of the legitimate power be struck from the text of the Hague conference in 1899. That sentiment was reaffirmed in a Belgian court judgement of 1919 when ‘the Court held that in law national sovereignty subsisted in the occupied territory during the occupation, even when the occupying Power exercised *de facto* authority’.33 The most that a later court conceded was that legislation by the ousted sovereign intended to harm the occupant was ‘not capable of application in districts where a military occupation has been established’.34

Similar sentiments were invoked by Germany in response to the occupation of the Rhineland. On the basis that Germany remained
the sovereign of the occupied territories and that legislative power is inherent in sovereignty, it insisted that German legislation came into effect immediately in the Rhineland. The fact that, in accordance with the first Ordinance of the High Commission, German legislation had to be submitted to the High Commission (which had the power to veto the application of such laws in the Rhineland), was interpreted as a ‘condition subsequent’ to the validity of the legislation. The High Commission, on the other hand, insisted equally firmly that this vetting procedure was a ‘condition precedent’ to the application of the laws.\(^{35}\)

German courts subsequently argued that the authority of the High Commission in Germany was based upon the fact that the Rhineland Agreement had been ‘transformed’ into German law. They deduced from this that German courts had a right to review High Commission ordinances with a view to assessing their compatibility with the Agreement.\(^{36}\) In reality, Germany was no more able than Belgium had been to block the authority of the occupier. Indeed the assertion of sovereignty served more as a protest against, and simultaneously as a proclamation of, its impotence.

Despite these precedents, there was limited reflection on the position of ousted sovereigns; yet, during the Second World War, they were notable by virtue of both their number and the extent of their activity, especially in London. Eight exiled governments were recognised in London: Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and Yugoslavia. In addition to these, the British government recognised the National Committee as the ‘executive organ’ of the Free French Movement, though this amounted to less than the acknowledgement of its sovereignty.\(^{37}\) One peculiar consequence of these recognitions was the apparent existence of several sovereign bodies within the British capital. As one observer noted at the time, the ‘co-existence of two or more sovereign governments on the same territory has created a number of unprecedented legal problems’.\(^{38}\) Yet these governments were dependent upon the goodwill and recognition of Britain and the United States for their status, as the more precarious position of General de Gaulle’s Free French Movement and his prolonged and often bitter struggle for recognition demonstrated.\(^{39}\) In the case of France, the situation was complicated by the existence of the Vichy government of Marshall Pétain, which also claimed sovereignty and had some constitutional basis for doing so. However, critics disputed its capacity to enter into treaties, notably treaties relating to the transportation of French
workers to Germany, on the grounds that ‘the Pétain Government did not acquire that measure of stability and independence as to be capable of concluding international treaties’ and that it ‘owed whatever authority it possessed to the physical power of Germany’. Nor was the fact that the Vichy regime had been recognised by other states accepted as proof of its sovereignty. It is far from clear, however, that the exiled governments in London were any less dependent upon the physical power and recognition accorded them by their hosts than was Pétain’s government upon the power and recognition of Germany.

Despite this dependence, the exiled governments displayed a high level of activity, especially within the diplomatic field. They concluded agreements and treaties with Britain, the United States and later Russia, as well as amongst themselves. In the case of Poland and Czechoslovakia, this even included an agreement to form a Confederation albeit of a limited intergovernmental nature, though that foundered on residual reservations on both sides and, more significantly, on Russian antipathy. Other states also acknowledged the authority of these governments, not only over such armed forces as remained outside occupied territory but also individual citizens, at least in certain respects. As an American court put it in the case of the exiled government of the Netherlands, as ‘the sovereign it could endeavour to preserve the interest of its nationals in properties situated beyond enemy control, especially where those residing within the occupied territory might find themselves powerless to protect those interests’. This was consistent with the restriction of the authority of the occupier to the territory and inhabitants under its effective control and the denial of sovereignty to the occupier.

It was, however, the significance of the recognition of these sovereign governments to attitudes to occupied territory that was more important. Here, too, Britain or the relevant authority within the British Empire that constituted the exiled government showed no more restraint than the dispossessed governments of continental Europe. The scale of legislation for enemy-occupied territory was indeed striking. In the case of Burma, this included eight ordinances and six acts relating to the army of Burma and legislation concerning the University of Rangoon and the Railways Board. Faced with this surge of activity, but finding no British judicial precedent or even extended commentary on the legislative power of ousted sovereigns, British commentators joined exiles from continental Europe in defending the ousted sovereign. According to a leading British
authority, Arnold D. McNair, ‘an English Court will continue to treat an allied and dispossessed Government as the de iure and de facto Government of all its normal territory in spite of the occupation of a part or the whole of it’.\textsuperscript{45} The Czech exile, Egon Schwelb, commenting on British practice, welcomed the principle that ‘this law-making capacity is unrestricted’ as a rejection of wars of aggression.\textsuperscript{46} Understandable though these reactions are, it is difficult to see how they can be reconciled with the condition of belligerent occupation. Moreover, as Eyal Benvenisti has observed, these laws ‘of governments in exile were aimed at disrupting occupation policies regardless of possible hardships caused to the population’.\textsuperscript{47}

It is not surprising that, as the Allies became occupiers, they took a dimmer view of the legislative power of absent sovereigns, even where the sovereign was not an enemy of the Allies. Indeed a post-war American court held that so far as it had been able to discover, throughout World War II the United States has adhered to its position that, as a matter of law, the decrees of an absent sovereign, even a friendly one, were a nullity in the areas occupied by the United States except to the extent that the United States chose to implement them.\textsuperscript{48}

A stark illustration of that occurred in the case of death sentences passed by a court of the Allied military government in occupied Italy, after the end of the war, despite the fact that the Italian government had abolished the death penalty. Although the military government commuted the sentences it did not do so in recognition of any legislative power of the Italian government as the absent sovereign of the territories in which the crimes took place, but solely as a discretionary act of clemency.\textsuperscript{49}

A somewhat eccentric twist was given to the relationship between the concept of sovereignty and the status of the putative absent sovereign in the case of Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory, amounting to at least an approximation to a claim that Israel was itself the sovereign. This ‘missing reversioner’ argument remains important because it was adopted by the Israeli government. It was put forward by Yehuda Blum in the context of divergent responses from magistrates in territory seized from Jordan to the appointment of Israeli advocates in local courts. For Blum, however, the key issue was the common presumption of the magistrates that Jordan was the ousted sovereign. Against this Blum argued that Jordan had come into possession of this territory in violation of Article 2(4) of the Charter of
the United Nations in 1948.\textsuperscript{50} Jordan, he concluded, could not be the sovereign. Jordan’s subsequent ‘annexation’ of the territory had, he noted, not even escaped criticism from other Arab states. The most that could be said for Jordan’s status before Israeli occupation of the territory after 1967 was that Jordan had been a belligerent occupier. The key in his argument, however, was that

the rules of international law governing belligerent occupation are based on a twofold assumption, namely (a) that it was the legitimate sovereign which was ousted from the territory under occupation; and (b) that the ousting side qualifies as a belligerent occupant with respect to the territory.\textsuperscript{51}

Since Jordan, he had argued, had never been the legitimate sovereign, title to these territories could not revert to Jordan in the event of an Israeli withdrawal. He went on to suggest that of the possible claimants to title Israel had a better claim but the key in his argument was the presumption that the concept of military occupation was primarily about the reversionary rights of the legitimate sovereign. The fact that Blum made this claim in the context of the Geneva Convention relating to civilians made it easier for his critics to attack him.\textsuperscript{52} The critics also focused on the broader distortion evident in Blum’s reduction of the normative understanding of military occupation to one of the reversionary rights of ousted legitimate sovereigns. It is true that such rights often played a prominent part in the understanding of military occupation, but as the occupations of the American Civil War demonstrates it is also possible to conceive of military occupation carried out by a power that considered itself to be the legitimate sovereign.\textsuperscript{53}

This was not the only difficulty encountered in the attempt to make the concept of sovereignty central. Even Blum’s sympathisers often resorted to equivocation faced with the logic of his argument, which would have assigned sovereignty to Israel, invoking, for example, ‘the quasi-sovereign status of Israel within the West Bank area’.\textsuperscript{54} The state of Israel preferred to conclude, in the words of Benjamin Netanyahu, that the area constituted ‘disputed territories that Israel won in a defensive war in 1967’.\textsuperscript{55} That was explicitly rejected by the International Court of Justice in 2004 in its opinion on the construction of a defensive barrier inside territory that it deemed occupied territory.\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, by then some justification of that defensive barrier was sought on the grounds of the fact that the West Bank was very much distinct from Israel, though of a problematic status. The problem, it was claimed, arises
because the occupied territories are recognized as a separate and distinct entity that simultaneously lacks, to an undefined extent, sovereignty. Hence the source of the flow of activities which are derived from these territories . . . cannot be traced to a state.57

The difficulties encountered in applying the language of sovereignty, and even statehood, in the case of Palestinian territories occupied by Israel are sometimes described as unique.58 Yet such problems are evident elsewhere, not least where occupiers have asserted sovereignty, or something close to it, only to have to qualify that claim. This can be seen from Halleck’s assertion in 1861 that conquered territory, at least in respect of the United States:

is under the sovereignty and authority of the union; but it is not a part of the United States; nor does it cease to be a foreign country, or its inhabitants cease to be aliens in the sense in which these words are used in our laws . . . But while such territory forms no part of the union, and while its inhabitants have none of the rights, immunities and privileges of citizens of the United States . . . nevertheless, other nations are bound to regard the conquered territory, while in our possession, as territory of the United States, and to regard its inhabitants as under our protection and government.59

Such distinctions had already been employed in the case of the occupation of the Mexican port of Tampico, which was held by American courts to have remained a foreign port for revenue purposes despite asserting that the United States exercised ‘sovereignty and dominion’.60 By virtue of such sovereignty, however, other nations were obliged to treat it as American territory ‘as exclusively as the territory included in our established boundaries’.61 That judgement was expressly reiterated in the case of the occupation of Puerto Rico in 1898, where the Assistant Attorney General proclaimed before a court that American military government had ‘absolutely displaced Spanish sovereignty and required no further treaty to confirm its supremacy’.62 By the same token, territory occupied by enemies of the United States was held to be enemy territory. Consequently, Birkhimer concluded that the prohibition on trading with enemies ‘extends not only to every place within his dominions . . . but also to all places in his possession or military occupation, even though such occupation has not ripened into a conquest or changed the national character of the inhabitants’.63

Treaty-based occupation produced the most dramatic assertion of powers qualified only by the bare assertion that sovereignty itself
was not being claimed. In the case of the Panama Canal this was accompanied by the secession of the new Republic of Panama from Columbia, a secession secured by the United States. The same treaty by which the United States guaranteed the independence of the new Republic provided that a ten-mile-wide zone around the canal be assigned in perpetuity to the United States with ‘all the rights, power and authority . . . which the United States would possess and exercise if it were the sovereign . . . to the entire exclusion of the exercise by the Republic of Panama of any such rights, power and authority’.64 All that arguably remained to the Republic was the negative right prohibiting the United States from disposing of the zone to a third party. Panamanian sovereignty over the zone had shrunk to the *nudum jus* envisaged by Jellinek.

It was, however, the fate of Cuba that induced the greatest contortions. While Spain had relinquished any title to sovereignty by the peace treaty with the United States there had been no explicit transfer of sovereignty. Indeed the Joint Resolution of Congress of 1898 had expressly disavowed ‘any disposition or intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction or control over said island except for the pacification thereof’.65 Consequently, Cubans did not become citizens of the United States and Cuba was regarded by the courts as a foreign country, though, as before, other states were obliged to treat it as if it were American territory. In fact, Cuba’s situation in many ways resembled that of Palestine. Spain had been the legitimate sovereign of Cuba but given its explicit renunciation of any such title there was then no reversioner in the case of an end of American occupation. The position of the Cubans seemed so precarious that even the court’s insistence that Cuba was a foreign country seemed dubious for, it was suggested, ‘if we attribute to Cubans a sort of citizenship they are neither citizens or subjects of a “foreign state” for there is no “state” of Cuba’.66 The only escape from such embarrassment was found, at least to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court, in the notion that ‘as between the United States and Cuba, that island is held in trust for the inhabitants of Cuba, to whom it rightfully belongs’.67 The same status of trustee was later claimed for Israel in its relation to occupied Palestinian territory.68

Such attempts to deal with the apparent evaporation of sovereignty were not the only possible responses to the impact of military occupation. In some circumstances at least, simple denial that a problem existed at all seemed preferable. That was the strategy adopted in the second American occupation of Cuba in 1906. On that occasion
the explicit provision in the Cuban constitution for intervention was used to deny that the presence of American troops amounted to any infringement of Cuban sovereignty. The fiction of the integrity of Cuban sovereignty was maintained by the fact that Cuba conducted apparently normal diplomatic relations even with the United States. While the United States connived in this fiction in the second occupation of Cuba it expressly ruled it out in the occupations of Germany and Japan at the end of the Second World War. The Japanese government, however, resisted the instruction to close its overseas missions in neutral states and neutral missions in Japan on the basis that there was no such requirement in the Potsdam declaration that formed the basis for Japan’s surrender. The attempt to construe the surrender as contractual, and hence to salvage Japanese sovereignty, was not without sympathisers in the United States. Even more recent commentators have suggested that, since the closure of the missions was eventually brought about indirectly through instructions to the Japanese government rather than directly by the occupation authorities, the manner of their closure confirms the continuation of Japanese sovereignty. Yet the Japanese government clearly intended to claim more than such nominal status. Its attempt to set limits to the authority of the American occupier met instead with a firm rebuttal in the instructions to General MacArthur on the extent of his power: ‘Our relations with Japan do not rest on a contractual basis, but on unconditional surrender . . . Since your authority is supreme, you will not entertain any question on the part of the Japanese as to its scope’.

The fact that there was no German government to resist an analogous dissolution of diplomatic missions was taken as evidence that Germany’s claim to the status of a sovereign state was even weaker. Even before the war had ended, Hans Kelsen had outlined the two conditions that might prevail, namely belligerent occupation (occupatio bellica) or subjugation (debellatio). Although he claimed to argue from a strictly legal perspective, Kelsen was clearly motivated by a desire to avoid a repetition of the Treaty of Versailles, which, in his eyes, left not only a resentful Germany but also a regime discredited and open to nationalist attack by its association with the treaty and its conditions. His recommendation and prediction was the establishment of a condominium of the Allied powers and the subsequent establishment of a new German state which would have no legal continuity with the old one. From a post-war perspective this was exactly what had transpired, or so Kelsen claimed. In a variation on
what would become the missing reversioner argument, he argued that
the utter destruction of the German government made the existence
of the condition of belligerent occupation impossible.\textsuperscript{74}

Kelsen effectively took the three traditional components of the
concept of the state, namely a governing power, a territory and a
people, in order to argue that none of these could be ascribed to a sov-
ereign German state. In respect of the first he quoted the Allied decla-
ration of 5 June 1945: ‘there is no central government or authority in
Germany capable of accepting the responsibility for the maintenance
of order, the administration of the country, and compliance with the
requirements of the victorious powers’.\textsuperscript{75} On the basis that there can
be no state in international law without a government he concluded
that ‘Germany has ceased to exist as a state in the sense of interna-
tional law’.\textsuperscript{76} He noted, however, the obvious obstacle to his account,
that is the express renunciation of an intent to annex Germany, for
annexation had been assumed to be the consequence of subjugation.
To this he objected that since the territory was not subject to German
sovereignty, which it could not be in the absence of a German state,
and since it could not be ‘no state’s land’, it must be subject to the
sovereignty of the victors. The renunciation of annexation merely sig-
nified a political intent not to hold the territory permanently.\textsuperscript{77} There
was, he noted, some precedent for such a condition in the American
occupation of Cuba in 1898. It was a comparison which occurred to
others, including advisers to the American military government.\textsuperscript{78}
Consistently, Kelsen dismissed the Supreme Court’s assertion that
Cuba belonged to the inhabitants on the grounds that in international
law ‘a territory “belongs” to a state, not a people, that is to say, only
a state, not a people, can be the territorial sovereign’.\textsuperscript{79} He was more
equivocal in his description of the status of the inhabitants. They had
become ‘subjects’ of the occupier but not its ‘citizens’, though he con-
ceded that they could be granted certain rights, for example relating
to local government, in which case they could be viewed as citizens.
In elaborating the distinction between subjects and citizens, Kelsen
included, though he did not stress, a crucial limit to the extent that
they could be construed as citizens. According to Kelsen, a ‘citizen of
a state (in contradistinction to mere “subjects”) is he who has political
rights in, the duty of military service for, and the diplomatic protec-
tion abroad by the state concerned’.\textsuperscript{80} While the occupier can grant
political rights and offer protection abroad it cannot impose a duty
of military service. Kelsen’s ascription of sovereignty to the occupying
powers falters at one of the earliest points on which a consensus was
reached about the distinction between sovereigns and mere occupiers: the duty of military service.

Not surprisingly Kelsen’s argument met with bitter resentment amongst most German commentators who devised various arguments to assert the continuity of a German state, though the desperation with which they did so was evident in the assertion of one of Kelsen’s critics that ‘Germany persist as a state because we want it to persist as a state’.81 There was more substance to the attempt to distinguish between ‘territorial supremacy’ and territorial sovereignty, not least because it recalled the language of the Panama Treaty of 1903. As Josef Kunz recalled, this ascribed to the holder of territorial supremacy ‘all the rights “as if he were sovereign”, but not of the sovereign; the right of sovereignty, although perhaps only a *nudum jus*, can be in another state’.82 Kunz promptly conceded that even this was more difficult to maintain in the case of Germany than it had been for the Republic of Panama: not only had the victorious powers asserted the right to determine Germany’s boundaries they had also ceded parts of Germany ‘at least for administration, to the Soviet Union and Poland, and that constitutes an exercise of the *jus disponendi* by the territorial sovereign’.83

Others tried to evade the unwelcome implications of the apparent assumption of sovereignty by the Allied powers by claiming the ‘supreme authority’, which they had assumed was somehow less than full sovereignty, indicated only by some such formula as ‘all rights and *title*’.84 Jennings, who also invoked that argument, tried to make sense of the situation by starting from the unrestricted authority of the Allies:

> if as a result of the Allied victory and German unconditional surrender Germany was so completely at the disposal of the Allies as to justify them in law in annexing the German state, it would seem to follow that they are by the same token entitled to assume the rights of supreme authority unaccompanied by annexation.85

Jennings invoked the sovereign right to dispose of territory, a right incompatible with the status of an occupier, in order to justify the Allies’ express refusal to make use of the right.

The difficulty inherent in dealing with the situation was embodied in the assertion of the sometime Legal Adviser to the American Military Government in Germany, Charles Fahy, that it was quite clear that the Allies exercised ‘full sovereign power’, only for him to immediately add that ‘it may well be that in theory sovereignty in an
ultimate sense resides in the people of Germany but was suspended in exercise by them.\textsuperscript{86} In reality, that ultimate sovereignty amounted to no more than a placeholder for the continued existence of a German state or states, for some form of community, not necessarily determined by Germans, for the continued existence of people organised as a community who did not owe allegiance to the victors. In all other respects that ultimate sovereignty was no more than a \textit{nudum jus}.

The position of Japan, which it had been assumed would resemble that of Germany, seemed to offer far less difficulty. Article 8 of the Potsdam Declaration of 26 July 1945 specified that ‘Japanese sovereignty shall be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we determine’.\textsuperscript{87} The Japanese reply sought to bolster this concession by making acceptance of the surrender terms of the Potsdam Declaration conditional upon the notion that the terms did not ‘comprise any demand which prejudices the prerogatives of His Majesty as a Sovereign Ruler’.\textsuperscript{88} The reply by the American Secretary of State, James Byrnes, made clear that no restraint would be accepted upon the authority of the Supreme Commander of the Allied powers, but avoided explicitly repudiating the Japanese reference to a sovereign Emperor, while the Japanese deliberately mistranslated Byrnes note to modify its impact.\textsuperscript{89} While a modified imperial system survived, not by virtue of any concession about a sovereign Emperor but because of General MacArthur’s assumptions about the role of the Emperor in ensuring a stable political system, it did seem clear that the principle of continued Japanese sovereignty had been accepted.\textsuperscript{90} American courts had little difficulty in accepting that this was the case: ‘The occupation has been, essentially, provisional and temporary; Japan has continued as a sovereign with its rights and powers of sovereignty limited only by the directives of the Supreme Commander’.\textsuperscript{91} Yet even strident advocates of the continuation of Japanese sovereignty acknowledge that there was little scope for the Japanese government to exercise that sovereignty.\textsuperscript{92}

This relative clarity related only to homeland islands specified in the Potsdam. Other territory, most notably Okinawa, presented an entirely different picture. That became clear when an American court had to define its status and the nature of sovereignty over it. The court appeared to cut off one escape route by declaring that ‘at the outset it must be assumed that sovereignty is never held in suspense’.\textsuperscript{93} It considered the possibility that the American occupation of the island, being temporary, left sovereignty in the hands of Japan, but ruled this out on the grounds that the United States had expressed no
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such intent – but had rather expressed the intent to exclude it from Japanese sovereignty. It then considered the possibility that American intent was to create an independent state of Okinawa, in which case ‘it could be said that, in a sense, sovereignty passed to the people of Okinawa, the government being administered for the people by the occupant as a sort of trustee’.94 Again, that solution was frustrated by the absence of the requisite intention. Convinced, nevertheless, that Okinawa was still a ‘foreign country’, the court concluded that the United States exercised ‘what may be termed a de facto sovereignty’ over it. That this did not really resolve the issue was evident when the court added that the status of the island ‘offers a persuasive illustration of the observation that “the very concept of ‘sovereignty’ is in a state of more or less solution these days”’.95 Diplomatic attempts to steer between the American desire to retain control, without formal annexation and the extension of American citizenship to the inhabitants, and the Japanese desire for an acknowledgement of their claim to sovereignty, led to the concession that Japan retained ‘residual sovereignty’ while America would continue to administer the island. It amounted in fact to the adoption of a version of the model found for the Panama Canal.96

It is arguable that the fact that the model proved unsustainable in the long run is evidence of what has been called a second revolution in sovereignty, generalising the system of sovereign states originally developed in the context of European international relations into a global system.97 The subsequent challenge to the unreserved triumph of the principle of the sovereign state, in the shape of ideas of the conditional sovereignty of governments and the possibility of an involuntarily waiver of their sovereignty, has however led to a sovereignty vacuum; such notions have not extended to the point of substituting the sovereignty of the invader for that of the government or state, which would amount to the dissolution of the distinctive status of military occupation. Hence, it is argued, ‘suspension of sovereignty does not imply that the UN has assumed sovereignty over East Timor. Suspension of sovereignty signifies rather that sovereignty is not an applicable concept any more’.98 To rest there, with the sovereignty of the previous state or government being suspended or (as might be more accurately said of the case in East Timor) destroyed, but not assumed by the occupier and hence no longer applicable, would seem to amount to a relapse to a supposedly abandoned doctrine. It would seem to ignore the ‘principle that sovereignty lies in a people, not in a political elite’ and hence that ‘the fall of a government has no effect
whatsoever on the sovereign title over the occupied territory, which remains vested in the local population’. It was precisely this language that Alan Gerson used in the case of occupied Palestinian territory in elaboration of his notion of the occupier as a ‘trustee-occupant’: ‘no res nullius in the West Bank came into effect . . . sovereignty resided in the inhabitant Arabs’ or was ‘vested in the Palestinian Arabs’. Yet this sovereignty was also said to be in a ‘state of suspension’ or, in the much-quoted judgement of McNair on the status of Southwest Africa, to be ‘in abeyance; if and when the inhabitants of the territory obtain recognition as an independent state . . . sovereignty will revive and vest in the new state’. 

All of the various elements of these attempts to salvage the concept of sovereignty in the absence of a clearly recognisable ousted sovereign continue to be tenuous. The approximation of the occupier to a sovereign has been evident not only in the powers which many have assumed but sometimes even in the manner in which they have been treated by other international actors. According to Jarat Chopra, that was the case when the International Development Association of the World Bank insisted on treating the UN administration in East Timor as a sovereign government for the purposes of establishing a reconstruction fund. However, it is the notion of sovereignty vested in a people, but in suspense or abeyance, that remains the most elusive. In part, the problem has been dispute over what constitutes the people or the ‘local population’. In the case of the Palestinian people, this is complicated by the long-standing demand of a right of return for refugees evicted from their lands at the creation of an Israeli state and the fact that, even if this demand remains frustrated, substantial numbers of Palestinians will remain within the borders of Israel. In both Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo, the ‘people’ or ‘local population’ have been defined on the basis of a mixture of old sub-state administrative divisions and external imposition. In Kosovo, an initial commitment to respect the ‘sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’ was put aside by those responsible for the administration of the territory when they acquiesced in the proclamation of an independent Kosovo by the Albanian majority, whose declaration of independence had to proclaim that it ‘is a special case arising from Yugoslavia’s non-consensual break-up and is not a precedent for any other situation’.

Whether what was proclaimed as an independent state in both these cases qualified as such, let alone as a sovereign state, was contentious. One commentator complained,
In Bosnia, the fiction of Bosnian sovereignty is rhetorically observed, but the state that is supposed to be the agent of that sovereignty has no army and allows the two constituent parts of the state the sole right to maintain armed forces.105

The even more precarious status of the Palestinian authority (PA) was exposed when it tried to invoke the defence of sovereign immunity before an American court. The latter, arguing from the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, found that it was ‘transparently clear that the PA has not yet exercised sufficient governmental control over Palestine’ to qualify as a state.106

The occupation of Iraq combined the explicit denial of assumption of sovereignty by the occupier, and the attempt to locate sovereignty in the Iraqi people and in Iraqi institutions, with rhetoric that presumed that sovereignty somehow lay in the hands of the occupier – in the sense condemned decades earlier when Siegmund Cybichowski protested about the formulation according to which Polish sovereignty was restored. Security Council Resolution 1483 of 22 May 2003 reaffirmed the ‘sovereignty and territorial integrity of Iraq’ while recognising the United States and Britain as occupying powers and the ‘Authority’, that is the Coalition Provisional Authority as their unified command.107 Security Council Resolution 1511 of 16 October 2003 added a new dimension by specifying that the Iraqi Governing Council ‘embodies the sovereignty of the State of Iraq . . . until an internationally recognized, representative government is established and assumes the responsibility of the Authority’.108 Resolution 1546 of 8 June 2004 acknowledged the dissolution of this Governing Council and welcomed the imminent formation of a ‘sovereign Interim Government’ that would ‘assume full responsibility . . . while refraining from taking any actions affecting Iraq’s destiny beyond the limited interim period until an elected Transitional Government of Iraq assumes office’.109 It appears that the presumption, in the absence of any Iraqi government at all, that sovereignty lay with the Iraqi people had given way to the embodiment of this sovereignty in a government that was neither representative nor worthy of international recognition. That in turn had given way to a ‘sovereign Interim Government’, which was put under a set of constraints that, as Adam Roberts noted, put it in ‘a position analogous to that of an occupying power’.110 Worse still, on the day sovereignty was supposedly transferred, George Bush declared that ‘we have been making a transfer of sovereignty all along’.111 Since the occupier is by
definition not the sovereign, it is not at all clear how any such transfer is to be understood.

Such language served several purposes. In the first place, it served the purpose of identifying a military occupation. It subsequently reflected the desire to find some institutional embodiment or manifestation of Iraqi sovereignty, despite the persistence of military occupation. It then sought to bolster that institutional manifestation of sovereignty by according it a status and set of, albeit highly limited, powers. Sovereignty in abeyance or in suspension had turned out to be regarded as an intolerable condition. Yet the precariousness of the sovereignty of a territory under military occupation has been evident for as long as the concept and phenomenon of military occupation have acquired any clarity. That precariousness is rooted in the simple fact that without effective government, the existence of a state and any claim to sovereignty is itself precarious, that in military occupation the only effective government must be that of the occupier and the occupier is not the sovereign. Sovereignty in this condition serves at most as a *nudum jus* or as a marker for the fact that the occupier is not the legitimate power. That, of course, is unlikely to deter many from trying to construe it as something more.
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The emergence of military occupation as a distinct phenomenon was bound up with considerations of justice. Those seeking its deepest historical roots tended to trace it back to the Roman right of *postliminium*, that is, to the ‘legal principle or right by virtue of which a person taken captive in war, upon his recapture or his return to his own country, was restored to his former civil status’.

As even many of those who cited this origin noted, the comparison of the modern conception of occupation with this Roman right relied upon a ‘somewhat distant analogy’. The attraction of the term and the source lay in the authority of Roman law and the analogy with the returning sovereign anxious to assert his former status, though the application of the doctrine to the sovereign as well as the citizen was a later development. The right of *postliminium* was consequently elaborated in terms of what should happen at the end of occupation; that could not be determined without some judgement upon which acts of the occupier, or acts performed under the authority of the occupier, were to be recognised as valid. Justice and the rights which it secures were not regarded as wholly suspended. Unlike the captive Roman, the inhabitants of occupied territory did not become slaves, they were not assumed to have lost their title to property nor were their relations with each other dissolved. Unlike the Roman captive or the sovereignty of the legitimate power, however the latter is construed, their rights are not automatically in abeyance or some state of suspension pending their restoration.

However, their rights have become precarious, subject to interference by the occupier or simply deprived of the sanction that had previously guaranteed them. Both direct suppression and violation of their rights or failure to guarantee rights are destructive of justice. It is, however, the former that has tended to form the focus of discussion. It was this that Carl Schmitt seized upon in order to expose what he saw as the refusal of nineteenth-century jurists to recognise the analogy between military occupation and the state of emergency in a domestic setting. According to Schmitt, these jurists were, despite
their own inclinations, unable to provide a ‘juridical answer to any of the important practical questions’ involved in military occupation. Consequently, their ‘positivistic jurisprudence . . . simply shuns them and declares them to be not juridical, but political’. This was arguably the fate of doctrines such as war treason and problems of the levée en masse. Yet the legal formalism of which Schmitt complained mirrors his own contrast between law and politics. As Judith Shklar has argued

extreme legal formalism puts politics in brackets . . . to maintain the contrast between legal order and political chaos and to preserve the former from any taint of the latter it is not just necessary to define law out of politics; an entirely extravagant image of politics as essentially a species of war has to be maintained.

Politics as a species of war might seem less extravagant in the context of military occupation, especially where the latter is seen as an ‘incident of war’. Yet it remains extravagant for, close though the incidence of war may be, military occupation presupposes the possibility of the occupier governing by virtue of the authority that the occupier has acquired. It will not be possible to constrain that form of government entirely within the ambit of justice, understood as a ‘commitment to obeying rules, to respecting rights, to accepting obligations under a system of principles’. It has proved possible to institute some rules and the disputes surrounding them have in part been based upon the assumption that the rules of justice must be analogous to the domestic laws of states. That was clear when the Chief of the German General Staff, Count von Moltke, wrote to Johann Bluntschli in protest about the codification of the laws of war in the Oxford Manuel of 1880, which was a reformulation of the text of the Brussels Conference of 1874. Although Moltke was motivated by a certain veneration of warfare and by the desire to keep as free a hand as possible, his objection to codification was that ‘all law supposes an authority to watch over and execute it, and it is this power that is lacking in the observation of international agreements’. Yet Moltke himself, in addition to invoking the ‘gradual softening of manners’, referred to other mechanisms for imposing rules: ‘rigorous discipline, maintained in times of peace and of which the soldier has gotten the habit, and vigilance of administration which provides for the subsistence of the troops in the field’. While Moltke contrasted international agreements with these less specific mechanisms, suggesting that the former were superfluous, other commentators more
plausibly found some justification for his protest in the insufficiency of codification alone.\textsuperscript{12}

It is, however, codification that has continued to appear to dominate the search for justice in military occupation. That is evident in the major conventions of 1907 and 1949 that form the heart of international humanitarian law, of which the law of occupation forms a subset. It is even more strikingly evident in recourse to the codes reflecting the triumph of human rights as a programme in the wake of the Second World War.\textsuperscript{13} Human rights law, in the shape of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, amongst others, has been invoked either as ‘guidance’ or as directly applicable and binding.\textsuperscript{14} The fusion of international humanitarian law and human rights law has even been adopted by the International Court of Justice, albeit not to the satisfaction of all its members.\textsuperscript{15}

The courts that ensure justice under condition of occupation, or manifestly fail to do so, are those under the greater or lesser control of the occupier, depending upon whether they are courts directly established by the occupier or indigenous courts operating with the tolerance of the occupier. That, of course, leads to the suspicion that such justice as is present is no more than ‘victor’s justice’, meaning thereby that it is partial and hence no justice at all. It may indeed be the case that justice is not sought at all and, as in the Nazi courts condemned by Gustav Radbruch, ‘where justice is not even sought, where equality, which constitutes the core of justice, is consciously denied, there the law is not only an “unlawful law” but rather it lacks entirely the nature of law’.\textsuperscript{16} Similarly, where justice or the show of justice is entirely instrumental, incidental to a system of terror, and courts could equally as well be dispensed with, there is no justice at all.\textsuperscript{17} Some taint of that was evident in Ngao Ariga’s observation on the administration of justice in the Russo-Japanese war of 1904 to 1905, though he made it in the context of an argument against the need to impose the customary draconian penalty in all cases: ‘The end of martial law being intimidation rather than the punishing of acts which are immoral or contrary to the public interest, when this end is attained, it is unnecessary to punish every infraction’.\textsuperscript{18}

Justice is significant as a virtue in its own right, as a constraint upon the arbitrary and capricious will of the occupier and as a condemnation of a facade of justice that can take on a perverted form to the point where it loses any connection with justice in a meaningful
sense of the term. Yet, formal legal order is itself a form of power and a type of legitimacy, as Max Weber argued. Similarly, some form of justice enhances the authority of the occupier. That has not escaped the attention of at least some occupiers, though it is something which they can only imperfectly imitate because the occupier is by definition not the legitimate power and because occupiers inevitably act in ways that violate the legal order, even where it is the one they attempt to impose. It remains the case that the more they can rely upon it the less they must rely upon the force that ultimately explains the fact of occupation. Yet, while some have realised that justice and the rule of law or some approximation of it are not only constraints, the attempt to move too quickly towards the rule of law brings with it its own risks. That was recognised by Ernst Fraenkel:

From a psychological point of view, the co-existence of two systems of government – a rule of arbitrariness and a rule of law – is probably harder to endure than an outright rule of martial law . . . if legal procedures are presumably respected, extra-legal measures appear arbitrary and the activities of the courts hypocritical.

The charge or suspicion of hypocrisy, or victor’s justice, readily arises where occupying powers are tempted to try inhabitants for war crimes or crimes against humanity. Military occupation, of course, is not a necessary condition for such efforts. Those presumed to be guilty of war crimes or crimes against humanity can fall into the hands of the courts of other states or international courts by other means, including extradition or simply entering another jurisdiction without anticipating such prosecutions. Military occupation, however, potentially places the accused at the disposal of the occupier more directly and certainly than other mechanisms. The fact that Germany as a whole was not occupied at the end of the First World War provides evidence of the limits upon victors who are not also occupiers. Unable to seize those they wished to prosecute, the victorious powers were forced to agree to trials by German courts whose judgements and lenient sentences outraged them, leaving the French president, Aristide Briand, denouncing this ‘parody of justice’.

The victors’ stance was not helped by the fact that there were significant differences between the American view of the nature of the tribunals before which individuals might be tried and of the nature of those individuals, and the views of the other victors. The Americans protested that they knew of ‘no international statute or convention making a violation of the laws and customs of war . . . an international
crime, affixing a punishment to it, and declaring the court which has jurisdiction over the offence’.\textsuperscript{23} They allowed, however, that national ‘military courts or commissions’ could exercise such jurisdiction for violations of the laws of war affecting their own subjects ‘whether such acts were committed within portions of their territory occupied by the enemy or by the enemy within its own jurisdiction’.\textsuperscript{24} They were less cooperative over the prospect of the trial of the ex-Emperor of Germany, noting that the others were determined, in disregard of the doctrine of sovereign immunity in international law, ‘to try and punish by judicial process the “ex-Kaiser”’.\textsuperscript{25} Despite these reservations, President Wilson eventually agreed to a trial, though that meant little given the refusal of the Netherlands, to which the ex-Emperor had fled, to extradite him.\textsuperscript{26}

Over a century earlier, in the aftermath of the battle of Waterloo, the victors had also been divided. The Prussians favoured summary execution of Napoleon and leading Bonapartists in the name of justice but were vigorously opposed by the Duke of Wellington. The outcome was that the Prussians deferred to Wellington; as the Prussian General Gneisenau put it ‘from esteem for the Duke and – weakness’.\textsuperscript{27} The British prime minister, Lord Liverpool, favoured a French trial of Bonapartists if only because he held that the French king would not be ‘secure upon his throne till he has dared spill traitors’ blood’, adding that ‘it is not that many examples would be necessary; but the daring to make a few will alone manifest any strength in the government’.\textsuperscript{28} The French king, whose security still depended on Allied armies of occupation, hesitated, eventually resorting to a few symbolic trials and executions. When, as anticipated, Napoleon handed himself over to the British, they showed no more enthusiasm for a trial and dispatched him to the island of St Helena as a prisoner of state. Although the deliberations of the victors of 1815 took place in a radically different atmosphere from that of the twentieth century, they already exhibited a blend of vengeance and aversion from it, expediency and considerations of justice, and a preference for relying upon indigenous courts where possible.

Napoleon’s fate, the failed attempt to impose justice by proxy at Leipzig after the First World War, and the disassociation of justice from any judicial process were all invoked in the debates that led to the establishment of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. Summary execution, at least of leading Nazis, was favoured by key figures from all of the Allied powers. Churchill’s view was that as suspected Nazi leaders were seized by Allied troops,
the nearest officer of the rank or equivalent rank of Major-General will forthwith convene a Court of Inquiry, not for the purpose of determining the guilt or innocence of the accused but merely to establish the fact of identification. Once identified, the said officer will have the outlaw or outlaws shot to death within six hours and without reference to higher authority.²⁹

The British lord chancellor, John Simon, concurred that ‘the question of their fate is a political, not a judicial, question’.³⁰ The divided British cabinet subsequently gave way to American pressure for a judicial process.

Ensuring justice through a judicial process appeared, however, to be an uncertain process given the scale of Nazi atrocities, the number of people complicit in them and the potential difficulties of demonstrating guilt in individual cases. The solution, so it seemed to Colonel Murray Bernaeyes, was to charge the Nazi leadership with criminal conspiracy thereby condemning them all by demonstrating the existence of the conspiracy. Declaring the core organisations of the Nazi movement to be criminal organisations would likewise ensure that lower ranking Nazis would not escape. Neither strategy appealed to the American legal advisor, Herbert Wechsler, who noted that the charge of criminal conspiracy was a specifically Anglo-Saxon legal concept.³¹ In fact, both the significance of the identification of criminal organisations and the specifically Anglo-Saxon nature of conspiracy were modified in the course of the Tribunal’s deliberations.³²

It was not only the charges that seemed to challenge judicial probity. Both the wider nature of the law to be applied and the status of the Tribunal were open to the accusation of being screens for victors’ justice. In its final judgement, the Tribunal explicitly sought to refute such accusations, stating that the charter creating it ‘was the exercise of the sovereign legislative power by the countries to which the German Reich unconditionally surrendered’ but also that the Charter ‘is not an arbitrary exercise of power on the part of the victorious Nations, but . . . is the expression of international law existing at the time of its creation; and to that extent is itself a contribution to international law’.³³ In this, as in much else, the Tribunal struggled to combine the idea that, in terms of its own existence and the rules it applied, it was following established precedent with the fact that it was precisely the unprecedented barbarity of the Nazi regime that made the imposition of some form of justice so imperative.³⁴ The same imperative drove the numerous other tribunals and military
government courts to impose judgements ‘irrespective of when or where the crime was committed, the belligerency or non-belligerency status of the punishing power or the nationality of the victims’. That stood in marked contrast to the American view at the end of the First World War.

Despite the reservations that surrounded the Nuremberg Tribunal and the difficulty of constraining its status and judgements within traditional understanding of international law and justice, the trials it conducted were not rigged trials, as the disagreements amongst the judges over both judgements and sentences illustrates. The process was fair in terms of requirements of evidence and opportunities for defence. At the minimum, as Shklar put it, even critics tended to agree ‘that the Trial was fair and that something deserving punishment had been committed’. There was more reservation about the fairness of the war crimes trials in the Far East, though these too illustrate the connection between the fact of occupation and the attempt to enforce justice. That the United States was entitled to establish trials for this purpose was, as the Supreme Court saw it, ‘an exercise of the authority sanctioned by Congress to administer the system of military justice recognised by the law of war’. In the case of appeals by the former minister Hirota Koki and others, the Supreme Court held that the tribunal sentencing these petitioners is not a tribunal of the United States . . . The military tribunal sentencing these petitioners has been set up by General MacArthur as the agent of the Allied Powers . . . [and hence] . . . the courts of the United States have no power or authority to review, to affirm, set aside or annul the judgements and sentences imposed.

Whether that meant that the tribunal was wholly independent was disputed. On the tribunal itself, Judge Radhabinod Pal insisted that ‘we are to be “a judicial tribunal” and not “a manifestation of power”’ but complained in fact that the tribunal had turned out to be the latter rather than the former. An American Supreme Court judge concurred as to the nature of the tribunal. It was, he declared

an instrument of military power . . . It responded to the will of the Supreme Commander as expressed in the military order by which he constituted it. It . . . did not act as a free and independent tribunal . . . It was solely an instrument of political power.

There was, he concluded, nothing objectionable in that. However, it was not only some of the judges on the Tokyo tribunal who had reservations about the process; General Charles Willoughby, a
leading figure in MacArthur’s occupation administration, privately denounced the trial as ‘the worst hypocrisy in recorded history’. Far more so than the Nuremberg Tribunal, the various tribunals in the Far East were surrounded by acrimony and the charge or suspicion that this was no more than victor’s justice. The acrimony did not readily subside, and the dilemma was that some such process was unavoidable. The fact of occupation put the accused within the grip of the occupier. That acts ‘deserving punishment had been committed’ was undeniable. The national courts of the victors were not regarded as having jurisdiction and the courts of the inhabitants could not be trusted, or burdened, with trials of those regarded as major war criminals. No independent international court existed. The justice of the occupier was the only alternative to no justice.

The perceived alternative to this dilemma has long been the creation of an independent international court, established on a permanent basis, which would ensure justice without creating the suspicion of victor’s justice. The eventual emergence of the Statute of the International Criminal Court in 1998 marked a hesitant step in that direction. Lacking ratification by the United States, reliant upon states for investigation and arrest of suspects and restricted by the principle of complementarity (giving priority to adjudication by state courts), its impact upon justice in cases of military occupation is at best uncertain. Resort to ad hoc tribunals continued in the case of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, sitting at The Hague. Although the Tribunal could indict suspects on its own initiative, it too was divorced from power. As one commentator put it, ‘What made Nuremberg suspect made it strong; what made The Hague unimpeachable made it weak’.

That weakness was demonstrated in Bosnia-Herzegovina where NATO’s Implementation Force was reluctant to seek out suspects indicted by the Hague Tribunal or even to provide security for the investigation of the scenes of war crimes. In Kosovo, the decision to rely on indigenous courts rather than military courts or their equivalents led to problematic cases, especially given that these local courts were dominated by the Albanian majority. Sheer prejudice as well as community pressure and even threats encouraged these courts to exonerate suspects regarded by their community as ‘war heroes’ while pursuing Serb suspects. In acknowledgement of these difficulties the UN Mission in Kosovo proposed a Kosovo War and Ethnic Crimes Court with the power to assume jurisdiction over cases as it deemed fit. This court, though including indigenous judges, was to be
dominated by international judges. The entire project was allowed to wither, apparently because of concerns about costs.48

In Iraq, a range of options was considered, including an international tribunal under the authority of the UN Security Council, analogous to the Hague Tribunal. That option was rejected in favour of an Iraqi court, the Iraq Special Tribunal established by the Iraqi Governing Council in December 2003, but sanctioned by the Coalition Provisional Authority.49 That meant that the Tribunal was in reality the creation of the occupying powers – a fact reinforced by its specific designation as a special tribunal standing apart from the wider Iraqi legal system.50 Close involvement of American advisors in the trial of Saddam Hussein further reinforced the impression.51 Much as British leaders had hoped that trial of the King’s enemies at the end of the Napoleonic wars would strengthen the role of the monarchy in France, so too the occupiers in Iraq hoped Iraqi judgment upon Hussein and others guilty of war crimes or crimes against humanity would bolster the new Iraqi regime. The latter did indeed prove to be more ready to spill blood than the French king.

Justice under conditions of military occupation cannot entirely escape the suspicion that it is victor’s justice, especially where former enemies or perpetrators of war crimes, or both, stand before courts of some form or another. The unveiled justice of the occupier is no guarantee either that it will seem better or worse than the veiled justice exercised via international tribunals or indigenous courts operating with the assistance or by the toleration of the occupier. It guarantees only that power is available to those who seek justice, assuming, that is, that they seek it at all.

Although the justice entailed in the condemnation of traitors or war criminals has been a part of the administration of justice under occupation it is only a part. Justice in these conditions also entails the administration of justice over the inhabitants more generally and over the forces of the occupier. It was in fact the latter that pushed the issue of justice to the forefront as General Scott heard of the abuses committed by his own forces as they entered Mexican territory, and more specifically of the murder of a Mexican civilian by an American soldier, for which the only available punishment at the time was the dismissal of the murderer from the army. Scott’s response was to decree the creation of military commissions, modelled on courts martial, with the authority to impose punishments analogous to American practice. The novelty of his order was evident in the response of the Secretary of State, as recorded by Scott, ‘a
startle at the title was the only comment he then, or ever made on the subject’. The Attorney General, he noted, ‘was stricken with legal dumbness’. The hesitancy in this attempt to exert justice over the occupier’s army was confirmed by the case of an officer, accused of murder, who escaped and was detected only after the end of the war. Since the only law and courts to which his crime was subject were those of Scott’s occupation, and that occupation had ended, he was deemed to be beyond the reach of justice.

Scott’s order was intended to be provisional, ‘until Congress could be stimulated to legislate on the subject’ as he wrote, and directed primarily at his own forces, although it also applied to Mexicans. Where possible, conflicts between Mexicans were to be left to Mexican courts and law. Separate councils of war were instituted to deal with offences against the laws of war while courts-martial were also maintained. The plethora of courts and the varying legal codes – army regulations, Mexican law, the law enshrined in Scott’s orders, the laws of war – are but two indications of the difficulty of maintaining some form of justice in this uncertain atmosphere. Moreover, although Scott proudly maintained that his system of justice ‘conciliated Mexican [and] intimidated the vicious of the several races’, other methods were also deployed. Collective punishment and punitive raids also formed part of Scott’s justice and some Mexicans, being less than conciliated, denounced a rule of ‘tyrannical caprice’.

What was clear was that while the inhabitants of occupied territory were subject to multiple jurisdictions and laws, the forces of the occupier were subject solely to the jurisdiction of occupier. Attempts by indigenous courts during the Civil War to assert jurisdiction over individuals within the occupying force were brusquely rebutted by the United States Supreme Court. It was still possible, towards the end of the century, to raise the question of whether the jurisdiction was restricted to cases arising under the laws of war or extended to crimes against common law, though Bonfils found little difficulty in deciding that it did, at least where the safety of members of the occupying force was concerned. That justice – that is the justice of the occupier – protected the occupier’s interests, and that it was a form of power, was one face of justice. The other, equally acknowledged, was that justice remained an interest of the occupied and, so far as possible, that interest was best served by existing law and systems of adjudication. As Birkhimer argued,

It would be productive of the greatest confusion if a community who had been governed by one law should have that law, with which they
are acquainted, suddenly changed for another of which they are totally ignorant, as well, of the tribunals which are to administer justice among them.\textsuperscript{61}

Efforts were often made in cases where indigenous judges had fled to provide justice according to the indigenous law where such cases would otherwise have been left in the hands of indigenous courts, as General Funston’s army did in Mexico in 1914 and the Japanese did in occupied Chinese territory in 1894 and 1904–5.\textsuperscript{62}

Despite the fears of General von Moltke, the sense that justice could serve the interests of both occupied and occupier facilitated the gradual extension of the presumption that some form of judicial process should prevail wherever possible. That presumption was evident in the agreement in 1899 that there should be provision for a trial ‘in espionage as in all other cases’.\textsuperscript{63} Similarly, one of the innovations in the Hague Regulations of 1907 was the prohibition ‘to declare abolished, suspended or inadmissible in a court of law the rights and actions of the nationals of the hostile party’, although most commentators seem to have viewed this as merely declaratory of customary law.\textsuperscript{64}

Whether the institution of some form of judicial process actually served an interest in justice depended not just upon codes and courts for these could be deployed so far in the interest of power as to become a substitute for the ‘tyrannical caprice’ they were meant to constrain. Such caprice could take the form of the minute regulation of life adopted by Imperial German tribunals in Belgium during the First World War, conducted in German and applying German court procedures. The activities of these tribunals were so extensive that prisons had to be supplemented by requisitioned hotels and other buildings in order to house those condemned to imprisonment.\textsuperscript{65} Both Soviet and German administration of occupied territory in the Second World War inevitably went further still in the instrumentalisation of the administration of justice, though even here some minimal level of protection or moderation of otherwise severe penalties could be obtained where the occupier deemed it expedient.\textsuperscript{66} In the Netherlands, one of the greatest constraints on the instrumentalisation of the judicial system was, as the Nazi Security Service complained, ‘the acute shortage of ideologically reliable lawyers who are also professionally competent’.\textsuperscript{67} Less constraint came from the Dutch Supreme Court, which declined the opportunity to claim a right to scrutinise the decrees of the occupier on the grounds that
neither the Hague Conventions nor Dutch practices suggested that ‘there had been the intention or even the idea that in the case of an occupation . . . the Dutch judicial power should have the right of scrutiny’.\footnote{68} In reality the Supreme Court’s own commitment to legality weakened it when faced with an occupier for whom justice – where justice is understood to presuppose ‘an identifiable rule and the disposition to follow it’\footnote{69} – was even more secondary in the administration of occupied territory than it was within its own domestic system. While it is clear that where justice is not even sought the facade of it can only be corrosive, it is also true, in conditions of military occupation, that the proclamation of the rule of law beyond what the occupier can tolerate whilst remaining an occupier can also be corrosive. That, as Fraenkel pointed out, was the outcome of the occupation of the Rhineland. The immediate difficulty lay in the provisions of the Rhineland Agreement whereby ‘German courts shall continue to exercise civil and criminal jurisdiction’ limited only by the exceptions that the occupying forces and people employed by them ‘shall be exclusively subject to military law and jurisdiction of such forces’ and that offences against the ‘person or property’ of the occupying forces ‘may be made amenable to the military jurisdiction of the said forces’.\footnote{70} German publicists interpreted this as implying that German courts could try people committing offences against the occupying forces, albeit only in accordance with German law and duly enacted decrees of the High Commission and in accordance with the military codes of the occupiers. The High Commission predictably took a different view, asserting its jurisdiction in its Ordinance No. 2. Even this, however, left open the possibility that the military authorities could choose to leave a case in the hands of the German courts, subject to the reservation that they could transfer it to another court at any point.\footnote{71} This was the course followed by the American commander in the case of a German accused of murdering an American soldier. He noted his expectation that the ‘sentence would doubtless be death’ but added that if ‘indications cause me to believe that the court is not going to mete out justice, right is reserved to suspend the proceedings and give the case to a military commission’.\footnote{72} In practice, the military authorities found little fault in the rulings of the German courts but the equivocation gave the Germans the opportunity to protest against the threat to the independence of the German judiciary and the elevation of caprice over the rule of law.\footnote{73}

French publicists and courts effectively sought to expand the jurisdiction of the High Commission and the military authorities,
extending the traditional presumption that the military authorities were entitled to exercise jurisdiction over threats to their security to a wider jurisdiction over matters in the interest of their states. This was applied even to French citizens who violated customs regulations established by the High Commission. The French Court of Appeal concluded that since the ‘customs regulations were enacted in the Rhenish provinces in the interest of the Allied powers . . . and therefore in the interests of the French state’ the military tribunal had jurisdiction. The tension between such interest and the form of law broke through in the case of a German separatist condemned by German courts. According to the American commander, General Allen, the French president of the High Commission, Paul Tirard, declared that ‘the matter was not to be considered in a judicial sense, which was of no importance to him, but in its political aspect’. Objections by other members of the Commission led to equivocation and the emergence of a compromise which would lead to the eventual freeing of the separatist and to Allen’s recording that ‘I detest this policy of sacrificing our ordinances, judicial considerations, and fairness to political exigency’. Even in their own eyes, and with the elastic French interpretation of the remit of jurisdiction in terms of state interest, the occupiers could not maintain their principled commitment to the rule of law. To the Germans, of course, the case amounted to ‘an unheard of infringement of the legal powers of the Prussian courts’. These disputes were inflamed by German resentment against the Treaty of Versailles, which the occupation of the Rhineland embodied on German territory, and by the foolish French strategy of support for separatism in the Rhineland. Yet there was, as Fraenkel concluded, a deeper flaw:

the concept of ‘rule of law’ has different meanings in a government based on democratic consent and a government based on military force. It was the failure to recognise this fundamental fact that constituted the greatest weakness of the Rhineland Agreement.

His point was not that justice had to be abandoned to caprice but rather that, initially at least, such justice as could be established would have to be an imposed justice, one which could not presume the consent that played such an essential role in the rule of law in an established democratic state. To treat a regime of occupation “as if” it were a democratic regime’ is to expose the hypocrisy of such a supposition.
There could be no such deception as Allied armies occupied enemy territory towards the end of the Second World War. Especially in Germany, the laws, judges and judicial procedures were unacceptable to the occupier. Earlier, in North Africa, a different problem had arisen, reminiscent of British experience in Mesopotamia and Palestine during the First World War. There, in Cyrenaica, only the Sharia and Rabbinical religious courts still functioned. The Italian judges and lawyers had fled and qualified indigenous personnel were practically non-existent. The British occupation administration struggled to develop a judicial system, issuing a Civil Offences Promulgation in place of the Italian penal code. Particular difficulty was experienced with the system of appeals which followed the traditional practice of making the Chief Administrator of the occupation administration the ultimate source of appeal. Although these officers could turn to legal advisers, they were, as one adviser lamented, not always willing to accept the advice of their Legal Advisers... and, doubtless with the best of intentions, sometimes intervened to interfere with sentences upon no apparent legal principles, or to stultify the provisions of their own proclamations, or to over-rule The Hague Regulations with which they not seldom displayed a disconcerting unfamiliarity.

That some system of appeal was necessary to serve justice was as evident as the difficulty of establishing one that did not itself turn out to be a source of caprice.

Imposing justice in Italy and Germany, especially in the latter, became bound up with the purge of Fascists and National Socialists, but it also encountered more-common obstacles. The sheer extent of the number of cases was aggravated by the dislocation of war and food shortages. In Germany, as one Allied legal officer recalled, the ‘struggle for survival was making potential criminals of the whole nation’. Prolonged reliance upon the black market in the light of an official food supply insufficient to prevent malnutrition raised a similar problem in Japan. In Italy, consideration of this even deterred Allied military courts from imposing what their superiors regarded as adequate sentences.

Since, contrary to Birkhimer’s expectation, justice could not in many cases be left to courts and procedures with which the inhabitants were familiar, and since even qualified Allied officers were unfamiliar with continental legal procedures, those brought before Allied military courts were confronted with an alien Anglo-Saxon adversarial system. However, in both Italy and Germany there was an
intention to establish a form of justice that, especially in contrast to the subversion of anything resembling the rule of law by the defeated regimes, would rebound to the advantage of the occupiers as well as serving their proclaimed principles. Indeed it was claimed that military courts became the major interface between the population and the occupiers and were a ‘force for democracy’. The same linkage was asserted by American General Lucius Clay: ‘I believed that democratic growth in Germany was possible and I determined to make military government a rule of law’. Initially, though, establishing military government took priority.

The immediate impact of the occupation was a paralysis of the judicial system as Military Government Law No. 2 closed all German courts. As an American legal officer at the time acknowledged, the military government courts made ‘little or no attempt . . . to impress upon the inhabitants of the occupied areas the superiority of the American way of life. Their judgements were harsh, and the justice they dispensed was summary’. Initially, their prime concern was reflected in the types of case they adjudicated, notably illegal possession of war material and violations of military regulations such as curfews and false identification. By July 1945, however, some effort was being made to mitigate these characteristics of the initial phase. As German courts were reopened further confusion arose from a provision of Military Government Law No. 2 prohibiting German courts from dealing with cases involving offences against the orders of the occupation forces. Since the military government had asserted supreme authority, including all legislative power, that left German courts unable to enforce the law, necessitating an amendment providing that they could be specifically authorised to deal with such cases.

That amendment was part of the process whereby greater coherence was given to the ‘initial judicial system which was adopted as an emergency measure’ and which had tried 385,000 cases before it was replaced in August 1948. Even before then, some restriction had been placed upon the authority of army commanders, with searches normally requiring warrants issued by military government courts in 1947, and a right of habeas corpus being extended to those subject to military courts early in 1948. Under the reformed system, civil jurisdiction was largely returned to the re-established German courts, at least over German nationals. Displaced persons remained under military jurisdiction until much later. Members of the occupation forces and those accompanying them also remained under military
jurisdiction, either in the shape of courts-martial or military government courts. Whether exercising jurisdiction over Germans or non-Germans, the administration of justice by the occupying forces remained a self-enclosed system insulated from the domestic judicial systems of the occupiers. In that respect it abided by the prohibition upon extending the jurisdiction of the courts of the occupier over occupied territory, which was seen as a prelude to annexation or even as the assertion of annexation.

It was, therefore, with some hesitation that the Israeli High Court of Justice moved to exercise judicial review over the acts of the Israel armed forces in occupied Palestinian territory, being encouraged in this by the Israeli state’s agreement not to dispute its jurisdiction. The Court responded by assuming ‘without ruling on the matter, that the jurisdiction exists on the personal level against functionaries in the military government . . . as “persons fulfilling public duties according to law” and who are subject to the review of this court’. Amongst the reasons for this highly unusual extension of jurisdiction was the desire to present the occupation as one embodying the rule of law, thereby enhancing its legitimacy in the eyes of the Israeli population and of the wider world. It has, however, exposed the ambivalence of the administration of justice, calling forth accusations that it is a sham justice that casts a veil of legality over the arbitrary acts of the occupying forces. The Court itself has acknowledged that, as an agent of the state of Israel, it cannot be indifferent to the hostility of inhabitants of occupied territory to Israel. Thus, in a case of Palestinians petitioning against deportation, one of the judges acknowledged considering the argument that given the evidence that the petitioners had incited the population in the Territories to violent action and to the destruction of the State of Israel by violent means . . . or that they would engage in such incitement if they were allowed to return to their homes, they are not worthy for any remedy from this court, which serves as one of the authorities of the state.

While the Israeli Court has not in fact rejected a right of petition on this ground, the Court, as a court of the occupying power, is trapped between the need to maintain the autonomy of law from politics, and its own independence and legitimacy, and the imperatives of the Israeli state as an occupying power. That, as even its critics admit, has allowed some scope for petitions from inhabitants of the occupied territories, but only limited scope. The ‘landmark
cases’ in which the Court has found in favour of the petitioners are limited in number, giving rise to the suspicion that these are no more than token concessions behind which lies a judicial system inevitably predisposed to give priority to the security considerations of the occupying forces. Again, even those well disposed to the Court (and to the Israeli judicial administration of the occupied territories more generally) have conceded that faced with an ‘intolerable balance’ the Court has presided over a system characterised by mass arrests and arbitrary arrests intended as means of intimidation, administrative detention, violation of procedural safeguards and a conviction rate of 95 per cent, inducing those accused to plead guilty in the light of the futility of pleading their innocence.100

Initially at least the Court was disinclined to question assertions by the state relating to security considerations. As Justice Landau put it,

The spheres of intervention of this court in the military considerations of the military government are very narrow, and the judge as an individual will certainly refrain from placing his views on political and security matters in place of the military considerations of those who are entrusted with the defence of the state and with maintaining public order in occupied territory.101

That did not exclude the possibility that the Court would challenge such judgements where it was clear that it was not military considerations that drove a particular decision, as was true of the Elon Moreh case concerning the requisition of land for an Israeli settlement. In that case, however, divisions amongst the Israeli authorities, including within the Cabinet, as well as the Court’s suspicion that they had attempted to mislead the Court, emboldened its decision.102 Yet even the less restrictive view of the Court’s competence in assessing security issues that subsequently emerged could not remedy the basic underlying constraints.103 The Court could not engage in open confrontation with the government of Israel without risking a reaction that could prove a threat to its own autonomy within Israel. Nor can it be presumed to have wished to concede too many victories of principle to the inhabitants of the occupied territories.104

Despite these constraints, the Court has mitigated the harshness of military occupation by promoting out-of-court settlements and by imposing restrictions, usually of a procedural nature, upon the occupation authorities. The ‘shadow’ effect, as it has been called, may have been more significant than its formal decisions and was
openly acknowledged in a case relating to the demolition of housing as a punishment for terrorist acts: ‘on more than one occasion our remarks motivated the security authorities to agree (without waiting for a judicial decision) to mitigate the damage to the living quarters of others which are in the building that is to be demolished’.105

None of this could bring the reality of occupation wholly within the rule of law, nor even challenge key political decisions – most notably Israeli settlements in the occupied territories – that clearly violated the international law of occupation. Even mechanisms that benefited petitioners, such as the settlements effected through government lawyers prior to the initiation of formal proceedings, were not free of suspicion. For as a study of such mechanisms concluded: ‘instead of enjoying legal rights, Palestinians were dependent on discretionary concessions rendered to them on an ex gratia basis because of the (contingent) “good will” of the judge (or the government lawyer’).106 The caprice that justice was to have mitigated surfaced in the judicial system even as it sought to bring caprice under some form of control.

While Israel sought to reconcile military occupation and the rule of law through the extension of the jurisdiction of its High Court, in other recent cases occupiers have sought to establish the rule of law through indigenous courts as a part of a wider process of regime transformation and democratisation, eschewing the utilisation of the administration of justice themselves. Indeed, there was a tendency to give priority to the establishment of democracy. In retrospect at least that seemed a dubious strategy, for, as Paddy Ashdown, a former High Representative in Bosnia, reflected:

In Bosnia, we thought that democracy was the highest priority and we measured it by the number of elections we could organize . . . In hindsight, we should have put the establishment of the rule of law first, for everything else depends on it: a functioning economy, a free and fair political system, the development of civil society, public confidence in policing and the courts.107

In fact, even the rule of law, understood as the precondition of a functioning democratic regime rather than the administration of justice by the occupier, strained the resources of the indigenous courts as the occupiers rushed to establish or re-establish them, and then strained the resources of the occupiers as they sought to deal with the consequences. In Bosnia, where existing courts continued to function, the multiplicity of jurisdictions, the sheer plethora of courts, the existence
of multiple sources of legislation and the partisan behaviour of indigeneous judges led one international report to conclude that ‘Bosnia’s legal and judicial systems were themselves principle obstacles to the rule of law’.\textsuperscript{108} Attempts to reform it were hampered by the proliferation of international agencies, sometimes operating discontinuous review programmes. The shortage of qualified legal personnel led international agencies to seek the appointment of people who had fled from the territory during the conflict, only for such people to be denounced as traitors for having fled in the first place.\textsuperscript{109} The same problem, solution and accusation recurred in Kosovo.

In Kosovo, as in East Timor, the judicial system had served as one of the prime means of discrimination and oppression by the previous regimes, leaving no more than a handful of qualified personnel, if that, from the majority populations. Destruction of the infrastructure, including court buildings and records, especially in East Timor, meant that there was effectively no judicial system to administer.\textsuperscript{110} The preference for relying on indigenous legal staff, in part at least for fear of being perceived as imperialists, could only be partially realised and effectively constricted the administration of justice. Insufficient personnel meant both the failure to investigate crimes and prolonged periods of pre-trial detention.\textsuperscript{111} In the absence of a functioning judicial system and police force both the Kosovo Force and the International Force in East Timor resorted to a policy of detention without trial, with the former persisting in detaining individuals even against court orders for their release.\textsuperscript{112} Neither, however, had the capacity or perceived authority to establish their own courts to try those detained, despite their own concerns about international expectations that such people should be tried.\textsuperscript{113}

As international judges were brought in to supplement the simple shortage of qualified legal expertise or to remedy the partiality of indigenous judges, the diversity of their own legal backgrounds, compounded by the brevity of their period in office, resulted in cases where such judges applied their own national law rather than the law supposedly applicable in the territory.\textsuperscript{114} The participation of international judges in a system initially intended to be run by indigenous staff, rather than the operation of a separate judicial system in the manner of more traditional military courts, may even have aggravated some features of the inevitable departure of the administration of justice from the rule of law. That is evident in the complaints about the immunity of international judges from the regulatory procedures to which the indigenous judges sitting on the same panel were subject.
Such ‘double standards’ were denounced in Kosovo even by the Ombudsperson established by the UN Mission’s own regulations.\textsuperscript{115} Yet such consequences followed inevitably from the initial strategy of reliance upon an indigenous system which either did not exist or, so far as it did, was ill-equipped to administer justice. In retrospect, it seemed to Hansjorg Strohmeyer, a legal adviser in both East Timor and Kosovo, that more direct involvement of the military in the administration of justice for an initial period might be desirable, though there was some hesitation in drawing this conclusion:

Intuitively, one would hesitate to involve military actors in this sensitive area of civil administration, but in the absence of sufficient and immediately deployable civilian resources, it may be the only appropriate response to avoid the emergence of a law enforcement vacuum.\textsuperscript{116}

The law enforcement vacuum in Iraq resulted from lack of preparation, the limited manpower of the occupation forces and the failure of those available to respond to their obligation ‘to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and civil life’.\textsuperscript{117} There was, however, no shortage of qualified judges comparable to that in East Timor and Kosovo. The peripheral role of the court system in the repressive apparatus of the regime of Saddam Hussein also meant that it was less tainted than many had feared.\textsuperscript{118} The occupation authorities did establish a Judicial Review Committee, analogous to practice in Kosovo, to vet judges. The rapid deterioration of security persuaded them to create a Central Criminal Court of Iraq in Baghdad to deal with the more serious cases, believing that this would act with a degree of professionalism they could not expect of the rest of the court system.\textsuperscript{119} This reliance upon indigenous courts to try cases including accusations of launching attacks upon occupation forces was, as one strident critic of the practice complained, ‘unprecedented in U.S. military history’.\textsuperscript{120} The continuation of the insurgency along with abuses by occupation forces, most notably in Abu Graib jail, inevitably polarised judgements, setting advocates of a return to military courts against those who demanded the subjection of the occupier to the same rule of law applied to Iraqis.\textsuperscript{121} The immunity of the occupation forces was aggravated in Iraq by the widespread use of private security channels outside the chain of military command.\textsuperscript{122}

This sharp divergence of assessments was fuelled not just by the exigencies of administering justice amidst an aggressive insurgency against the occupation forces but also by the growing tension between a view of justice that gave priority to the security interests of the
occupier and one that drew upon the ever-expanding codification of human rights as a supplement to the international humanitarian law that governed military occupation. That such a development might overstretch the capacity and inclination of occupying forces had been recognised in the debates over the International Covenant on Civil and Political rights in 1950. There, on behalf of the United States, Eleanor Roosevelt had insisted that states should only be required to guarantee such rights ‘to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction’ rather than simply to all ‘within its jurisdiction’, specifically in order to exempt states from such obligations in cases of military occupation. The fear or the aspiration that a more rigorous catalogue of rights might shackle the occupier remains prominent. Ironically, however, at least where the administration of justice is in the hands of the occupier, the invocation of human rights as a supplement to the requirements of international humanitarian law has not necessarily benefitted the inhabitants of occupied territory. Reference to human rights has been used by the Israeli High Court of Justice to consider the human rights of Israeli citizens and settlers alongside the human rights of the occupied Palestinians. Balancing the one set against the other, the rights of Israelis to security and religious worship against, for example, the property rights of Palestinians, has led to the triumph of the former over the latter. As Aeyal Gross has argued, this shift from ‘a balance between security and the rights of the local population as envisaged in IHL (international humanitarian law) (vertical balancing) . . . to a horizontal balancing between the rights of different individuals’ potentially leads to an exclusion of the political considerations affecting military occupation and to an abstraction from the distinctive status of the inhabitants as protected persons.

Even where occupiers have sought justice, it has never been a justice of the equality of all before the law, of common subjection to the same rules, for the rules and the structural nature of military occupation have assigned a different status to the occupier and the inhabitant. Yet that has not meant that justice, even in Radbruch’s sense, has no meaning in this context. From General Scott’s creation of military commissions onwards, some occupiers have sought to constrain the caprice, and much else, of their own forces as well as imposing a system of justice upon the occupied, for the benefit of the occupier as much as the occupied. It is far from clear that going further, the aspiration for a rapid transition to a rule of law or the invocation of the full panoply of human rights, has proved to be much more than a
veil which serves only to conceal the reality of military occupation. In fact, it has not even done that, for the enhanced expectations have led to the avoidance of responsibility by the occupier and the insecurity of the occupied, or to the manipulation of these rights by the occupier to enhance the power that the administration of justice serves, even where it also seeks equality.
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It is frequently asserted that the greatest challenge to the concept of military occupation, as understood in the law of occupation, is the issue of regime transformation. It is held that Article 43 of the Hague Regulations amounts to a prohibition of regime transformation appropriate to an age in which military occupiers were largely indifferent to the nature of the regime in occupied territory, including ‘misrule’ by the ousted regime, being concerned instead with the strategic value of occupied territory.¹ It is further claimed that such indifference has given way to an age in which regime change is a primary intention of occupiers. They justify their actions in the name of liberation from oppressive rule, humanitarian concerns and the self-determination of the inhabitants of occupied territory – although whether the humanitarian concerns frequently invoked in such cases are accepted is another matter. At the same time, the international law of occupation has moved from a concern with the rights of states and governments towards a concern with the rights of individuals and peoples, privileging the principle of self-determination. The outcome of these two trends is an apparently inescapable dilemma, for ‘it is inherently contradictory to impose a government on a population and justify it as part of a process of self-determination’.²

Responses to this dilemma have varied according to which of the two trends is given priority and the broader theoretical positions and sympathies of commentators. One type of argument, often explicitly following Carl Schmitt’s vision of an epochal transition in international law, or rather the collapse of the traditional international order of the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries and the emergence of a new period of legal indeterminacy, focuses on the first trend.³ Thus, Nehal Bhuta draws on Schmitt’s distinction between commissarial dictatorship, intended to restore the constitution after a period of crisis, and sovereign dictatorship, intended to institute a new constitutional order.⁴ In the case of the occupation of Iraq in 2003, Bhuta presents the United States’ occupation regime as a ‘sovereign dictatorship’ whose...
transformative occupation exceeds the legal order and authorizes its provisional assumption of control, in the name of ‘a new and better order’. It derives its legitimacy, in other words, from the promise of the order to come, a horizon of expectation that is invoked to relativize the legal rules which bind it to the present. The occupying power as sovereign dictator essentially undertakes a gamble, in which the illegality of the present will become moot or even cured by the concrete legitimacy of the future order: *ex factis jus oritur*. . . 5

The purpose of this comparison, however, is to deny the legitimacy of the American attempt at the transformation of Iraq. As Jean L. Cohen has noted, ‘it rejects any attempt to give a legal/conceptual imprimatur to the project of transformative occupation’. 6 In Schmitt’s account, military occupation as a concept is firmly tied to a social and constitutional order, that of the nineteenth century, whose principles have been abandoned. For Schmitt the era of military occupation was an interlude between two phases of just war theory:

In medieval theory, the just war meant that the victor had the right to enslave the subjects of his opponent and to seize his land; today, with more highly organized forms of mass domination it means above all: determining the constitution and regime of the defeated. 7

An alternative to this response, though one whose outcome is little different, is summed up in the title of an article on the subject: ‘Why regime change is (almost always) a bad idea’. 8 Following the lead of United Nations’ General Secretary Kofi Annan, the principle of regime change is conceded in exceptional circumstances of humanitarian crisis, only for a host of reasons to be invoked for why such change is likely to fail. The ability of small numbers of the inhabitants of occupied territory to mount major challenges to the process, the limited resources of occupiers, the need to present the enterprise to the occupier’s citizens as being in the national interest, while simultaneously needing to present it as a humanitarian act devoid of national interest to outsiders, and other obstacles, all point to the prospect of failure and counsel constraint. 9

Not all, however, counsel restraint. At the time of the occupation of Iraq, John Yoo, in testimony before a subcommittee of the United States’ Senate, invoked an equally wide-ranging set of justifications for regime change, while explicitly avoiding the issue of whether the invasion of Iraq was justified. 10 While many invoke the development of occupation law in the nineteenth century through to the Hague Conferences as a model of constraint Yoo, with some plausibil-
ity, pointed to the elasticity of formulations from the Lieber Code onwards.\textsuperscript{11} That argument faltered as Yoo claimed that even were the Hague Regulations to be construed in a more restrictive manner it did not matter for Iraq was not a party to the Hague Conferences.\textsuperscript{12} Yoo displayed more confidence in asserting that under the Fourth Geneva Convention the United States was entitled to engage in regime transformation for two sets of reasons. First, it was entitled in order to ensure the security of the occupying forces, and more broadly in order to ensure the security of the United States. Second, it was entitled, indeed required, to transform the regime in order to guarantee the rights enumerated in the Convention.\textsuperscript{13} Amongst the various objections raised to such arguments is the complaint that even though the Convention provides extensive guarantees, because ‘occupation law by its nature contemplates rule by the occupying power, political participation is not a protected right. Designing and monitoring elections, therefore, could not be justified by Convention obligations’.\textsuperscript{14} On the one hand, that is true, but on the other hand, it merely restates the dilemma created by the two trends in the practice and law of occupation.

Another attempt to escape the dilemma in some ways points towards an even more expansive agenda than suggested by Yoo’s search for a justification of American policy in Iraq, though it is one shared by explicit critics of the invasion of Iraq. Thus, in November 2003, with specific reference to Iraq, Michael Walzer speculated that

\begin{quote}
a misguided military intervention or a preventive war fought before its time might nonetheless end with the displacement of a brutal regime and the construction of a decent one. Or a war unjust on both sides might result in a settlement, negotiated or imposed, that is fair to both and makes for a stable peace between them . . . If this argument is right, then we need criteria for \textit{jus post bellum} that are distinct from (though not wholly independent of) those that we use to judge the war and its conduct.\textsuperscript{15}
\end{quote}

This \textit{jus post bellum}, Walzer explained, ‘concerns war’s endings’.\textsuperscript{16} Whether, as some claim, this would constitute a ‘new major category of war’,\textsuperscript{17} is doubtful. In large part it overlaps with the law of occupation which, through its presumption that the occupier exercises effective authority, tends to presume that active conduct of warfare has ceased; though there was also acknowledgement that insurgency that fell short of displacing that authority did not abrogate the condition of occupation.\textsuperscript{18} It does move the focus by seeing some element of
transformation as an integral part of ending war and by emphasising that this is about more than the cessation of conflict. To that extent it could be construed as being compatible with notions about the termination of military occupation at the end of a period of transformation. It also shifts the focus in terms of a presumption that, as Walzer put it, “once we have acted in ways that have significant consequences for other people . . . we cannot just walk away”.

Although few commentators advocate simple and immediate withdrawal, hesitancy about regime transformation and suspicion about its perceived lack of legitimacy have induced a presumption that occupiers should depart in favour of duly constituted indigenous authorities as soon as possible; a presumption facilitated by the demand that ‘sweeping reforms’ should be reserved until the occupier has departed. The tension between the desire to see a rapid withdrawal of occupation forces and the desire to see a reform that would remove the vices that induced the occupation in the first place is hardly new. It was clearly expressed by Consul General Evelyn Baring in respect of the British occupation of Egypt that began in 1882:

Two alternative policies were open to the British Government. These were, first, the policy of speedy evacuation; and, secondly, the policy of reform. It was not sufficiently understood that the adoption of one of these policies was wholly destructive of the other.

In Egypt, unwilling to end the occupation speedily the British were compelled to engage in some measure of reform while being uncertain of their own status. As early as 1884, Baring, by then Lord Cromer, expressed unease about what he described as a ‘hybrid form of government to which no name can be given and for which there is no precedent’ and which could ‘be justified [only] if we are able to keep before our eyes the possibility of evacuation’. In fact, Britain asserted a protectorate over Egypt in 1914, opining that after ‘thirty years of reform’ this was the best way to ‘accelerate progress towards self-government’. Egypt provides an early illustration of the concerns which still lie behind resistance to abandoning the ‘conservationist principle’ that is held to be embodied in Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, namely that this will ‘dangerously blur the line between occupation and annexation’ or that “‘transformative occupations’” are ‘more akin to a modern form of indirect colonialism than the selfless liberation they often pose as’. As Adam Roberts has noted, annexation has indeed been accompanied by the ‘rhetoric of transformation’, for example, in Italy’s annexation of Tripoli and
Cyrenaica in November 1911 following its proclamation of the need for transformation the preceding month.\textsuperscript{25}

Since the Second World War, however, the prospect of regime transformation under conditions of military occupation leading to the assertion of annexation, let alone the recognition of such annexation by other states, has become an increasingly remote possibility, though examples are not unknown. The most prominent instance was East Timor where, following Indonesian invasion in 1975, a People’s Assembly under the control of the occupation authorities petitioned for incorporation into Indonesia, which duly followed in July 1976. A policy of integration, including the imposition of the official Indonesian language and population resettlement, followed. Even there, however, most states failed to formally recognise annexation, even if many acquiesced in it.\textsuperscript{26} Other examples of annexation or attempted annexation in this period are the Chinese annexation of Tibet (1950), Indian annexation of Goa (1962), Moroccan annexation of the Western Sahara and Iraq’s attempted annexation of Kuwait (1990). Roberts notes that in most of these cases ‘the original status of the annexed territory was itself less than one of full sovereignty’.\textsuperscript{27} Nor, it might be added, was the need for reform or the ‘rhetoric of transformation’ prominent in the justifications of such annexations.

Despite the invocation of the spectre of annexation, it is rather the prospect that greater or lesser regime transformation will perpetuate dependence upon the occupier, either in the sense of direct strategic or economic dependence or in the shape of ideological conformity to the visions and practices of the occupier, which lies behind defence of the conservationist principle. This dependence exposes the supposed practitioners of ‘selfless liberation’ as practitioners of a ‘modern form of indirect colonialism’. Indeed the relationship between conquest and regime transformation is more complex than suggested by the fear that regime transformation could tip over into annexation. Such a transition is indeed a possibility. Yet it is also arguable that the possibility of conquest – that is occupation followed by annexation, preferably accepted in a treaty ending a war – facilitated the emergence of the concept of occupation, including the presumption in favour of maintaining the laws in force in the territory. An occupier desirous of effecting a change of regime could afford to wait because regime transformation would be an automatic consequence of such annexation. Annexation, of course, would also automatically enhance the former occupier’s security interests. By the same token, the presumption that military occupation would not lead to annexation increased
the politics of military occupation

the temptation to secure its interests by regime transformation, at the same time as regime transformation at the behest of the occupier came to be seen as incompatible with the right to self-determination. That, in turn, made the compliance of some at least of those subject to occupation all the more desirable. Such considerations were evident to those who reflected on the British occupation of Egypt: ‘The justification of our presence in Egypt remains based, not upon the defensible right of conquest, or on force, but upon our own belief in the element of consent’. The difficulty was ‘that element, in 1919, did not in any articulate form exist. It was dramatically challenged by the Egyptian outburst of March 1919’.28

In fact, these considerations were evident as the concept of occupation began to emerge amidst the wreckage of the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. Regime transformation was built into those wars because they were understood as wars between radically different political systems and peoples rather than limited wars over territory between sovereigns. Especially in the Napoleonic Empire, but earlier as well, the sheer scale of French military victories had an impact on occupation and regime transformation. On the one hand, the peace treaties entailed the return of large tracts of territory to defeated powers, consolidating the idea of temporary military occupation. On the other hand, the indeterminacy of French strategic goals and the range of actual or potential enemies encouraged the transformation of regimes in neighbouring territories to provide a buffer in the next war.29

On the surface, at least, French practice was ruthless. As one historian has written, the annexed territories ‘regardless of their history and traditions, were melted down into standard-issue French départements’ and subject to ‘the entire panoply of Revolutionary reforms’ and even the satellite kingdoms were subject to ‘profound transformations’.30 In some respect this was true; but the success of these transformations was dependent upon the cooperation of local elites and the strength of local traditions. French centralisation could provoke opposition where the apparently weaker states of the ancien régime had avoided it by the expedient of avoiding challenging established social forces.31 Sometimes the obstacles were noted by Napoleon’s officials and their allies. As a report on conditions in the Kingdom of Westphalia acknowledged,

the feudalism that exists in your state of Westphalia is not the weak and almost extinct feudalism that existed in France in 1789 . . . Here feudal-
ism is part of the social order . . . All reform must be slow and measured:
this is one of those matters where time is required for success.32

In Italy, officials fulminated against their inability to enforce the
prohibition of religious holidays, while the anticlerical Minister
of Justice in Naples neglected to circulate the parts of the Code
Napoleon that provided for the civil marriage of priests.33 Regime
transformation was not, however, a simple matter of a struggle
between an ideologically driven occupier and recalcitrant inhabitants
of occupied territory. The sale of church lands in the Rhineland was
driven by financial considerations, namely the extraction of revenue
for Napoleon’s wars;34 but these sales created vested interests. Indeed,
it has been suggested that one of the reasons for adopting Article 43
of the Hague Regulations was fear of creating vested interest in the
continuation of occupation.35 Innovations could also be welcomed
because of the leverage that they offered vis-à-vis the occupier. In the
Rhineland, the inhabitants adapted to new consultative and judicial
institutions in order to defend local interest against the French state.
This lead the historian Michael Rowe to conclude that the ‘Rhineland
was not “colonised” by the French Empire; rather, Rhinelanders
“colonised” certain French institutions’.36 Not all of these reforms
were rejected by those who subsequently administered the Rhineland
in the name of the Allied armies that defeated Napoleon.37

In the case of these occupations, the equivocal status of the ter-
ritories, especially those annexed, rather than the satellite kingdoms,
encouraged a form of regime transformation that went far further
than the mere replacement of rulers and governments. These occupa-
tions also show that regime transformation, especially when under-
stood in a wider sense, is not only a matter of an occupier imposing
his will and vision upon a recalcitrant population but a matter involv-
ing the interests and visions of those subject to occupation. That
impression is confirmed by the reconstruction of the American south
that began in the Civil War.

Here, too, there was uncertainty about the status of the southern
states, even after the surrender of Confederate armies. To this must
be added the conflict between President Lincoln and his successor
Andrew Johnson on the one hand and Congress on the other hand,
as the two presidents sought rapid reincorporation of the rebel states
into the Union. Even with what emerged as the conditions of abolition
of slavery, repudiation of the Confederate war debt and disavowal
of secession, Congress balked at the manifestly unrepresentative
nature of the new, supposedly loyal, governments of southern states, prolonging military rule in the process. Moreover, faced with the Attorney General’s opinions of May and June 1867 that military governors must restrict themselves to maintaining order, Congress legislated to empower them to guide reconstruction and expressly instructed military officers to ignore the opinions of ‘any civil officer of the United States’. Long before this, military officers had been taking decisions about what reconstruction and a Union without slavery might mean. Indeed they had done so in their capacity as military governors during the war itself. Lacking any consistent direction from above they acted according to their perceptions about what was expedient and just in respect of the crucial issue of the ownership of land and hence the form of labour which would be open to the liberated slaves. Options sanctioned by Union commanders ranged from the operation of cotton plantations at the initiative of former slaves, as accepted by General Grant at Davis Bend, through to the distribution of land in forty-acre packets by General Sherman in parts of South Carolina and Georgia, and General Banks’ enforcement of the plantation system in Louisiana – that looked to some suspiciously like a continuation of slavery. The eventual outcome was seen by many former slaves as a betrayal that favoured former plantation owners. However one assesses the controversial issues of the reconstruction period in the South, it is clear that once the decision had been taken to end the system of slavery some process of far reaching reconstruction, in which the ownership of land and system of labour were crucial, was inescapable. Given the uncertainty as to what it should be, the competing considerations of the principle of emancipation and the need to reconcile former rebels to the Union, and the sheer complexity of the problem, it is not surprising that the revolutionary implications of the Lieber Code’s rejection of slavery found no acknowledgement elsewhere in the Code. Reconstruction also demonstrated that, in the words of William Birkhimer:

>military government ceases at the pleasure of him who instituted it upon such conditions as he elects to impose, and that its termination is not in point of time coincident, either necessarily or generally, with the cessation of hostilities between the contending parties.

To that extent, the emphasis asserted by advocates of a *jus post bellum* was already understood as a part of military government.

Both the Napoleonic war and the American Civil War had regime transformation built into their rationale and hence into the military
occupations that came with them. That is not true of all military occupations. As one textbook states, with some underestimation: ‘occupants do not commonly govern in accordance with the division and allocation of the competence established by the constitution of the occupied country’.

Its authors add, however, that even if one accepts the suspension of the constitution of the occupied country ‘in respect of the occupant’s relationship with inhabitants, there seems little necessity to assume that even among the inhabitants inter se, the Constitution should in its entirety be held suspended in its applicability’.

There is indeed no such necessity inherent in the fact of military occupation. There are, however, two contingent considerations that have disposed occupiers to engage in regime transformation and the imposition of constitutions. Firstly, military occupiers have acted on the assumption that the internal structure of states matters. They have not accepted the claims of the dominant element of contemporary neo-realism according to which only the distribution of capabilities within the international structure is decisive. That was true both of the French revolutionaries and Napoleon, as well as their opponents. Secondly, by virtue of the impact of occupation and the release of contending forces amongst the inhabitants of occupied territory, the occupier has often become a participant in a constitutional struggle, whether willingly or not. The more virulent that struggle, the less plausible is the restrictive injunction of Article 43 of the Hague Regulations. Where both factors are involved, commitment to regime transformation becomes the precondition of the end of occupation for both the occupiers and the occupied. The invocation of ideas of sovereign dictatorship here errs not in the exaggeration of the degree of transformation but in the presumption that the nature of the new regime is solely at the disposition of the occupier. Frequently, avoidance of regime change is not an available choice. To condemn this in the name of self-determination is at the same time to condemn the inhabitants of occupied territory to the perpetuation of occupation, to an internecine struggle in the event of rapid withdrawal or to the prospect of re-occupation. Occupiers, of course, have themselves contributed to such outcomes, frustrating regime change, especially but not only where they have been guided by the desire to exploit occupied territory for their own strategic or commercial interest; though to condemn any and all such interests serves only to encourage occupiers to attempt to conceal them.

All of these factors and considerations were present during the
Russian occupation of Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia in 1878 to 1879. The Russian occupation was constrained by the restriction of the period of occupation to nine months at the Congress of Berlin in place of the two-year occupation agreed under the earlier Treaty of San Stefano. Russian urgency in promoting the adoption of a constitution was driven by fear that disorder after Russian withdrawal could serve as a pretext for intervention by the Ottoman Empire, which had been ousted during the Russo-Turkish war of 1877–8. Yet, although Russia put forward a proposed constitution it exercised some restraint during the deliberations of the Bulgarian constituent assembly, partly because the Russians were themselves divided, as were the Bulgarians, over whether to favour a strong executive or a strong legislature in the new regime. In both Russian and Bulgarian deliberations it was the latter option that predominated. Amongst the Russians the calculation that popular support rather than the dynastic interest of the newly installed monarch of Bulgaria would enhance Russian influence was a significant factor. In Eastern Rumelia an international commission presided over the new regime, with the different nationalities of the commission devising elements of the new system according to their respective traditions. Although the settlement facilitated the withdrawal of Russian occupation forces and the appointment of Russian officers to the Bulgarian army, the constitutional arrangements were unstable in Bulgaria and unworkable in Eastern Rumelia. Moreover, Russian opposition to the union of the two states fostered growing anti-Russian sentiment rather than the popular support for Russian influence that the former occupier had hoped for.

The treatment of Bulgaria under a regime of occupation was regarded as unusual by some publicists. According to Spaight, the Russians ‘were quite unable to comply with the Brussels rule which enjoined respect for local laws and institutions, for local laws and institutions there were none’. Yet neither the Russians nor the other European powers showed any great hesitancy about imposing constitutions, arguing instead about whether this should done under Russian auspices, as in Bulgaria, or under the auspices of an international commission, as in Eastern Rumelia. The United States’ occupation of Haiti was even less successful and much more protracted, lasting from 1915 until 1934. Here, commercial interests and strategic considerations, notably exaggerated fears of German influence, induced an occupation under the public veil of humanitarian considerations. By the end of the First World War, those strategic
considerations had ceased to be a significant factor yet the United States was locked into an occupation from which it believed it could withdraw only at the cost of acknowledging a humiliating defeat by Haitian insurgents.\textsuperscript{51} However, suppression of the insurgency did not bring the end of occupation any closer. The imposition of a constitution in 1918, including the removal of the prohibition of foreign ownership of land that had been part of all preceding Haitian constitutions, and the facade of a Haitian government, made no substantial difference. The dilemma from the American perspective was summed up by the High Commissioner General, John Russell, in 1921:

The absurdity of dual control or of two nations administering the affairs of a country is too obvious to need comment. Two men can ride a horse but one must ride behind. If the United States is to ride behind in its conduct of Haitian Affairs it had better withdraw entirely and let the country revert to a condition of chaos when, after a time, the United States would be forced again to occupy Haiti or permit some foreign nation to do so.\textsuperscript{52}

Russell’s position, as he himself noted, bore a striking resemblance to that of Lord Cromer in Egypt.\textsuperscript{53} Reform in Haiti, however, proved even more difficult than in Egypt. Even when the Americans began to look to the development of Haitian institutions and the economy as a way to facilitate their exit the results were meagre. The racism of many among the occupation forces further alienated an already hostile Haitian elite. Economic development faltered and by the mid 1920s General Russell was resorting to Malthusian predictions of Haiti’s economic future.\textsuperscript{54} American commentators and politicians despaired of any further benefit, either to the United States or the Haitians, from prolonging the occupation yet further. As one of them put it, if ‘we are unable to develop the Haitian’s power of self-government sufficiently in twenty-one years of occupation there is little likelihood of our ever being able to do so’.\textsuperscript{55} Regime transformation in Haiti had not in fact been a consistent policy but rather emerged in a fitful manner as a way to escape from an occupation undertaken for different reasons. Beyond the client government, the Americans had failed either to find local allies amongst the existing elite or to promote a new elite as a substitute.\textsuperscript{56} The failure of reform was encouraged by a view of the Haitians as incorrigibly corrupt and idle, at the same time as the occupation authorities proclaimed their commitment to modernisation.\textsuperscript{57}

Dramatic changes to the structure and composition of indigenous
elites, and indeed the presumed mentality of much of the population, was a central element of regime transformation in the occupations of Germany and Japan at the end of the Second World War. In Germany the commitment to democratisation and denazification clearly excluded cooperation with sections of the German elite. As Carl Schorske noted at the time, that was reinforced in the British and American zones by the fact that

occupation policy has been based on the nature of Nazism as a thing of the mind, an evil idea which would have to be rooted out through the elimination of the bearers of the idea and the re-education of the German people as a whole.\(^{58}\)

This amounted to the assumption of the collective guilt of the German people, which was reflected in the initial policy of non-fraternisation. Even while the military encouraged the selective use of German civil servants it also proclaimed that the ‘German civil service, while maintaining the character of a body of trained officials, has now lost its reputation for impartial application of the law and has become an instrument of the Nazi regime’.\(^{59}\) Even in the Soviet zone, where Marxist accounts of the nature of Nazism naturally predominated, the German communists also operated with a collective guilt thesis, asserting that “the German people also carry a decisive portion of the guilt and co-responsibility for the war and its results”.\(^{60}\) Indeed they included their own members amongst the ranks of the guilty.

In the case of Japan, there was also a presumption that Japanese attitudes, deeply rooted in a feudal past, were the source of the problem.\(^{61}\) That was reinforced by the racial overtones of the war in the Pacific, leading to the acknowledgement to those being prepared to exercise military government that ‘under the heat of wartime emotions the Japanese were commonly seen as treacherous, brutal, sadistic, and fanatical “monkey men”’.\(^{62}\) While this characterisation had to be revised, especially after the decision to rely upon indirect administration of occupied territory, the presumption of widespread complicity, and hence the need for equally wide-ranging re-education, was evident in the instructions to those responsible for conducting a purge in Japan: ‘in the absence of evidence . . . to the contrary, you will assume that any persons who have held responsibility since 1937 in industry, finance, commerce and agriculture have been active exponents of militant nationalism and aggression’.\(^{63}\)

In Japan, as in Germany, this was not just a case of seeking to impose justice upon those who had committed crimes but was seen
as part of the process of regime transformation, and indeed as a key element of it. In the Potsdam Declaration of 2 August 1945 the process included not only the destruction of ‘the National Socialist Party and its affiliated and supervised organizations’ and the ‘complete disarmament and demilitarization of Germany’ but also the provisions that all organisations ‘which serve to keep alive the military tradition in Germany, shall be completely and finally abolished’, that ‘German education shall be so controlled as completely to eliminate Nazi and militaristic doctrines’ and that ‘the German economy shall be decentralized for the purpose of eliminating the present excessive concentration of economic power as exemplified in particular by cartels, syndicates, trusts and other monopolistic arrangements’.

Although the Potsdam Declaration relating to Japan was less wide-ranging and specific, in the light of the continuation of the war with Japan, and subsequent documents relating to the occupation of Japan which envisaged the continuation of a Japanese government, the ‘US Initial Post Surrender Policy for Japan’ of September 1945 required that ‘Japan will be completely disarmed and demilitarized’ and that ‘the influence of militarism will be totally eliminated from her political, economic and social life’. It also sanctioned changes in the Japanese government, ‘modifying its feudal and authoritarian tendencies’, and favoured ‘a program for the dissolution of the large industrial and banking combinations which have exercised control of a great part of Japan’s trade and industry’. The classified directive from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, JCS 1380/15, even instructed General MacArthur to ‘encourage and show favour to policies which permit a wide distribution of income and ownership of the means of production’.

At the time and subsequently it has been the clash between this extensive commitment to regime transformation and the conservationist principle of Article 43 of the Hague Regulations that has attracted attention, above all in legal commentary. Advocates of subsequent regime transformation have cited the proclamations and practices of the Allied powers as precedent and proof of the obsolescence of the Hague Regulations. Opponents, while typically declining to condemn those proclamations and practices in the context of the Second World War, have denied that they should be construed as a precedent, invoking the explicit reaffirmation of the Hague Regulations in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the subsequent Security Council assertion of the relevance of the Hague and Geneva Conventions in the case of the occupation of Iraq.
However, occupation officials and the inhabitants of occupied territory at the time, and commentators subsequently, have been agitated as much, if not more, by the extent of the transformation brought about under military occupation rather than the mere fact of transformation. Often they have condemned not the excess of transformation but its limitations. That was already evident when Carl Schorske added to his observation on the conception of Nazism as a ‘thing of the mind’:

This conception of Nazism involves the introduction of no change in the fundamental structure of society. Property relations are unchanged. Administration has been largely entrusted to putatively non-political, middle class technicians. Thus the continuity of the social structure of Imperial, Weimar, and National Socialist Germany is maintained in the Western zones.68

In retrospect, the blanket assertion of the continuity of social structure is implausible. Yet the suggestion that an occupier openly committed to radical change could be in some respects an agent reinforcing continuity, could falter in its determination to effect change, or could find itself in opposition to elements of the indigenous population desirous of more radical change, is less easy to dismiss. Even in the Soviet zone of occupation in Germany, the convoluted course of Joseph Stalin could leave German communists frustrated at Soviet restraint on their radical ambitions. It was this frustration that led Walter Ulbricht to protest in April 1948 that the Soviet Union would have to make up its mind about what it wanted, adding, ‘If we establish a dictatorship of the proletariat everything will be clear and simple . . . But then we cannot be asked to play at democracy and conduct parliamentary elections’.69 Earlier, Germans in the Soviet zone had protested against lack of Soviet support for denazification, only for the Soviet Military Administration to subsequently blame the Germans for lack of vigour in implementing Soviet denazification directives.70

Whereas the Soviet Union could publicly gloss over the problems they encountered in denazification and proclaim the process to have been successfully completed in March 1948, doubts about denazification in the West could not be suppressed. As in other cases, the limitations often appeared to be at least as, if not more, striking, to contemporaries than to subsequent commentators. While noting that denazification was being criticised either because it was presumed to have been ineffective or because it was presumed to have been too
extreme, John Herz left little doubt of his assessment under the title ‘The fiasco of denazification in Germany’ in 1948.71

Nothing could be more revealing than the strange modification of meaning that the term ‘denazification’ itself has undergone. While at first signifying the elimination of Nazis from public life, it has now in German everyday language come to mean the removal of the Nazi stigma from the individual concerned.72

The implementation of the purges in Japan proceeded by category, including certain military ranks and party leaders and members, extending to members of the Japanese Cabinets. An ‘education’ purge followed in May 1946 and then a less rigorous economic purge.73 Ironically, the same machinery used to implement these purges was deployed in order to implement the ‘red’ purge of 1949, which targeted communists or those presumed to be sympathetic to them, or simply those too critical of the occupation regime or of Japanese business management.74 The ‘red’ purge formed a major element in what came to be seen as the ‘reverse course’ and a betrayal of the initial occupation objective of democratisation. Much here depends upon how radical the initial ambition is presumed to have been.75 It is also true that the initial wave of purges in the earlier history of the occupation facilitated significant transformation in sections of the Japanese elites; in, for example, the leadership of conservative parties.76 The impact on the Japanese civil service, however, was notably less marked. This was partly because the weakening of its traditional competitor, the military elite, automatically benefited it and partly because the occupation authorities approached reform of the civil service in the spirit of apolitical bureaucratic reform.77

As Schorske had noted, the lure of the ‘putatively non-political, middle class technicians’ was prominent in Germany too. Indeed, both British and American occupation officials attempted to promote apolitical administration and to separate it from political processes where this made no sense in terms of German traditions or in terms of German understanding of the obstacles to democracy in their own history. The British attempted to promote apolitical local government;78 both the British and Americans tried to insist upon rigid separation between civil service and political parties.79 The same motive lay behind American opposition to any measure of corporatism on the assumption that this would constitute a threat to democracy and on the assumption that economic structures were inherently apolitical; Germans understood them to be inherently
political and saw the threat to democracy in their lack of regulation. In none of these cases were the occupiers successful.

There were significant constraints upon the process of regime transformation in Germany and Japan. However, they did not come from any inhibition about exceeding the remit of Article 43 of the Hague Regulations. They came from the limited resources military government could deploy and above all from the contradictory pressures and forces that their own victory released. They could choose, in varying degrees, which to seek to crush and which to favour. They could promote greater or lesser radical reform, though with limited ability to estimate the efficacy of such reform. They could not, and had no inclination to, conserve the existing order in the sense implied by Article 43.

This was also true of the occupations of East Timor, Bosnia, Kosovo and Iraq. In the case of the first three, secession from the territory of the former power was more or less inevitable, despite the hesitancy to openly acknowledge this at the outset in the case of Kosovo. The imposition of a constitution, at least in a sense of using the authority of the occupier to sanction a constitution, was effectively unavoidable. Nor did the basic presumption that such constitutions should be democratic, envisaging the legitimation of power through elections, meet with substantial opposition from the inhabitants of the occupied territories. That was true also in Iraq. Indeed, challenges to the occupier’s authority were launched in the name of such legitimacy. As Noah Feldman noted, the Ayatollah Ali-Sistani’s fatwa in 2003, opposing the constituent assembly planned by the Coalition Provisional Authority, was based on ‘pure democratic theory, with nary a reference to Islamic legal texts’.

Even leaving aside the tension between the principle of democratic legitimacy and constituent bodies of dubious democratic legitimacy imposed by the occupier, conflict between indigenous bodies and the occupier is more likely to arise over other aspects of the transformation process. That was already evident in the occupation of Japan. There the Americans had been prompted to engage in their most dramatic action, the drafting of a constitution by the occupation authorities, precisely because the initial Japanese proposals were based on the understanding of liberalizing political changes as essentially a function of increased power for the legislature. This inevitably led to an almost complete neglect of other forms of liberalizing change highly prized, by Americans in particular, to wit the constitutional protection of civil and human rights and the role of the judiciary as a means of assuring these.
Ironically, non-governmental organisations and other groups have an even greater prospect of promoting such principles – even at the expense of the democratically expressed preferences of the occupied – in forms of occupation with more pronounced involvement of the United Nations than where a power such as the United States predominates, as in the case of Iraq.\textsuperscript{83}

Thus, regime transformation has readily become more than imposed constitutionalism in a narrow sense, turning into a form of explicit cultural transformation reaching into such matters as the educational system and family law.\textsuperscript{84} It was, of course, precisely such institutions and practices that the Hague Regulations presumed to be viable and functioning parts of an occupied community, requiring only protection from arbitrary or self-interested intervention by military occupiers and preservation through the authority that the occupier alone possessed. That may indeed be so, as General Scott rightly held in the case of the Catholic religion in occupied Mexico. It may also be the case that such institutions or practices have become the foci of conflict amongst the inhabitants of occupied territory. Here the occupier is an implicit party to the conflict even where it would prefer not to be. As critics of the occupation of Kosovo wrote:

The international community – and UNMIK in particular – did not have as a priority the question of culture . . . it sidelined as irrelevant an issue of enormous sensitivity in the context of a conflict in which the symbols of cultural identity were often more powerful than weapons.\textsuperscript{85}

Inactivity merely helped to determine how the conflict was conducted.

Under the dislocation brought about by military occupation – especially if preceded or accompanied by internal strife amongst the inhabitants, destruction of the machinery of state by the occupier or predatory policies of former authorities or occupiers – much the same may be said of the distribution of wealth and the structure of the economic system that generates it. Even where this is not the case, occupiers have sought to break up concentrations of economic power and redistribute resources. In Japan that meant the break up of the economic combines, the \textit{Zaibatsu} companies, and the redistribution of farm land. Both were construed not just as economic measures but as significant contributions to the process of democratisation. That practice even found its echo in a redrafted article of the American manual on land warfare: ‘an occupant is authorized to expropriate either public or private property solely for the benefit of the local
population'. Where, for example, there is systematic uncertainty over title to property, as in Kosovo or East Timor, the presumption behind the Hague Regulations is unfounded. There, too, the occupier becomes an actor in the struggle for resources.

Especially in terms of economic resources and title to land, the prime motive of occupiers has sometimes been the exploitation of such resources for the prosecution of a war, as it frequently was in the case of revolutionary and Napoleonic France and in the world wars of the twentieth century. It was precisely this that the Hague Regulations sought to restrain. Occupiers have also sought to restructure economic laws and relationships, including title to land, in part at least for their longer term security or economic benefit: as the United States did in Haiti through constitutional revision, or in Iraq through CPA Order 39, eliminating obstacles to foreign investment in most cases, or as Israel did in its policy of establishing settlements in the West Bank and Gaza. Such policies may be intended to facilitate an end of occupation, even if they fail to have the envisaged effects, as they did in Haiti. They may also be an expression of an inability to end an occupation that threatens to tip over into a revival of a policy of conquest. That remains the risk in occupied Palestinian territory where the settlements also represented a return to ethnic conflict over the whole land.

This final dilemma may provide the best guide to the issue of regime transformation. Setting imposed constitutionalism against the principle of self-determination presumes that ‘among the inhabitants inter se’ not only that some constitutional order persists but that sufficient constitutional order persists to permit an end of occupation. The Hague Regulations presumed that this would normally be compatible with respect for existing laws. Even at the time of the Hague Regulations, however, it was recognised that this would not always be the case. Where the constitutional order has been so disrupted, either by the actions of the occupier or by virtue of internal strife, that it can no longer function as it previously did, then the occupier has become a participant in the determination of a new constitutional order, and indeed a privileged participant by virtue of the authority and force at its disposal. The assertion of the principle of self-determination against participation of the occupier in this process presumes the existence of a constitutional order that has to be recreated for the principle of self-determination to be meaningful. Regime transformation may be the only alternative to the perpetuation of occupation, conquest or descent into anarchy. Occupiers, of course, may prefer those alternatives.
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Conclusion

Historically military occupation is of relatively recent origin. The brute facts which create it are clearly not. The use of force, or threat thereof, to establish the presence of the armed forces of one state or community in the territory of another is coterminous with recorded history, but this is not what constitutes or defines military occupation. The stark contrast between the assumption of the immediate displacement of sovereignty by virtue of the possession of territory, the policy of conquest, and that of military occupation, as drawn by nineteenth century commentators, may be overdrawn. Nevertheless, despite the uncertainties about title of territory, sovereignty and mere conquest before the French Revolution, faintly reflected in passing comments by international lawyers, it is true that a distinct concept of military occupation, as articulated in memoirs, commentaries, court judgments, military codes and international treaties, only emerged in the nineteenth century.¹

This conceptual refinement culminated in the Hague Regulations of 1907, especially in the brief Article 43 that has exerted great influence upon subsequent debate about military occupation. The definition of military occupation as occurring under the condition of the ‘authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant’ is both a perceptive summary of the incipient understanding of military occupation before the Hague Regulations and remains a normative limit upon the claims of the occupier. The injunction that the occupier ‘shall take all the measures in his power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and civil life’ similarly remains the prime obligation of occupiers, alongside the obligation of occupiers to ensure the security of their own forces, though here some qualification is necessary. Article 43 presumed that public order and civil life were more or less adequately reflected in the ‘laws in force in the country’. Whether or not laws adequate in principle to public order and civil life exist and whether or not they can be said to have been ‘in force’ is both a normative and empirical question. It would be difficult, indeed impossible, to find any serious
contemporary commentator who would contest the Lieber Code’s rejection of the institution of slavery or Allied rejection of National Socialist anti-Semitic legislation. Beyond that limited consensus dis- sension reigns, with many clinging to a restrictive reading of the con- servation principle. Indeed, some commentators look to ever tighter and more refined codes in order to condemn what are, in the light of such codes, the excesses and caprice of the occupier. The historical record suggests, however, that Eyal Bevenisti was right to decline the attempt to ‘formulate a code of conduct for the scrupulous occupant, or any other set of strict definitions and minutely drafted rules’ on the grounds that ‘codes and strict definition would fail to accommodate the contingencies that occupants face during their rule, as much as they would fail to instruct any other government’.2

Important though the debate over the conservation principle is, not least because of the problems of ending military occupation once occupiers have embarked upon a policy of regime transformation, it has tended to dominate discussion to the exclusion of more funda- mental issues, namely the nature of military occupation as a political phenomenon and a form of government. Military occupiers have been consistently inadequately prepared for military government, even on those occasions where they have recognised the problem in advance and made great efforts to prepare for it, such as the Allied occupa- tions of Germany and Japan at the end of the Second World War. The subsequent denial or evasion of the fact that military occupiers are engaged in the business of occupation has merely compounded this problem. As in any other form of government, the structure of military government and how it interacts with the society over which it presides matters. Occasionally, this has received some recognition, as in the consideration of the relative merits of ‘operational’ and ‘ter- ritorial’ forms of occupation during the Second World War.3 Too often, however, the structure and organisation of occupation has been a matter of improvisation, at which occupiers have been more or less adept. In almost all cases, occupiers have been surprised by the enormity of the task, frequently perceiving its extent as unprec- edented. They have been constrained by a shortage of resources and often by the poor quality of personnel available for the task of gov- ernment. They have suffered from internal fragmentation, especially but not solely where civilian governors have also been involved. This has been true regardless of whether their intent and purpose has been manifestly vicious and perverse or arguably decent.

The structure of military government also matters because it can
be used to flatten indigenous institutions, to substantially undermine the very potential of the society subject to occupation to exist as a political entity. It can become part of a scenario which is worse than Hobbes’ war of all against all, for in Hobbes’ state of nature each man has only to fear each other man as his potential murderer. Military occupation can generate not only that fear but also the fear of organised, armed and predatory groups, namely the occupation forces, and sometimes those who act in the name of resistance to them.

Although it is often the vicious practices of occupiers that attract attention, and lead to calls for codes and agreements in the hope of constraining occupiers, seeing military occupation as a political phenomenon also helps to recognise the importance of the understanding of occupation by those subject to it. This was, in fact, well understood by the men who drew up the codes and agreements leading up to the Hague Regulations. Failure to recognise the circumstance of the ‘authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of the occupant’ could have disastrous consequences for the inhabitants. The bare fact is important but still leaves scope for disagreement over both substantive and symbolic issues about what an occupying force might legitimately do and what it might not legitimately do. That is evident, for example, in Japanese acquiescence in the American imposition of a constitution after the Second World War but their successful resistance to American efforts to determine the leadership of the Liberal Party in 1948. There was surprise and even alarm in many quarters about the nature of the American draft but in the context of that occupation no serious resistance to the fact that constitutional change was necessary.

The bare fact of the authority of the occupier presents one highly contentious problem, namely the corresponding obligation of the inhabitants to obey the occupier. Both the necessity of the obligation and the problems it presented were clear to the men who drew up the nineteenth-century codes. They, however, despite their reservations, were in no doubt that occupiers would assume such an obligation. Occupiers still do, though less explicitly and less confidently. Swayed by the conviction of their lack of legitimacy they have become less confidant of their authority: when circumstances and the remit of their mandates prompt them to intervene, they do so with a vigour at least equal to that of their predecessors in some respects, only to hesitate and evade responsibility in others. Doubt about the extent of the occupier’s authority is coterminous with the history of the concept of military occupation. It is nevertheless true that understanding the
exercise of authority without legitimate power has become more difficult, as has understanding the nature of military occupation at all.

Understanding military occupation, both by those who merely observe the phenomenon and for those engaged in it or subject to it, is made difficult by the disinclination, if not outright refusal, to recognise some of its other consequences. Military occupation pushes sovereignty to the point at which its existence and meaning are precarious. All that is left is a hollow shell whose significance lies in a negative fact: the occupier is not sovereign. The desperation to deny this lies behind the frenetic efforts of ousted elites to demonstrate the efficacy of their legitimacy, and behind calls for the occupier to return sovereignty to the people, as if it were something in the occupier’s possession. The precariousness of justice may be less dire but one presumption of justice, namely subordination to a common rule, is inevitably broken. Justice is in some degree always the victor’s justice; but this need not amount to saying that it is no justice at all. Indeed, there are circumstances where the victor’s justice is the only alternative to no justice.

It is precisely these difficulties and dilemmas, as well as the recurrence of the savagery captured by Francisco de Goya, that lie behind Paul Bremer’s characterisation of occupation as an ‘ugly word, not one that Americans feel comfortable with’. Even without the recurrence of savagery, the presumption is that military occupation, and especially military government, is inherently dishonourable or a reversion to archaic practices and principles. The danger of that presumption is that it leads to the evasion of even the label of military occupation, the evasion of the responsibilities of military occupation, including the assumption of authority, and a failure to prepare for those responsibilities. When Bremer described occupation as an ‘ugly word’ he added ‘but it is a fact’; it became a fact of international political life as an alternative to what was seen as conquest and annexation. Despite the attempts to evade the label or the consequences of military occupation, both practical and theoretical, short of a return to the alternative of conquest and annexation, it will continue to be a recurrent fact.

Notes

1. For an early expression of the provisional conditions established under military occupation, see Emer de Vattel [1758]: ‘Immovable possessions, lands, towns, provinces &c. become the property of the enemy who
makes himself master of them: but it is only the by the treaty of peace, or the entire submission and extinction of the state to which those towns and provinces belonged, that the acquisition is completed, and property becomes stable and perfect. *The Law of Nations* (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 2008), p. 596.
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